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AFFINE HECKE ALGEBRAS AND QUANTUM SYMMETRIC PAIRS
ZHAOBING FAN, CHUN-JU LAI, YIQIANG LI, LI LUO AND WEIQIANG WANG
Abstract. We introduce an affine Schur algebra via the affine Hecke algebra associated
to Weyl group of affine type C. We establish multiplication formulas on the affine Hecke
algebra and affine Schur algebra. Then we construct monomial bases and canonical bases for
the affine Schur algebra. The multiplication formula allows us to establish a stabilization
property of the family of affine Schur algebras that leads to the modified version of an
algebra Kc
n
. We show that Kc
n
is a coideal subalgebra of quantum affine algebra Uppgl
n
q,
and
`
Uppgl
n
q,Kc
n
q forms a quantum symmetric pair. The modified coideal subalgebra is
shown to admit monomial and stably canonical bases. We also formulate several variants
of the affine Schur algebra and the (modified) coideal subalgebra above, as well as their
monomial and canonical bases. This work provides a new and algebraic approach which
complements and sheds new light on our previous geometric approach on the subject. In
the appendix by four of the authors, new length formulas for the Weyl groups of affine
classical types are obtained in a symmetrized fashion.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
1.1. History
Dipper and James [DJ89] introduced the finite Schur algebra as the endomorphism algebra
of a sum of permutation modules of the finite type A Hecke algebra. (All Schur algebras
in this paper are understood as quantum Schur algebras.) Around the same time, the
same Schur algebra was constructed geometrically in [BLM90]. The paper [BLM90] further
provides a construction of the (modified) quantum group of finite type A and its stably
canonical basis by studying the stabilization property of the structures of the family of the
Schur algebras.
There have been several works on the generalization to affine type A of the Schur algebras
[GV93, Gr99, Lu99, SV00, DDF12]. However the stabilization phenomenon in the affine
type A setting is understood only in recent years [DF14, DF15]. In the affine type A,
the Chevalley generators do not form a generating set for the affine Schur algebras or the
corresponding stabilization algebra. It was shown in [DF14] (also cf. [FL15]) that there exists
a generating set consisting of semisimple generators which correspond to the bidiagonal
matrices; moreover a multiplication formula with semisimple generators was provided. A
different approach for some main results in [DF14] was given in [FLLLW].
The Schur algebra via the finite type B/C Hecke algebra a` la Dipper-James was studied
by R. Green [Gr97] (also cf. [HL06]). This construction was generalized and put in a much
broader context under the so-called ı-Schur duality [BW13], where the coideal subalgebra
of the quantum group of type A features naturally. A geometric realization of such a Schur
algebra via flag varieties of type B/C is given in [BKLW] (and also [LW15]), where a BLM-
type stabilization leads to a (modified) coideal subalgebra of the quantum group of type A
and its canonical basis. An affinization of this geometric construction in the setting of affine
type C flag varieties is developed extensively in [FLLLW].
1.2. The goal
The goal of this paper is to develop a Hecke algebraic approach toward the affine Schur
algebras, their stabilization algebras, as well as their monomial and canonical bases. This
paper can be viewed as a companion paper of our previous work using a geometric approach
[FLLLW]. The current approach provides new algebraic constructions and proofs which
shed new light on the underlying algebra structures, and it complements the geometric
constructions in [FLLLW]. It offers new multiplication formulas for the affine Hecke and
affine Schur algebras.
The paper is naturally organized into 2 parts. In Part 1, which consists of Chapters 2–5, we
study in depth the structures of affine Schur algebras. We start by presenting the affine Weyl
group of type C as a group of permutations of Z satisfying suitable conditions. We introduce
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the affine Schur algebra Scn,d as the endomorphism algebra of a suitable sum of permutation
modules of the corresponding affine Hecke algebra. After a detailed combinatorial study of
double cosets of affine Weyl groups, we construct a standard basis, a monomial basis, and a
canonical basis for Scn,d. We further identify S
c
n,d and its canonical basis with the geometric
counterparts introduced in [FLLLW].
At the heart of this paper lie the multiplication formulas of the affine Hecke algebra
and then of the affine Schur algebra. As the computational and combinatorial details here
are rather challenging and tedious, we have made a serious effort to organize them in a
(hopefully) orderly manner, and present the multiplication formulas in compact forms.
Part 2, which consists of Chapters 6–8, studies the stabilization properties of the family
of affine Schur algebras, as d varies and goes to infinity. The aforementioned multiplication
formula of Scn,d plays a fundamental role in the formulation of the stabilization properties of
the family of algebras Scn,d and their bar involutions. Such stabilization properties allow us
to define a stablization (or limiting) algebra 9Kcn equipped with a monomial basis, a canonical
basis, as well as a multiplication formula. We further identify the algebra 9Kcn here with its
counterpart constructed geometrically in [FLLLW].
There is a standard way to construct an algebra Kcn, which is a “non-idempotented”
variant of 9Kcn. The analogous affine type A constructions give us similar algebras
9Kn and
Kn, which are identified with the idempotented/usual quantum affine gln in [DF14, DF15].
By studying the comultiplication formulated in [FLLLW] using the multipication formula
for 9Kcn in this paper, we show that K
c
n is a subalgebra Kn and pKn,K
c
nq forms a quantum
symmetric pair of affine type in the sense of Kolb [Ko14].
Below we present a detailed overview of the approach and main results of this paper.
1.3. Main results
1.3.1. Multiplication formulas. Let H be the Hecke algebra associated to the Weyl group
W “ W pdq of affine flag variety of type C, with generators Tw for w P W . We caution that
while the algebra H is naturally associated to affine flag variety of type C, it is often viewed
in literature from Langlands dual viewpoint, and referred as affine Hecke algebra of type B.
Following Lusztig’s presentation in affine type A, there have been two presentations of
affine Weyl groups of type C as permutation groups on Z; cf. [B86, Shi94, EE98, BB05],
and their length function formulas are given in [EE98, BB05]; see (2.1.9). In this paper, we
choose the presentation of W as a permutation group on Z with two fixed points in each
period, which makes the symmetries of W more transparent (cf. [Shi94]). In particular, this
leads to a new and simple length function formula; see Lemma 2.1.1.
We define the affine Schur algebra Scn,d as the endomorphism algebra of a sum of per-
mutation modules of the affine Hecke algebra H. Like in [DF14, DF15], we shall develop
a new multiplication formula for the affine Schur algebra Scn,d. However there is a major
difference here from affine type A. The semisimple generators loc. cit. are bar invariant (and
correspond to closed orbits geometrically [FL15]), and the multiplication formula therein
does not require nontrivial multiplication on the Hecke algebra level. In contrast, we shall
see that the generators in our setting correspond to tridiagonal matrices, and they are not
bar invariant in general (neither do they correspond to closed orbits on partial affine flag
varieties [FLLLW]).
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To develop a multiplication formula for affine Schur algebra, we are led to first establish a
multiplication formula at the affine Hecke algebra level, which is technically challenging and
combinatorially involved. For notations we refer to the sentence above Theorem 3.2.1.
Theorem A (Theorem 3.2.1). Let B “ κpλ, g1, µq be a tridiagonal matrix. Then, for any
g2 P Dµν and w P DδpBq XWµ, we have
Tg1Twg2 “
ÿ
σPKw
pv2 ´ 1qnpσqv2hpw,σqTg1σwg2 .
By construction, the affine Schur algebra Scn,d admits a basis teA | A P Ξn,du parametrized
by the set Ξn,d (2.3.5) of n-periodic centro-symmetric Z ˆ Z matrices over N of size d.
(We sometimes normalize eA to become the standard basis rAs.) We have the following
multiplication formula for the affine Schur algebra Scn,d, and shall refer to the paragraph
above Theorem 4.3.1 for notations.
Theorem B (Theorems 4.3.1 and 5.3.1). Let A,B P Ξn,d with B tridiagonal and rowcpAq “
colcpBq. Then we have
eBeA “
ÿ
TPΘB,A
SPΓT
pv2 ´ 1qnpSqv2pℓpA,B,S,T q´npSq´hpS,T qq JA;S;T K eApT´Sq.
Multiplication formulas in different form can also be derived from the geometric approach
in [FL17]. A special case of Theorem B gives a formula which closely resembles the multi-
plication formula in affine type A in [DF14], and another special case closely resembles the
multiplication formula in type B/C in [BKLW]. In these special cases, we only need some of
the summands whose powers npSq of v2´1 are 0, which simplify computations dramatically.
While the multiplication formula in Theorem B is explicit yet complicated, one can read off
useful and essential information about the algebra Scn,d. For example, it allows us to show
that the algebra Scn,d has a generating set given by rAs for tridiagonal matrices A P Ξn,d; see
Theorem 5.6.2(c).
1.3.2. Monomial and canonical bases. By developing further multiplicative properties of
Scn,d from the multiplication formula in Theorem B, we produce an algorithm (see Algorithm
5.6.1) to construct a monomial basis tmA | A P Ξn,du which is bar invariant such that
mA “ rAs` lower terms with respect to a natural partial ordering. (A version of this
algorithm produces a monomial basis in affine type A [LL17].) The construction of the
canonical basis of Scn,d via the Kazhdan-Lusztig basis of H is rather routine (cf. [Du92]).
Theorem C (Theorem 5.4.1, Theorem 5.7.2). The Schur algebra Scn,d admits both monomial
and canonical bases.
The multiplication formula in Theorem B also allows us to establish a stabilization prop-
erty of the family of algebras Scn,d as d ÞÑ 8. We remark that the stabilization procedure in
the paper relies heavily on the multiplication formula with tridiagonal generators, in contrast
to the constructions in [FLLLW] where such a formula was not available. The stabilization
property leads to the construction of a stabilization algebra 9Kcn. While largely following the
strategy of [BLM90] (which has been applied also to [BKLW, DF15]), our setting is techni-
cally more involved. The bar involution on 9Kcn is determined by its nontrivial action on the
tridiagonal generators; see the proof of Proposition 6.2.1.
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A variant of the multiplication formula in Theorem B is valid for the algebra 9Kcn; see
Theorem 6.3.1. The algorithm for monomial basis for the affine Schur algebra Scn,d is adapted
here to construct a monomial basis for the stabilization algebra 9Kcn. The stably canonical
basis for 9Kcn follows from the existence of its monomial basis.
Theorem D (Theorem 6.4.3). We have an algebra 9Kcn arising from stabilization on the
family of Schur algebras Scn,d (as d varies). Moreover,
9Kcn admits both monomial and stably
canonical bases.
We emphasize that the constructions in Chapter 3 throughout Chapter 7 are entirely
independent of the geometric approach developed in [FLLLW]. Our constructions and proofs
for Theorems C and D are built on the multiplication formulas in Theorems A and B, while
Theorems A and B are new. We show in Propositions 2.7.1 and 6.5.1 that the algebras Scn,d
and 9Kcn here are isomorphic to the geometrically constructed algebras in the same notation
in [FLLLW], and their monomial and canonical bases also match with their counterparts loc.
cit..
1.3.3. Affine quantum symmetric pairs. Recall a quantum symmetric pair pU,Uıq in
the sense of [Le02, Ko14] consists of a quantum group U and its coideal subalgebra Uı. The
stabilization algebra for Schur algebras of finite type B/C is the (modified) coideal subalgebra
of the quantum group of finite type A [BKLW, LW15]. There is a standard procedure
(which goes back to [BLM90]) to construct an algebra Kcn for which
9Kcn is the modified (or
idempotented) version. Similarly, in the affine type A setting we have a stabilization algebra
9Kn which is the modified version of Kn, and moreover, Kn is isomorphic to the quantum
affine gln; cf. [DF15].
Theorem E (Theorem 7.4.4). The pair pKn,K
c
nq forms a quantum symmetric pair associ-
ated to an involution on the Dynkin diagram of affine type A depicted in Figure 1.
Figure 1. Dynkin diagram of type A
p1q
2r`1 with involution of type  ” c.
0 1
¨ ¨ ¨
r ´ 1 r
2r ` 1 2r
¨ ¨ ¨
r ` 2 r ` 1
Theorem E does not appear in the framework of [FLLLW] (only an idempotented quantum
symmetric pair was established therein). The passage from the idempotented quantum
symmetric pair to the quantum symmetric pair statement here is nontrivial, and its proof
takes advantage of some constructions loc. cit. together with the multiplication formula for
9Kcn in Theorem B.
We remark that in a very interesting paper [CGM14] Chen, Guay and Ma also studied
interactions between affine Hecke algebra and quantum symmetric pair from a very different
perspective from ours.
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1.3.4. Variants. There are several variants (called type ı, ı, and ıı) of the algebras Scn,d
and 9Kcn (here we can view c “ ). The Schur algebras S
ı
n,d,S
ı
n,d,S
ıı
η,d are subalgebras of
Scn,d by construction. We also construct their respective stabilization algebras
9Kın ,
9Kın ,
9Kııη
together with their canonical bases.
Theorem F (Theorem 8.2.4, Theorem 8.3.8, Remark 8.3.9). The Schur algebra Sın,d admits
a canonical basis compatible with the one in Scn,d under the inclusion S
ı
n,d Ă S
c
n,d. The algebra,
9Kın is isomorphic to a subquotient of
9Kcn, with compatible standard, monomial, and stably
canonical bases.
Similar results for types ı and ıı also hold and can be found in Theorem 8.4.3 and
Theorem 8.5.2.
1.3.5. New length formulas for Weyl groups. The Weyl groups of finite and affine types
as (infinite) permutations have been studied by Lusztig [Lu83], Be´dard [B86], Shi [Shi94],
Bjo¨rner-Brenti [BB96, BB05] and Eriksson-Eriksson [EE98]. The length functions, which
are realized by counting (affine) inversions, admit rather involved formulas in terms of sums
of floored quotients; see Proposition A.2.1.
In the appendix by four authors, we provide new formulas that describe the dimensions of
generalized Schubert varieties of certain finite and affine types in a symmetrized fashion; see
Theorem A.1.10. We further obtain new length formulas (see Theorem A.2.3) for all finite
and affine Weyl groups in a similar symmetrized fashion.
1.4. The organization
This paper is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, the affine Schur algebra Scn,d is defined via
the affine Hecke algebra H, and then identified with the geometrically-defined affine Schur
algebra from [FLLLW] with compatible standard bases.
In Chapter 3, a multiplication formula for affine Hecke algebra H is formulated.
In Chapter 4, we establish a key multiplication formula for the affine Schur algebra Scn,d
with tridiagonal generators.
In Chapter 5, canonical basis for the affine Schur algebra Scn,d is constructed and iden-
tified with the one defined geometrically in [FLLLW]. Using the multiplication formula in
Chapter 4, we construct a monomial basis for Scn,d.
In Chapter 6, we shall establish a stabilization property for the family of affine Schur
algebras Scn,d as d varies, which leads to a quantum algebra
9Kcn. A monomial basis and a
stably canonical basis for 9Kcn are constructed.
In Chapter 7, we construct an algebra Kcn for which
9Kcn is the modified (idempotented)
version. We show that pKn,K
c
nq forms a quantum symmetric pair.
In Chapter 8, three more variants of affine Schur algebras and their corresponding stabiliza-
tion algebras are introduced. We establish various results for these new variants analogous
to those for the algebras Scn,d and
9Kcn obtained in earlier chapters.
In Appendix A we establish a formula for the dimension of generalized Schubert varieties
of certain finite and affine types in a symmetrized fashion. We further deduce new length
formulas of finite and affine classical Weyl groups as an application.
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Notations. We shall denote N “ t0, 1, 2, . . .u. For a, b P Z, we let
ra..bs “ ra, bs X Z, ra..bq “ ra, bq X Z
be the integer intervals. We define similarly integer intervals pa..bs and pa..bq.
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Institute of Mathematics at Academia Sinica, and University of Virginia. Z. Fan is partially
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L. Luo is supported by Science and Technology Commission of Shanghai Municipality grant
13dz2260400 and the NSF of China grant 11671139. W. Wang is partially supported by the
NSF grant DMS-1405131 and DMS-1702254.
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Part 1. Affine Schur algebras
CHAPTER 2
Affine Schur algebras via affine Hecke algebras
In this chapter, we define the affine Schur algebra Scn,d as the endomorphism algebra of a
sum of permutation modules of the affine Hecke algebra associated to the affine Weyl group
of type rCd, and show that its basis is parametrized by periodic and centro-symmetric integer
matrices. We then reformulate some combinatorics of the affine Weyl group and associated
Hecke algebra in terms of such integer matrices. The algebra Scn,d is identified with the
geometrically-defined affine Schur algebra from [FLLLW].
2.1. Affine Weyl groups
Let r, d P N be such that d ě 2, and set
n “ 2r ` 2, D “ 2d` 2. (2.1.1)
Let W be the Weyl group of type rCd generated by S “ ts0, s1, . . . , sdu with the affine
Dynkin diagram
0 1
. . .
d´ 1 d
ùñ ðù
Then pW,Sq is a Coxeter group. We denote the identity of W by 1. It is known (c.f. [B86])
that W can be identified as a subgroup of the permutation group PermpZq satisfying certain
natural conditions (such a description for Weyl groups of affine type A goes back to Lusztig).
For our purpose, we shall introduce a variant of such a description, which has been given
in [Shi94]. We identify W with the subgroup PermcpZq which consists of g P PermpZq such
that
gpi`Dq “ gpiq `D, gp´iq “ ´gpiq for i P Z. (2.1.2)
In particular, we always have
gp0q “ 0 and gpd` 1q “ d` 1.
Any element w in W ” PermcpZq is uniquely determined by its value on t1, 2, . . . , du, and
we shall denote
w “
ˆ
1 2 . . . d
a1 a2 . . . ad
˙
c
“ ra1, a2, . . . , adsc (2.1.3)
to mean that wpiq “ ai for 1 ď i ď d. We define the transposition
pi, jqc PW, for i ‰ j, (2.1.4)
as the element which swaps kD˘ i and kD˘ j pk P Zq while fixing ZztkD˘ i, kD˘ j|k P Zu
pointwise.
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Let us establish an explicit isomorphism between W and the Weyl group of type rCd
denoted by rSCd [BB05, §8.4]. (Roughly speaking, the difference is that the permutations in
W fix d` 1`DZ.) The identification rSCd ÑW is given by
g1 ÞÑ g “ rιpg1p1qq, . . . , ιpg1pdqqsc, (2.1.5)
where
ι : Z ÝÑ Zztd ` 1`DZu, i ÞÑ i`
R
i´ d
D ´ 1
V
(2.1.6)
is an order-preserving bijection. Here the floor and ceiling functions are defined as usual by
tau “ maxtm P Z | m ď au and ras “ mintm P Z | m ě au for a P R. In other words, we
have
ι
`
g1pi` kpD ´ 1qq
˘
“ gpi` kDq, ´d ď i ď d, k P Z. (2.1.7)
This identification shows W is indeed the Weyl group of type rCd.
We denote by |X| the cardinality of a finite set X . The length function ℓp¨q on W affords
the following simple formula (compare with the more involved formula in [BB05, (8.44)],
which is recalled in (2.1.9) below).
Lemma 2.1.1. The length of g P W is given by
ℓpgq “
1
2
ˇˇˇ!
pi, jq P r1..ds ˆ Z
ˇˇ
iąj
gpiqăgpjq or
iăj
gpiqągpjq
)ˇˇˇ
. (2.1.8)
Proof. Let g1 P rSCd be the element identified with g. It is known [BB05, (8.44), (8.45)] that
ℓpg1q “ invBpg
1p1q, . . . , g1pdqq `
ÿ
1ďiďjďd
ˆZ
|g1piq ´ g1pjq|
D ´ 1
^
`
Z
|g1piq ` g1pjq|
D ´ 1
^˙
. (2.1.9)
Since ι is order preserving, we have g1piq ă g1pjq ô gpiq ă gpjq for all i, j P r1..ds. Hence
by [BB05, (8.2)] we have
invBpg
1p1q, . . . , g1pdqq “
ˇˇˇ
tpi, jq P r1..ds2 | iăjg1piqąg1pjqu
ˇˇˇ
`
ˇˇˇ
tpi, jq P r1..ds2 | iďjg1p´iqąg1pjqu
ˇˇˇ
“
ˇˇˇ
tpi, jq P r1..ds2 | iăjgpiqągpjqu
ˇˇˇ
`
ˇˇˇ
tpi, jq P r1..ds2 | iďjgp´iqągpjqu
ˇˇˇ
“
1
2
ˇˇˇ
tpi, jq P r1..ds ˆ r´d..ds | iąjgpiqăgpjq or
iăj
gpiqągpjqu
ˇˇˇ
.
By (2.1.6)–(2.1.7), we obtain thatZ
|g1piq ˘ g1pjq|
D ´ 1
^
“
Z
|gpiq ˘ gpjq|
D
^
for i, j P r1..ds.
We regard W Ă rSD, the Weyl group of affine type A in [BB05, §8.3]. [BB05, (8.31)] can
be rephrased using g (instead of g1) as follows: for g PW Ă rSD and for i, j P r1..ds, we haveZ
|gpiq ´ gpjq|
D
^
“ |tk P Z | gpjq ą gpi` kpDqqu| ` |tk P Z | gpiq ą gpj ` kpDqqu|.
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A detailed calculation shows thatř
1ďiďjďd
Y
|gpiq`gpjq|
D
]
“
ř
1ďiăjďd
`
|tk ě 1 | gpjq ą gp´i` kDqu| ` |tk ě 1|gpiq ă gp´j ´ kDqu|
˘
`
ř
1ďiďd
`
|tk ě 1 | gpiq ą gp´i` kDqu| ` |tk ě 1|gpiq ă gp´i´ kDqu|
˘
“ 1
2
8ř
k“1
¨˚
˚˚˚˚
˚˚˚˚
˝
|tpj,´i` kDq | 1 ď i ă j ď d, gpjq ą gp´i` kDqu|
` |tpi,´j ` kDq | 1 ď i ă j ď d, gpiq ą gp´j ` kDqu|
` |tpi,´j ´ kDq | 1 ď i ă j ď d, gpiq ă gp´j ´ kDqu|
` |tpj,´i´ kDq | 1 ď i ă j ď d, gpjq ă gp´i´ kDqu|
` |tpi,´i` kDq | 1 ď i ď d, gpiq ą gp´i` kDqu|
` |tpi, kD
2
q | 1 ď i ď d, gpiq ą gpkD
2
qu|
` |tpi,´i´ kDq | 1 ď i ď d, gpiq ă gp´i´ kDqu|
` |tpi,´kD
2
q | 1 ď i ď d, gpiq ă gp´kD
2
q|u
‹˛‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
.
Similarly we haveř
1ďiďjďd
Y
|gpiq´gpjq|
D
]
“
ř
1ďiăjďd
`
|tk ě 1 | gpiq ą gpj ` kDqu| ` |tk ě 1 | gpjq ą gpi` kDqu|
˘
“ 1
2
8ř
k“1
¨˚
˚˝ |tpi, j ` kDq | 1 ď i ă j ď d, gpiq ą gpj ` kDqu|` |tpj, i´ kDq | 1 ď i ă j ď d, gpi´ kDq ą gpjquq|
` |tpj, i` kDq | 1 ď i ă j ď d, gpjq ą gpi` kDqu|
` |tpi, j ´ kDq | 1 ď i ă j ď d, gpj ´ kDq ą gpiqu|q
‹˛‹‚.
The lemma then follows by simplifying the summation of the relevant terms above. 
Via the notation (2.1.3), the generators of W are given by
s0 “ r´1, 2, 3, . . . , d´ 1, dsc,
sd “ r1, 2, 3, . . . , d´ 1, d` 2sc,
si “ r1, . . . , i´ 1, i` 1, i, i` 2, . . . , dsc “ pi, i` 1qc, for i “ 1, . . . , d´ 1.
(2.1.10)
2.2. Parabolic subgroups and cosets
Denote the set of (weak) compositions of d into r`2 parts (where “weak” means a possible
zero part is allowed) by
Λ “ Λr,d “
!
λ “ pλ0, λ1, . . . , λr`1q P N
r`2
ˇˇ r`1ÿ
i“0
λi “ d
)
. (2.2.1)
For λ P Λ, we shall denote by Wλ the parabolic (finite) subgroup of W generated by
Sztsλ0 , sλ0,1 , . . . , sλ0,ru, where λ0,i “ λ0 ` λ1 ` . . . ` λi for 0 ď i ď r; note λ0,0 “ λ0
and λ0,r “ d´ λr`1. We define the integral intervals R
λ
i by
Rλi “
$’&’%
r´λ0..λ0s if i “ 0,
pλ0,i´1..λ0,is if i P r1..rs,
rd` 1´ λr`1..d` 1` λr`1s if i “ r ` 1.
(2.2.2)
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Recall that n “ 2r` 2 and D “ 2d` 2 in (2.1.1). We further extend the definition of Rλi for
all i P Z recursively by letting
Rλ´i “ t´x | x P R
λ
i u, R
λ
i`n “ tx`D | x P R
λ
i u. (2.2.3)
Then the sets tRλi uiPZ partition the set Z, that is,
Rλi XR
λ
i “ H for i ‰ j, Z “
ğ
iPZ
Rλi .
Denote by StabpXq the stabilizer subgroup of the action of W ” PermcpZq on Z, for any
subset X Ă Z.
Lemma 2.2.1. For any λ P Λ, we have Wλ “
Şr`1
i“0 StabpR
λ
i q.
Proof. By [BB05, Proposition 8.4.4] we have, for each 0 ď i ď r,
WSztsλ0,iu “ Stabpr´λ0,i..λ0,isq X Stabprλ0,i ` 1..D ´ λ0,i ´ 1sq.
The lemma follows by taking the intersection Wλ “
Şr
i“0WSztsλ0,iu. 
Let
Dλ “
 
g P W | ℓpwgq “ ℓpwq ` ℓpgq, @w PWλ
(
. (2.2.4)
Then Dλ (respectively, D
´1
λ ) is the set of minimal length right (respectively, left) coset
representatives of Wλ in W . Denote by
Dλµ “ Dλ XD
´1
µ (2.2.5)
the set of minimal length double coset representatives for WλzW {Wµ.
Lemma 2.2.2. For any g PW and λ P Λ, the following are equivalent:
paq g P Dλ;
pbq g´1 is order-preserving on Rλi , for all i P r0..r ` 1s;
pcq g´1 is order-preserving on Rλi , for all i P Z.
Proof. By the argument following [BB05, Proposition 8.4.4], Dλ in (2.2.4) can be written as
Dλ “
$&%g PW
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ g
´1p0q ă . . . ă g´1pλ0q,
g´1p1` λ0,iq ă . . . ă g
´1pλ0,i`1q, @i P r1..r ´ 1s
g´1p1` λ0,rq ă . . . ă g
´1pd` 1q
,.- .
Note that gp´iq “ ´gpiq and gp0q “ 0, so the condition “g´1p0q ă . . . ă g´1pλ0q” is
equivalent to g´1p´λ0q ă . . . ă g
´1p0q “ 0 ă . . . ă g´1pλ0q. Similarly, for g P Dλ, we have
g´1pd ` 1 ´ λr`1q ă . . . ă g
´1pd ` 1q “ d ` 1 ă . . . ă g´1pd ` 1 ` λr`1q. Hence (a) is
equivalent to (b).
The equivalence of (b) and (c) follows from the periodicity condition (2.1.2). 
The following proposition is standard and can be found in [DDPW, Proposition 4.16,
Lemma 4.17 and Theorem 4.18]; for Part (a) also see Proposition 2.5.3 below.
Proposition 2.2.3. Let λ, µ P Λ and g P Dλµ.
paq There is a weak composition δ “ δpλ, g, µq P Λr1,d for some r
1 such that
Wδ “ g
´1Wλg XWµ.
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pbq The map Wλ ˆ pDδ XWµq Ñ WλgWµ sending px, yq to xgy is a bijection; moreover,
we have ℓpxgyq “ ℓpxq ` ℓpgq ` ℓpyq.
pcq The map pDδ XWµq ˆWδ Ñ Wµ sending px, yq to xy is a bijection; moreover, we
have ℓpxq ` ℓpyq “ ℓpxyq.
2.3. Affine Schur algebra via Hecke
LetA “ Zrv, v´1s. The Hecke algebraH “ HpW q is anA-algebra with a basis tTg | g PW u
satisfying
TwTw1 “ Tww1 if ℓpww
1q “ ℓpwq ` ℓpw1q,
pTs ` 1qpTs ´ v
2q “ 0, for s P S.
For any finite subset X ĂW and for λ P Λ (2.2.1), set
TX “
ÿ
wPX
Tw and xλ “ TWλ. (2.3.1)
For λ, µ P Λ and g P Dλµ, we consider a right H-linear map φ
g
λµ P HomHpxµH,Hq, sending
xµ to TWλgWµ . Thanks to Proposition 2.2.3(b), we have TWλgWµ “ xλTgTDδXWµ for some
δ P Λr1,d, and hence we have constructed a right H-linear map
φ
g
λµ P HomHpxµH, xλHq, xµ ÞÑ TWλgWµ “ xλTgTDδXWµ . (2.3.2)
The affine Schur algebra Scn,d is defined as the following A-algebra
Scn,d “ EndH
´
‘
λPΛ
xλH
¯
“
à
λ,µPΛ
HomHpxµH, xλHq. (2.3.3)
Introduce the following subset of ΛˆW ˆ Λ:
Dn,d “
ğ
λ,µPΛ
tλu ˆDλ,µ ˆ tµu. (2.3.4)
A formal argument as in [Du92, Gr97] is applicable to our setting and gives us the following.
Lemma 2.3.1. The set tφgλµ | pλ, g, µq P Dn,du forms an A-basis of S
c
n,d.
We denote
Θn “
 
A “ paijq P MatZˆZpNq | aij “ ai`n,j`n, @i, j P Z
(
.
We further consider the following subset of Θn:
Ξn,d “
!
A “ paijq P MatZˆZpNq
ˇˇ
a´i,´j “ aij “ ai`n,j`n, @i, j P Z;
a00, ar`1,r`1 are odd;
ÿ
1ďiďn
ÿ
jPZ
aij “ D
)
.
(2.3.5)
For k, ℓ P Z, we define a matrix Ekℓ P Θn by
Ekℓ “ pEkℓij qi,jPZ, E
kℓ
ij “
#
1 if pi, jq “ pk ` tn, ℓ` tnq for some t P Z,
0 otherwise.
(2.3.6)
For any T “ ptijq P Θn, set
Tθ “ ptθ,ijq, tθ,ij “ tij ` t´i,´j. (2.3.7)
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For T “ ptijq P Θn, define its type A row sum vector rowapT q “ prowapT qkqkPZ and type A
column sum vector colapT q “ pcolapT qkqkPZ by
rowapT qk “
ÿ
jPZ
tkj and colapT qk “
ÿ
iPZ
tik. (2.3.8)
Let
Ξn “
ď
dPN
Ξn,d. (2.3.9)
For A “ paijq P Ξn, we set
a1ij “
#
1
2
paii ´ 1q if i “ j P Zpr ` 1q,
aij otherwise.
(2.3.10)
For any A P Ξn, we define its type C row sum vector rowcpAq “ prowcpAq0, . . . , rowcpAqr`1q
and type C column sum vector colcpAq “ pcolcpAq0, . . . , colcpAqr`1q by
rowcpAqk “
$’’’&’’’%
a100 `
ř
jě1
a0j if k “ 0,
a1r`1,r`1 `
ř
jďr
ar`1,j if k “ r ` 1,
rowapT qk if 1 ď k ď r.
colcpAqk “
$’’&’’%
a100 `
ř
iě1
ai0 if k “ 0,
a1r`1,r`1 `
ř
iďr
ai,r`1 if k “ r ` 1,
colapAqk if 1 ď k ď r.
(2.3.11)
Each A P Ξn is uniquely determined by taij | pi, jq P I
`u, where
I` “
`
t0u ˆ N
˘
\
`
r1..rs ˆ Z
˘
\
`
tr ` 1u ˆ Zďr`1
˘
(2.3.12)
is the index set corresponding to the “first half-period”.
2.4. Set-valued matrices
We introduce a “higher-level” structure of Ξn, which will facilitate the proof of the mul-
tiplication formula in next chapter. Let ΞPn,d be the set of Z ˆ Z matrices A “ pAijq with
entries being finite subsets of Z which satisfy Conditions (P1)–(P5) below:
(P1)
Ů
Aij “ Z;
(P2) Ai`n,j`n “ tx`D | x P Aiju for all i, j P Z;
(P3) A´i,´j “ t´x | x P Aiju for all i, j P Z;
(P4) 0 P A00 and d` 1 P Ar`1,r`1;
(P5)
ř
1ďiďn
ř
jPZ |Aij| “ D.
Set
ΞPn “
ğ
dPN
ΞPn,d.
Again, each A P ΞPn is uniquely determined by tAij | pi, jq P I
`u.
Recalling I` in (2.3.12), we denote
I`a “ I
`
H
tp0, 0q, pr ` 1, r ` 1qu. (2.4.1)
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We define a map
P : Ξn,d ÝÑ Ξ
P
n,d, A ÞÑ A
P (2.4.2)
as follows. For each A “ paijq P Ξn,d, a matrix A
P P ΞPn,d is determined by (a1)–(a2) below
via “row-reading” (thanks to Conditions (P2)–(P3) for ΞPn,d):
(a1) Set pAPq00 “
”
´ a100 .. a
1
00
ı
, pAPqr`1,r`1 “
”
d` 1´ a1r`1,r`1 .. d` 1` a
1
r`1,r`1
ı
.
(a2) For pi, jq P I`a , set
pAPqij “
´ i´1ÿ
l“0
rowcpAql `
ÿ
kăj
aik ..
i´1ÿ
l“0
rowcpAql `
ÿ
kďj
aik
ı
.
By definition we have a map
| ¨ | : ΞPn,d ÝÑ Ξn,d, |A| “ p|Aij |qi,jPZ. (2.4.3)
Moreover, |AP | “ A.
We further define a map
gstd : ΞPn,d ÝÑ W, A ÞÑ g
std
A (2.4.4)
as follows. On I`, let ălex be the lexicographical order such that pi, jq ălex px, yq if and only
if i ă x or (i “ x and j ă y). Let A “ pAijq P Ξ
P
n,d, and set A “ paijq “ |A|. The Weyl
group element gstdA P W is determined by (g1)–(g2) below via “column-reading” (thanks to
the periodicity condition (2.1.2)):
(g1) For pi, jq P I`, we set
Ipj,iq “
#
r´a1ii..a
1
iis, if pj, iq “ p0, 0q or pr ` 1, r ` 1q,
r1..ajis, otherwise.
Then set Aj,i “ ta
pj,iq
l | l P I
pj,iqu such that a
pj,iq
l ă a
pj,iq
l`1 for admissible l.
(g2) Let 1 ď k ď d. If k ď a100, set g
std
A pkq “ a
p0,0q
k “ k; if k ą a
1
00, then find the unique
pi, jq P I`ztp0, 0qu and m P r1..a1jis such that
k “ a100 `
ÿ
px,yqPI`ztp0,0qu,px,yqălexpi,jq
ayx `m,
and then set gstdA pkq “ a
pj,iq
m .
Example 2.4.1. Let d “ 3, D “ 8, r “ 0, n “ 2, and let
A “
»—————————–
. . .
2 0 1 0 2
3
2 0 1 0 2
3
2 0 1
. . .
fiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffifl
“ 3E00 ` 2E1,´1θ ` E
11.
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Here the dashed stripes indicate the 0th column/row. We have
AP “
»—————————–
. . .
t´6,´5u ∅ t´4u ∅ t´3,´2u
r´1..1s
t2, 3u ∅ t4u ∅ t5, 6u
r7..9s
t10, 11u t12u
. . .
fiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffifl
.
The reading
¨ ¨ ¨ ,´1, 0, 1,´3,´2, 4, 10, 11, 7, 8, 9, 5, 6, 12, ¨ ¨ ¨
gives gstdAP “ r1,´3,´2sc; see (2.1.3).
2.5. A bijection κ
For λ, µ P Λ, we denote
Ξn,dpλ, µq “ tA P Ξn,d | rowcpAq “ λ, colcpAq “ µu.
Then we have Ξn,d “
Ů
λ,µPΛ Ξn,dpλ, µq. We define a map
κλµ :W ÝÑ Ξn,dpλ, µq, g ÞÑ p
ˇˇ
Rλi X gR
µ
j
ˇˇ
q. (2.5.1)
Recalling Λ from (2.2.1), we can assemble the maps κλµ above for various λ, µ to a map
κ : ΛˆW ˆ Λ ÝÑ Ξn,d, κpλ, g, µq “ κλ,µpgq.
By restriction to Dn,d (2.3.4), we obtain a map
κ : Dn,d ÝÑ Ξn,d, κpλ, g, µq “ κλ,µpgq. (2.5.2)
Lemma 2.5.1. The map κ : Dn,d ÝÑ Ξn,d with κpλ, g, µq “ p
ˇˇ
Rλi X gR
µ
j
ˇˇ
q is a bijection.
Moreover, if pλ, g, µq “ κ´1pAq for A P Ξn,d, then λ “ rowcpAq, µ “ colcpAq, and g “ g
std
AP .
Proof. We shall show equivalently that for fixed λ, µ P Λ, the restriction of κλµ to Dλµ,
κλµ|Dλµ : Dλµ ÝÑ Ξn,dpλ, µq, is a bijection.
Let ΞPd pλ, µq “ tA P Ξ
P
n,d | rowcp|A|q “ λ, colcp|A|q “ µu. Consider the map
κPλµ : W ÝÑ Ξ
P
n,dpλ, µq, g ÞÑ pR
λ
i X gR
µ
j q,
so we have κλµ “ |¨|˝κ
P
λµ. The map κ
P
λµ is a surjection since κ
P
λµpg
std
A q “ A for A P Ξ
P
n,dpλ, µq.
Furthermore, given g P pκPλµq
´1pAq, by Lemma 2.2.2 we have g “ gstdA if and only if g P Dλµ.
Thus the restriction κPλµ|Dλµ is a bijection. On the other hand, for each A P Ξn,dpλ, µq we
have |AP | “ A, and hence κλµ “ p| ¨ | ˝ κ
P
λµqλµ is a surjection.
Moreover, given A P ΞPd pλ, µq with |A| “ A, applying Lemma 2.2.2 again we have A “
AP if and only if gstdA P Dλµ. Therefore p| ¨ | ˝ κ
P
λµq|Dλµ “ κλµ|Dλµ is a bijection.
The second statement of the lemma can be read off from the above argument. 
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For each A “ κpλ, g, µq P Ξn,d, we use the bijection κ in Lemma 2.5.1 to introduce new
notation
eA “ φ
g
λµ. (2.5.3)
Hence Lemma 2.3.1 can be rephrased that teA | A P Ξn,du forms an A-basis of S
c
n,d.
Let A P Ξn,d. We choose kj ě 0 for 0 ď j ď r` 1 such that aij “ 0 unless |i´ j| ď kj. We
define a weak composition
δpAq P Λr,d, (2.5.4)
with r “ k0`
řr
j“1p2kj ` 1q` kr`1 as follows. The composition δpAq starts with the pk0` 1q
entries in 0th column, a100, a10, a20, . . . , ak00, followed by the p2kj`1q entries aij in jth column
when i runs up the interval rj´kj..j`kjs for j “ 1, . . . , r, and finally followed by the pkr`1`1q
entries in the pr ` 1qst column, ar`1´kr`1,r`1, . . . , ar,r`1, a
1
r`1,r`1.
Remark 2.5.2. We can remove any zeroes that are not in the first or the last place in a weak
composition λ P Λr,d without changing the parabolic subgroup Wλ, e.g., Wp2,0,2q “ Wp2,2q.
(However, removing zeroes in the first or the last place in a weak composition changes the
corresponding parabolic subgroup.) Therefore, while the composition δpAq in (2.5.4) depends
on A as well as on the choices of kj , the parabolic subgroup WδpAq only depends on A.
We can now make the construction in Proposition 2.2.3(a) explicit.
Proposition 2.5.3. Let A “ κpλ, g, µq for λ, µ P Λ, g P Dλµ. Then WδpAq “ g
´1Wλg XWµ.
Proof. By Lemma 2.2.1, we have
g´1Wλg XWµ “
´ r`1č
i“0
Stabpg´1Rλi q
¯
X
´ r`1č
j“0
StabpRµj q
¯
“
č
pi,jqPI`
Stabpg´1Rλi XR
µ
j q “
č
pi,jqPI`
Stabpg´1pAPqijq “WδpAq.
The proposition is proved. 
2.6. Computation in affine Schur algebra Scn,d
We denote the (type A) quantum v-number and quantum v-factorial by, for m P Z, n P N,
rms “
v2m ´ 1
v2 ´ 1
, rns! “ rns rn´ 1s ¨ ¨ ¨ r1s , (2.6.1)„
m
n

“
rmsrm´ 1s ¨ ¨ ¨ rm´ n` 1s
rns!
. (2.6.2)
(It is understood that r0s! “ 1.) For T “ ptijq P Θn, we define
rT s! “
nź
i“1
ź
jPZ
rtijs
!. (2.6.3)
For A “ paijq P Ξn, define (see (2.3.10) for a
1
ij)
rAs!c “ ra
1
00s
!
c ra
1
r`1,r`1s
!
c ¨
ź
pi,jqPI`
a
raijs
!, (2.6.4)
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where rms!c “
mś
k“1
r2ks . In particular, we have ra1iis
!
c “ r2s ¨ r4s ¨ . . . ¨ raii ´ 1s for i “ 0, r ` 1.
Lemma 2.6.1. For any A P Ξn, we have rAs
!
c “
ř
wPWδpAq
v2ℓpwq.
Proof. Denote the Weyl group of type Am´1 (respectively, Cm) by Sm (respectively, WCm).
It is well known that the Poincare polynomial for Sm and WCm are, respectively,ÿ
wPSm
v2ℓpwq “
mź
k“1
rks “ rms! and
ÿ
wPWCm
v2ℓpwq “
mź
k“1
r2ks “ rms!c.
Since WδpAq » WCδ0 ˆ Sδ1 ˆ Sδ2 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Sδr ˆWCδr`1 , we obtainÿ
wPWδpAq
v2ℓpwq “
ź
iPt0,r`1u
´ ÿ
wPWCδi
v2ℓpwq
¯ rź
i“1
´ ÿ
wPSδi
v2ℓpwq
¯
“ rAs!c.
The lemma is proved. 
Lemma 2.6.2. Let A “ κpλ, g, µq for λ, µ P Λ, g P Dλµ. Then xλTgxµ “ rAs
!
c eApxµq.
Proof. Let δ “ δpAq. By Proposition 2.2.3(c), we have
xµ “
ÿ
xPWµ
Tx “
ÿ
wPDδXWµ
yPWδ
Twy “
ÿ
wPDδXWµ
Tw
ÿ
yPWδ
Ty “ TDδXWµxδ.
Note that xµTw “ v
2ℓpwqxµ for any w PWµ, and thus it follows by Lemma 2.6.1 andWδ ĂWµ
that xµxδ “
ř
wPWδ
v2ℓpwqxµ “ rAs
!
cxµ. Therefore by (2.3.2) and (2.5.3) we have
xλTgxµ “ xλTgTDδXWµxδ “ eApxµqxδ “ eApxµxδq “ rAs
!
ceApxµq.
The lemma is proved. 
Lemma 2.6.3. Let B “ κpλ, g1, µq and A “ κpµ, g2, νq, where λ, µ, ν P Λ, g1 P Dλµ, and
g2 P Dµν . Let δ “ δpBq; see (2.5.4). Then we have
eBeApxνq “
1
rAs!c
xλTg1TpDδXWµqg2xν .
Proof. It follows by Lemma 2.6.2, (2.3.2) and (2.5.3) that
eBeApxνq “
1
rAs!c
eBpxµTg2xνq “
1
rAs!c
eBpxµqTg2xν “
1
rAs!c
xλTg1TDδXWµTg2xν .
Since g2 P D
´1
µ , we have TwTg2 “ Twg2 for all w P DδXWµ. Therefore TDδXWµTg2 “ TpDδXWµqg2
and we are done. 
For w PWµ, although Tg1Tw “ Tg1w and TwTg2 “ Twg2, it is not true that Tg1TwTg2 “ Tg1wg2
in general. Therefore we need to write out Tg1Twg2 in order to have a useful multiplication
formula. For w P Dδ XWµ, we write
Tg1Twg2 “
ÿ
σP∆pwq
cpw,σqTg1σwg2 , for c
pw,σq P Zrv2s and finite subset ∆pwqĂW. (2.6.5)
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For σ P ∆pwq, we have
Tg1σwg2 “ Twpσq
λ
Typw,σqTwpσqν
(2.6.6)
if we write
g1σwg2 “ w
pσq
λ y
pw,σqwpσqν , for some y
pw,σq P Dλν , w
pσq
λ PWλ, w
pσq
ν PWν . (2.6.7)
We further denote
Apw,σq “ pa
pw,σq
ij q “ κpλ, y
pw,σq, νq. (2.6.8)
Proposition 2.6.4. Let δ “ δpBq; see (2.5.4). Let cpw,σq,∆pwq and Apw,σq be defined as in
(2.6.5) and (2.6.8). Then we have
eBeA “
ÿ
wPDδXWµ
σP∆pwq
cpw,σqv2ℓpg1σwg2q´2ℓpy
pw,σqq rA
pw,σqs!c
rAs!c
eApw,σq . (2.6.9)
Proof. Combining Lemma 2.6.3 and (2.6.5), we have
eBeApxνq “
1
rAs!c
ÿ
wPDδXWµ
σP∆pwq
cpw,σqxλTg1σwg2xν .
For σ P ∆pwq, by (2.6.6) we have xλTg1σwg2xν “ v
2ℓpw
pσq
λ
q`2ℓpw
pσq
ν qxλTypw,σqxν . The proposition
now follows by applying Lemma 2.6.2. 
It is unrealistic to obtain an explicit description for cpw,σq in (2.6.5) for general g1 since it
amounts to obtaining explicitly all the structure constants for affine Hecke algebras. Later
on we shall treat the special case when B is tridiagonal, when the structure constants will
be computed explicitly.
2.7. Isomorphism Sc,geon,d – S
c
n,d
In this section we show that the Schur algebra Scn,d defined in §2.3 can be identified with the
affine Schur algebra in [FLLLW] which was defined as a convolution algebra in a geometric
setting. We shall add superscript “geo” (a shorthand for “geometric”) to the notations used
loc. cit..
Let F “ Fq2ppǫqq be the field of formal Laurent series over a finite field Fq2 of q
2 elements,
and let SpF p2dq be the symplectic group with coefficients in F . Set S
c,geo
n,d to be the Schur
algebra in [FLLLW, §4.2] (denoted by Sn,d;A therein) which specializes at v “ q as
S
c,geo
n,d |v“q “ ASpF p2dqpX
c
n,d ˆ X
c
n,dq, (2.7.1)
the convolution algebra on the set X cn,d of n-step periodic lattices of affine type C in an F -
vector space V of dimension 2d. Recall that Ξn,d parameterizes SpF p2dq-orbits of X
c
n,dˆX
c
n,d.
For any A P Ξn,d, denote by e
geo
A the characteristic function on the orbit OA. The Hecke
algebra H which specializes at v “ q as a convolution algebra
H|q “ ASpF p2dqpY
c
d ˆ Y
c
dq, (2.7.2)
where Y cd is the set of ‘complete’ periodic lattices of affine type C in V .
Proposition 2.7.1. There is an algebra isomorphism ψ : Sc,geon,d
»ÝÑ Scn,d, which sends e
geo
A
to eA for each A P Ξn,d.
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Proof. We only need to prove the statement when v is specialized to q for various prime
powers q. Let ψ : Sc,geon,d Ñ S
c
n,d be the A-linear map sending e
geo
A to eA for all A P Ξn,d. Since
Ξn,d parameterizes the basis of both algebras, ψ is an isomorphism.
It remains to show that ψ is an algebra homomorphism. Fix A,B,C P Ξd, and let
λ, µ, ν P Λ and g1, g2, g3 PW be such that
A “ κpλ, g1, µq, B “ κpµ, g2, νq, C “ κpλ, g3, νq.
Set gCABpvq P A to be such that
gCABpqq “
ˇˇˇ!rL P X cn,d ˇˇ pL, rLq P OA, prL, L1q P OB, pL, L1q P OC)ˇˇˇ , (2.7.3)
for some fixed L, L1 P X cn,d. Here OA is the SpF p2dq-orbit in X
c
n,d ˆ X
c
n,d indexed by A.
Therefore, by definition we have
e
geo
A e
geo
B “
ÿ
C
gCABpvq e
geo
C . (2.7.4)
For x, y, z PW , set Bzxypvq P A to be such that
TxTy “
ÿ
z
BzxypvqTz. (2.7.5)
For g P W , let Og be the orbit Oκpω,g,ωq where ω “ p0, 1, 1, . . . , 1, 0q P Λd,d. It is well known
that
Bzxypqq “
ˇˇˇ!rL P Y cd ˇˇ pL, rLq P Ox, prL, L1q P Oy, pL, L1q P Oz)ˇˇˇ ,
for some fixed L, L1 P Y cd. Then (as in [Du92, Proposition 3.4]) for any z PWλg3Wν we have
gCABpqq “ πµpqq
´1
ÿ
xPWλg1Wµ
yPWµg2Wν
Bzxypqq, (2.7.6)
where πµpvq “
ř
xPWµ
v2ℓpxq.
On the other hand, it is well known that (in particular it follows as a special case of
Lemma 2.6.2 and its proof with A “ κpµ, 1, µq and Wδ “Wµ)
x2µ “ πµpvqxµ. (2.7.7)
Therefore by (2.3.2), (2.5.3) and (2.7.7) we have
eAeBpxνq “ eApxµTg2TDδpBqXWν q “ eApxµqTg2TDδpBqXWν
“ πµpvq
´1eApxµqxµTg2TDδpBqXWν “ πµpvq
´1TWλg1WµTWµg2Wν ,
which, by (2.7.5) and (2.7.6), can be rewritten as
eAeBpxνq “ πµpvq
´1
ÿ
zPWλg3Wν
ÿ
xPWλg1Wµ
yPWµg2Wν
BzxypvqTz “
ÿ
zPWλg3Wν
gCABpvqTz.
This implies that eAeB “
ř
C g
C
ABpvq eC , and hence ψ is an algebra homomorphism. 
CHAPTER 3
Multiplication formula for affine Hecke algebra
In this chapter, we establish a multiplication formula in affine Hecke algebra H with an
element of the form Tg, where g P Dλµ for some λ, µ P Λ and κpλ, g, µq is tridiagonal. This
formula is used to obtain a corresponding multiplication formula for affine Schur algebra Scn,d
in Chapter 4.
3.1. Minimal length representatives
Fix λ, µ P Λ, g1 P Dλµ. Let B “ κpλ, g1, µq. We assume that B “ pbijq “ κpλ, g1, µq is
tridiagonal, i.e., bij “ 0 unless |i´ j| ď 1. We choose (2.5.4) to be
δ “ δpBq “ pb100, b10; b01, b11, b21; . . . , br´1,r, br,r, br`1,r; br,r`1, b
1
r`1,r`1q P Λ3r`2,d. (3.1.1)
Recalling the convention of indexing in (2.2.1), we understand that δ has 3r` 4 components
indexed by 0, 1, . . . , 3r ` 2, 3r ` 3.
Lemma 3.1.1. We have, for i P Z,
R
µ
i “ R
δ
3i´1 YR
δ
3i YR
δ
3i`1, g
´1
1 R
λ
i “ R
δ
3i´2 YR
δ
3i YR
δ
3i`2.
Proof. Follows by the construction (2.2.2)–(2.2.3) and the definition of δ in (3.1.1). 
Again, let B “ κpλ, g1, µq be tridiagonal. By Lemma 2.5.1 we have g1 “ g
std
BP . Unraveling
the definition (2.4.4) for gstdBP , we can write g1 “
śr`1
i“1 g
piq
1 , where g
piq
1 PW is specified by the
following recipe:
g
piq
1 pxq “
$’&’%
x` bi´1,i if x P R
δ
3i´2 Ă R
µ
i´1,
x´ bi,i´1 if x P R
δ
3i´1 Ă R
µ
i ,
x if x P r1..ds
H
pRδ3i´2 YR
δ
3i´1q.
(3.1.2)
Lemma 3.1.2. Fix 1 ď i ď r ` 1. Write Rδ3i´2 “ rm ` 1..m ` αs and R
δ
3i´1 “ rm ` α `
1..m` α ` βs for some m,α, β P N. Then g
piq
1 has a reduced expression
g
piq
1 “ psm`β ¨ ¨ ¨ sm`2sm`1qpsm`β`1 ¨ ¨ ¨ sm`2q ¨ ¨ ¨ psm`β`α´1 ¨ ¨ ¨ sm`αq. (3.1.3)
Proof. We note that sip@i P pd`1qZq does not appear in (3.1.3) since all elements in pd`1qZ
are on the main diagonal of BP (and hence in Rδ3j for some j P Z). For 1 ď t ď α, the
product sm`β`t´1 ¨ ¨ ¨ sm`t is the cyclic permutation on rm ` t..m ` t ` βs, which sends
m` t ÞÑ m` t` 1 ÞÑ . . . ÞÑ m` β ` t ÞÑ m` t. The lemma then follows from (3.1.2). 
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For any 1 ď i ď r ` 1, w P Dδ XWµ and g2 P Dµν , recalling (2.1.4) we introduce the
following subset of W :
Kpiqw “
!
products of disjoint transpositions of the form pj, kqc
ˇˇˇ
j P Rδ3i´2, k P R
δ
3i´1, pwg2q
´1pkq ă pwg2q
´1pjq
)
. (3.1.4)
We then define
Kw :“
! r`1ź
i“1
σpiq
ˇˇ
σpiq P Kpiqw
)
. (3.1.5)
Clearly we have σ2 “ 1 for any σ P Kw. For w P Dδ XWµ and σ P Kw we denote
npσq “ the number of disjoint transpositions appeared in σ. (3.1.6)
We also set
hpw, σq “
ˇˇ
Hpw, σq
ˇˇ
, (3.1.7)
where
Hpw, σq “
r`1ď
i“1
"
pj, kq P Rδ3i´2 ˆR
δ
3i´1
ˇˇˇˇ
pwg2q
´1σpjq ą pwg2q
´1pkq,
pwg2q
´1pjq ą pwg2q
´1σpkq
*
. (3.1.8)
3.2. Multiplication formula for affine Hecke algebra
The goal of this section is to establish the following formula for structure constants of
the affine Hecke algebra H. The formula will be applied in Chapter 4 to compute structure
constants for affine Schur algebra Scn,d. Recall Dλ from (2.2.4), Dλµ from (2.2.5), κ from
(2.5.2), δpBq from (3.1.1), Kw from (3.1.5), npσq from (3.1.6), and hpw, σq from (3.1.7).
Theorem 3.2.1. Let B “ κpλ, g1, µq be a tridiagonal matrix. Then, for any g2 P Dµν and
w P DδpBq XWµ, we have
Tg1Twg2 “
ÿ
σPKw
pv2 ´ 1qnpσqv2hpw,σqTg1σwg2 . (3.2.1)
In particular, ∆pwq and cw,σ from (2.6.5) are Kw and pv
2 ´ 1qnpσqv2hpw,σq, respectively.
Proof. Recall g1 “
śr`1
i“1 g
piq
1 ; see (3.1.2). It suffices to show that
T
g
piq
1
Twg2 “
ÿ
σPK
piq
w
pv2 ´ 1qnpσqv2hpw,σqT
g
piq
1 σwg2
(3.2.2)
for any 1 ď i ď r ` 1. We shall continue to use the notations in Lemma 3.1.2 in this proof.
By Lemma 3.1.2, we have
T
g
piq
1
Twg2 “ pTsm`β ¨ ¨ ¨Tsm`2Tsm`1qpTsm`β`1 ¨ ¨ ¨Tsm`2q ¨ ¨ ¨ pTsm`β`α´1 ¨ ¨ ¨Tsm`αqTwg2.
Let us denote
tk P Rδ3i´1|pwg2q
´1pm` αq ą pwg2q
´1pkqu “ tm` α ` 1, m` α ` 2, . . . , m` α` pu.
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We claim that
pTsm`β`α´1 ¨ ¨ ¨Tsm`αqTwg2
“ v2pTsm`β`α´1¨¨¨sm`αwg2 `
pÿ
x“1
pv2 ´ 1qv2px´1qTsm`β`α´1¨¨¨sm`αpm`α,m`α`xqcwg2. (3.2.3)
We prove Equation (3.2.3) recursively. Firstly,
Tsm`αTwg2 “
"
Tsm`αwg2, if pwg2q
´1pm` αq ă pwg2q
´1pm` α ` 1q;
v2Tsm`αwg2 ` pv
2 ´ 1qTwg2, if pwg2q
´1pm` α ` 1q ă pwg2q
´1pm` αq.
Suppose that we have shown, for c ă p,
pTsm`α`c´1 ¨ ¨ ¨Tsm`αqTwg2
“ v2cTsm`α`c´1¨¨¨sm`αwg2 `
cÿ
x“1
pv2 ´ 1qv2px´1qTsm`α`c´1¨¨¨sm`αpm`α,m`α`xqcwg2.
Note that
Tsm`α`cTsm`α`c´1¨¨¨sm`αwg2 “ v
2Tsm`α`c¨¨¨sm`αwg2 ` pv
2 ´ 1qTsm`α`c¨¨¨sm`αpm`α,m`α`c`1qcwg2
thanks to
psm`α`c´1 ¨ ¨ ¨ sm`αwg2q
´1pm` α` cq ą psm`α`c´1 ¨ ¨ ¨ sm`αwg2q
´1pm` α ` c` 1q,
while
Tsm`α`cTsm`α`c´1¨¨¨sm`αpm`α,m`α`xqcwg2 “ Tsm`α`c¨¨¨sm`αpm`α,m`α`xqcwg2
for any 1 ď x ď c, thanks to
psm`α`c´1 ¨ ¨ ¨ sm`αpm` α,m` α` xqcwg2q
´1pm` α ` cq
ă psm`α`c´1 ¨ ¨ ¨ sm`αpm` α,m` α ` xqcwg2q
´1pm` α ` c` 1q.
Therefore we obtain
pTsm`α`c ¨ ¨ ¨Tsm`αqTwg2
“ v2pc`1qTsm`α`c¨¨¨sm`αwg2 `
c`1ÿ
x“1
pv2 ´ 1qv2px´1qTsm`α`c¨¨¨sm`αpm`α,m`α`xqcwg2.
Suppose that we have obtained, for c ě p,
pTsm`α`c´1 ¨ ¨ ¨Tsm`αqTwg2
“ v2pTsm`α`c´1¨¨¨sm`αwg2 `
pÿ
x“1
pv2 ´ 1qv2px´1qTsm`α`c´1¨¨¨sm`αpm`α,m`α`xqcwg2.
Since
psm`α`c´1 ¨ ¨ ¨ sm`αwg2q
´1pm` αq ă psm`α`c´1 ¨ ¨ ¨ sm`αwg2q
´1pm` α ` c` 1q
and
psm`α`c´1 ¨ ¨ ¨ sm`αpm` α,m` α ` xqcq
´1pm` αq
ă psm`α`c´1 ¨ ¨ ¨ sm`αpm` α,m` α ` xqcq
´1pm` α ` c` 1q,
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we have
pTsm`α`c ¨ ¨ ¨Tsm`αqTwg2 “ v
2pTsm`α`c¨¨¨sm`αwg2`
pÿ
x“1
pv2´1qv2px´1qTsm`α`c¨¨¨sm`αpm`α,m`α`xqcwg2.
Thus (3.2.3) holds.
The power of v2 for each term on the right hand side of (3.2.3) is the number of elements
k P Rδ3i´1 satisfying pwg2q
´1ηpm ` αq ą pwg2q
´1pkq where η “ 1 or pm ` α,m ` α ` xqc.
The power of v2´ 1 for each term on the right hand side of (3.2.3) is the number of disjoint
transpositions for η. In other words, (3.2.3) can be rewritten as follows
pTsm`β`α´1 ¨ ¨ ¨Tsm`αqTwg2 “
ÿ
η“1,pm`α,m`α`xqc
x“1,2,...,p
pv2 ´ 1qnpηqv2h
1pηqTsm`β`α´1¨¨¨sm`αηwg2 (3.2.4)
where h1pηq :“
ˇˇˇ
tpm` α, kq P Rδ3i´2 ˆR
δ
3i´1|pwg2q
´1ηpm` αq ą pwg2q
´1pkqu
ˇˇˇ
.
Replacing wg2 by ηwg2, we can obtain a similar formula for pTsm`β`α´2 ¨ ¨ ¨Tsm`α´1qTηwg2 .
However, in case of η “ pm` α,m` α ` xqc, we note that
tk P Rδ3i´1|pηwg2q
´1pkq ă pηwg2q
´1pm` α´ 1qu
“ tk P Rδ3i´1|pwg2q
´1pkq ă pwg2q
´1pm` α ´ 1quztm` α ` xu
“ tk P Rδ3i´1|pwg2q
´1pkq ă pwg2q
´1ηpm` α ´ 1q, pwg2q
´1ηpkq ă pwg2q
´1pm` α ´ 1qu.
Hence
pTsm`β`α´2 ¨ ¨ ¨Tsm`α´1qpTsm`β`α´1 ¨ ¨ ¨Tsm`αqTwg2
“
ÿ
ζ
pv2 ´ 1qnpζqv2h
1pζqTsm`β`α´2¨¨¨sm`α´1sm`β`α´1¨¨¨sm`αζwg2,
where ζ runs over 1, pm`α´ 1, k1qc, pm`α, k2qc, pm`α´ 1, k1qcpm`α, k2qc, pk1 ‰ k2q with
wg2
´1pm` α ´ 1q ą wg2
´1pk1q and wg2
´1pm` αq ą wg2
´1pk2q, and
h1pζq “
ˇˇˇˇ"
pj, kq P Rδ3i´2 ˆR
δ
3i´1
ˇˇˇ
j “ m` α or m` α ´ 1,
pwg2q
´1ζpjq ą pwg2q
´1pkq, pwg2q
´1pjq ą pwg2q
´1ζpkq
*ˇˇˇˇ
.
Repeating this procedure, we have proved the formula (3.2.2). The theorem is proved. 
Remark 3.2.2. There is an intuitive explanation for hpw, σq as follows. For each j P Rδ3i´2,
where 1 ď i ď r ` 1, count the number of those elements k P Rδ3i´1 subject to Conditions
(1)–(3) below: (1) there is no transposition pj1, kq, pj ă j1 P Rδ3i´2q, appearing in σ; (2)
the entry of AP in which w´1pkq lying is to the left of entry in which w´1pjq lying (i.e.
pwg2q
´1pjq ą pwg2q
´1pkq); (3) k ă k1 if pj, k1q is a transposition appearing in σ. The sum of
these numbers for all j P Rδ3i´2 and all 1 ď i ď r ` 1 is hpw, σq.
Corollary 3.2.3. For any g1 P Dλµ, g2 P Dµν , w P Dδ XWµ and σ P Kw, we have
ℓpg1q ` ℓpwq ` ℓpg2q “ ℓpg1σwg2q ` npσq ` 2hpw, σq. (3.2.5)
Proof. Follows from (3.2.1). 
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3.3. An example
Example 3.3.1. Let r “ 2, n “ 6, d “ 8 and D “ 18. Let B “ E00` 2
ř
1ďi,jď2
E
ij
θ `E
33 and
A “ E00 `
2ř
i“1
4ř
j“1
E
ij
θ ` E
33. Namely,
B “
»————–
. . .
1
2 2
2 2
1
fiffiffiffiffifl and A “
»————–
. . .
1
1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1
1
fiffiffiffiffifl ,
where dashed stripes denote the 0th column/row. Here we use a two-by-four submatrix for
short when there is no ambiguity. That is,
B “
2 2 0 0
2 2 0 0 , A “
1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 .
Thus, g1 “ g
std
´1234
5678
¯
“ r1, 2, 5, 6, 3, 4, 7, 8sc; see (2.1.3). On the other hand, we have
i 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Rδi t0u r1..2s r3..4s r5..6s r7..8s t9u
That is, g1 “ g
p2q
1 “ ps4s3qps5s4q with m “ α “ β “ 2.
Also, g2 “ g
std
´
1 2 3 4
5 6 7 8
¯
“ r1, 5, 2, 6, 3, 7, 4, 8sc.
Now write T
a b c d
e f g h
“ Tx where x “ g
std
´
a b c d
e f g h
¯
for short. We have
T4T 1 2 3 4
5 6 7 8
“ v2T
1 2 3 5
4 6 7 8
` pv2 ´ 1qT
1 2 3 4
5 6 7 8
,
T5T4T 1 2 3 4
5 6 7 8
“ v2T
1 2 3 6
4 5 7 8
` pv2 ´ 1q
´
v2T
1 2 3 5
4 6 7 8
` T
1 2 3 4
6 5 7 8
¯
.
If w “ 1, we have
Kp1qw “ K
p3q
w “ t1u, K
p2q
w “ Kw “ t1, p3, 5qc, p3, 6qc, p4, 5qc, p4, 6qc, p3, 5qcp4, 6qc, p3, 6qcp4, 5qcu,
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and Tg1Twg2 “
ř
pv2 ´ 1qnpσqv2hpσqTg1σwg2 with
Tg1σwg2 σ npσq hpσq
T
5 6
3 4
1 0 4
T
4 6
3 5
p3, 6qc 1 3
T
3 6
5 4
p3, 5qc 1 2
T
5 4
3 6
p4, 6qc 1 2
T
3 4
5 6
p3, 5qcp4, 6qc 2 1
T
5 3
6 4
p4, 5qc 1 1
T
4 3
6 5
p3, 6qcp4, 5qc 2 0
CHAPTER 4
Multiplication formula for affine Schur algebra
This chapter is devoted to the multiplication formula with tridiagonal generators. An
essential idea in the proof is to identify the basis element eA with its corresponding “higher-
level” matrix with entries being subsets of Z by (2.4.2). We also provide two special cases of
the multiplication formula that are analogous to the multiplication formulas with semisimple
generators in affine type A, and with Chevalley generators as in finite type B/C.
4.1. A map ϕ
Recall Tθ from (2.3.7). We introduce an entry-wise partial order, denoted by ďe, on Θn
by a matrix-entry-wise comparison:
paijq ďe pbijq ô aij ď bijp@i, jq. (4.1.1)
For A,B P Ξn, we set
ΘB,A “
 
T P Θn | Tθ ďe A, rowapT qi “ bi´1,i for all i
(
. (4.1.2)
Fix λ, µ, ν P Λ, g1 P Dλµ, and g2 P Dµν . Let B “ κpλ, g1, µq and A “ κpµ, g2, νq. Recall
δ “ δpBq from (3.1.1). For w P W , we associate a matrix ϕpwq whose pi, jqth entry of the
matrix ϕpwq is given by
ϕpwqij “ |R
δ
3i´1 X wg2R
ν
j |. (4.1.3)
Lemma 4.1.1. We have a surjective map ϕ : Dδ XWµ ÝÑ ΘB,A, w ÞÑ ϕpwq.
Proof. We first note that ϕpwq P Θn. For any w P Dδ XWµ and any i, we have
rowapϕpwqqi “ |R
δ
3i´1| “ bi´1,i.
Next we check that ϕpwq ďe A. Indeed, by Lemma 3.1.1, the pi, jq-th entry of ϕpwqθ
ϕpwqθ,ij “ |R
δ
3i´1 X wg2R
ν
j | ` |R
δ
3p´iq´1 X wg2R
ν
´j |
“ |pRδ3i´1 YR
δ
3i`1q X wg2R
ν
j |
ď |Rµi X wg2R
ν
j |
“ |w´1Rµi X g2R
ν
j | “ |R
µ
i X g2R
ν
j | “ aij .
Hence we have proved ϕpwq P ΘB,A.
To show that ϕ is surjective, for any T “ ptijq P ΘB,A we shall construct an element
wA,T P ϕ
´1pT q as follows. Recall AP from (2.4.2). For all i, j, we set
T ´ij “ subset of pA
Pqij consisting of the smallest tij elements,
T `ij “ subset of pA
Pqij consisting of the largest t´i,´j elements,
T 0ij “ pA
Pqij ´ T
`
ij ´ T
´
ij .
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Note that
ř
jPZ |T
´
ij | “ rowapT qi “ |R
δ
3i´1|,
ř
jPZ |T
`
ij | “ rowapT q´i “ |R
δ
3i`1|. There is a
unique element wA,T “
r`1ś
i“0
w
piq
A,T P Dδ XWµ where w
piq
A,T P PermpR
µ
i q is determined by
w
piq
A,T pxq P
$&%
Rδ3i´1, if x P
Ť
j T
´
ij
Rδ3i`1, if x P
Ť
j T
`
ij
Rδ3i, otherwise.
(4.1.4)
The uniqueness follows from that w´1A,T is order-preserving on each R
δ
j (cf. Lemma 2.2.2).
One verifies by construction that ϕpwA,T q “ T . The lemma is proved. 
Lemma 4.1.2. For T P ΘB,A, the element wA,T determined by (4.1.4) is the minimal length
element in ϕ´1pT q. Moreover, its length is
ℓpwA,T q “
ÿ
1ďiďr
jPZ
´
tij
ÿ
kăj
pA´ T qik ` t´i,´j
ÿ
kąj
pA´ Tθqikq
¯
`
ÿ
kăjď0
or
´kěją0
t0jpA´ T q0k `
ÿ
|k|ăj
t0jpA´ Tθq0k ´
ÿ
ją0
ˆ
t0j
2
˙
(4.1.5)
`
ÿ
kăjďr`1
or
n´kějąr`1
tr`1,jpA´ T qr`1,k `
ÿ
jąr`1,
|k´r´1|ăj
tr`1,jpA´ Tθqr`1,k ´
ÿ
jąr`1
ˆ
tr`1,j
2
˙
.
Proof. It follows by construction that wA,T is the minimal length element in ϕ
´1pT q.
The permutation wA,T shifts elements in
Ť
jPZ T
´
ij to the front of elements in the unionŤ
jPZpA
PqijzT
´
ij , and shifts elements in
Ť
jPZ T
`
ij to the back of
Ť
jPZpA
PqijzT
`
ij . Note that
|T ´ij | “ tij and |T
`
ij | “ t´i,´j.
For 1 ď i ď r, we first count that there are
ř
jPZptij
ř
kăjpaik ´ tikqq elements in total
crossed by
Ť
jPZ T
´
ij , and then there are
ř
jPZpt´i,´j
ř
kąjpaik´ tik´ t´i,´kqq elements in total
crossed by
Ť
jPZ T
`
ij . This accounts for the sum on the first line of the RHS of (4.1.5).
When we move elements in T ´0j , their opposite elements in T
`
0,´j are moved automati-
cally in a symmetric way. Thus there are
ř
kăjď0 t0jpa0k ´ t0kq elements in total crossed byŤ
jď0 T
´
0j . And for each j ą 0, there are t0j
ř
kă´jpa0k´ t0kq`
`
t0jpa0,´j´ t0,´jq´
řt0j´1
s“1 s
˘
`
t0j
ř
|k|ăjpa0k´ t0k´ t0,´kq elements in total crossed by T
´
0j . Adding these contributions gives
us the second line on the RHS of (4.1.5). Similarly, we obtain the third line of the RHS of
(4.1.5) by considering T ˘r`1,j . 
Lemma 4.1.3. Let T P ΘB,A, we haveÿ
wPϕ´1pT q
v2ℓpwq “ v2ℓpwA,T q
rAs!c
rA´ Tθs!crT s
!
. (4.1.6)
Proof. Any permutation w P ϕ´1pT q is determined by which tij and t´i.´j elements in pA
Pqi,j
is moved to left and right for all pi, jq P I` (see (2.3.12)), respectively. Hence
ř
wPϕ´1pT q v
2ℓpwq,
which is the generating function in v of counting inversions for ϕ´1pT q, is a product of the
generating functions of counting inversions locally for each pi, jq P I`.
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Recall I` “ I`a Y tp0, 0q, pr ` 1, r ` 1qu from (2.4.1). Let us determine these generating
functions of local inversion countings one by one. For each entry pi, jq P I`a , it is given by a
standard recipe
raijs
!
rtijs!rt´i,´js!raij ´ ptθqijs!
.
Let k “ 0 or r ` 1. Recall a1kk “
akk´1
2
from (2.3.10). The generating function of counting
inversions locally at the entry pk, kq P I` is given byÿ
x`y“tkk
„
a1kk
x
 „
a1kk ´ x
y

pv2q
xpx`1q
2
`xpa1
kk
´tkkq
“
„
a1kk
tkk
 tkkÿ
x“0
„
tkk
x

vxpx´1qpva
1
kk
`1´tkkq2x
p♦q
“
„
a1kk
tkk
 tkkź
i“1
p1` v2pi´1qv2pa
1
kk
´tkk`1qq “
rakks
!
c
rakk ´ 2tkks!crtkks
!
,
where (♦) uses the quantum binomial theorem
řn
r“0
„
n
r

vrpr´1qxr “
śn´1
k“0p1` v
2kxq.
Summarizing, we have obtainedÿ
wPϕ´1pT q
v2ℓpwq “ v2ℓpwA,T q
ź
pi,jqPI`
a
raijs
!
rtijs!rt´i,´js!raij ´ ptθqijs!
ź
k“0,r`1
rakks
!
c
rakk ´ 2tkks!crtkks
!
“ v2ℓpwA,T q
rAs!c
rA´ Tθs!crT s
!
.
The lemma follows. 
Recall the subset Kw ĂW from (3.1.4)–(3.1.5) for w P Dδ XWµ. Also recall hpw, σq from
(3.1.7) and Hpw, σq from (3.1.8), for w P Dδ XWµ and σ P Kw. Recall further from (4.1.1)
the map ϕ : Dδ XWµ Ñ ΘB,A.
Lemma 4.1.4. Let w1, w2 P Dδ XWµ. If ϕpw1q “ ϕpw2q, then Kw1 “ Kw2 and Hpw1, σq “
Hpw2, σq for any σ P Kw1p“ Kw2q; in particular, we have hpw1, σq “ hpw2, σq.
Proof. It follows from ϕpw1q “ ϕpw2q that w
´1
1 pxq and w
´1
2 pxq lie in the same entry of A
P , for
any x P Rδ3i´2YR
δ
3i´1. Thus for any j P R
δ
3i´2 and k P R
δ
3i´1, we have g
´1
2 w
´1
1 pkq ă g
´1
2 w
´1
1 pjq
if and only if g´12 w
´1
2 pkq ă g
´1
2 w
´1
2 pjq. So Kw1 “ Kw2 and Hpw1, σq “ Hpw2, σq by the
definition (3.1.5) and (3.1.8). 
Thanks to Lemma 4.1.4, for T P ΘB,A, we can define
KpT q “ Kw for some (or for all) w P ϕ
´1pT q, (4.1.7)
and further define, for σ P KpT q,
hpT, σq “ hpw, σq for some (or for all) w P ϕ´1pT q. (4.1.8)
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4.2. Algebraic combinatorics for Scn,d
For any w P DδXWµ and σ P Kw, we recall from (2.6.7) that g1σwg2 “ w
pσq
λ y
pw,σqwpσqν and
from (2.6.8) that Apw,σq “ pa
pw,σq
ij q “ κpλ, y
pw,σq, νq.
Recall σ “
śr`1
i“1 σ
piq P Kw with σ
piq P Kpiqw . Let us fix the product σ
piq “
śsi
l“1pj
piq
l , k
piq
l qc
by requiring
j
piq
1 ă j
piq
2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă j
piq
si
. (4.2.1)
We further define s´i “ si`1 for 0 ď i ď r and
j
p´iq
l “ k
pi`1q
si`1´l`1
, k
p´iq
l “ j
pi`1q
si`1´l`1
for 0 ď i ď r, 1 ď l ď si. (4.2.2)
Hence the permutations σp´iq “
śs´i
l“1pj
p´iq
l , k
p´iq
l qc for 0 ď i ď r satisfy (4.2.1) as well. For
w P Dδ XWµ, we define a map
ψw : Kw ÝÑ Θn,
ψwpσqij “ |R
δ
3i´1 X σpR
δ
3i´2q X wg2R
ν
j | “ |tk
piq
l u
si
l“1 X wg2R
ν
j |.
(4.2.3)
For any Zˆ Z matrix T “ ptijq, we setpT “ pptijq, where ptij “ ti`1,j. (4.2.4)
Assume that S “ ψwpσq for some w P Dδ XWµ and σ P Kw. By (4.2.2) we havepsij “ |tkpi`1ql ul X wg2Rνj |,
s´i,´j “ |tj
pi`1q
l ul X wg2R
ν
j |,
ppsq´i,´j “ |tjpiql ul X wg2Rνj |.
(4.2.5)
For any matrix S “ psijq, denote by S
: “ ps:ijq the matrix obtained by rotating the matrixpS by 180 degrees, namely,
s
:
ij “ s1´i,´j “ ps´i,´j. (4.2.6)
For T P ΘB,A (cf. (4.1.2)), we set
ΓT “ tS P Θn | S ďe T, rowapSq “ rowapS
:qu. (4.2.7)
Lemma 4.2.1. For w P Dδ XWµ, we have ψwpKwq Ă Γϕpwq.
Proof. For each σ P Kw, it follows from (4.2.2) that rowapψwpσqq “ rowapψwpσq
:q. Also, by
Lemma 4.1.1 we have
|tk
piq
1 , k
piq
2 , . . . , k
piq
si
u X wg2R
ν
j | ď |R
δ
3i´1 X wg2R
ν
j | “ ϕpwqij,
and hence ψwpσq ď T . 
For T P ΘB,A (4.1.2) and S P ΓT (4.2.7), we set
ApT´Sq “ A´ pT ´ Sqθ ` p{T ´ Sqθ, and ApT q “ ApT´0q. (4.2.8)
Recall Apw,σq from (2.6.8).
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Lemma 4.2.2. For w P Dδ XWµ and σ P Kw, we have
Apw,σq “ ApT´Sq, (4.2.9)
where T “ ϕpwq and S “ ψwpσq; cf. (4.1.3) and (4.2.3).
Proof. By the definitions (4.1.3) and (4.2.3), we have
pT ´ Sqij “
ˇˇ
pRδ3i´1 ´ σpR
δ
3i´2qq X wg2R
ν
j
ˇˇ
,
pT ´ Sq´i,´j “
ˇˇ
pRδ3i`1 ´ σpR
δ
3i`2qq X wg2R
ν
j
ˇˇ
,
p{T ´ Sqij “ ˇˇpRδ3i`2 ´ σpRδ3i`1qq X wg2Rνj ˇˇ,
p{T ´ Sq´i,´j “ ˇˇpRδ3i´2 ´ σpRδ3i´1qq X wg2Rνj ˇˇ.
(4.2.10)
Recall from Lemma 3.1.1 that Rµi “ R
δ
3i´1 YR
δ
3i YR
δ
3i`1, and hence
aij “
ˇˇ
R
µ
i X wg2R
ν
j
ˇˇ
“
ˇˇ
Rδ3i´1 X wg2R
ν
j
ˇˇ
`
ˇˇ
Rδ3i X wg2R
ν
j
ˇˇ
`
ˇˇ
Rδ3i`1 X wg2R
ν
j
ˇˇ
.
(4.2.11)
Again by Lemma 3.1.1, we have g´11 R
λ
i “ R
δ
3i´2YR
δ
3iYR
δ
3i`2. Therefore, by using (4.2.10)–
(4.2.11), we obtain
a
pw,σq
ij “
ˇˇ
Rλi X g1σwg2R
ν
j
ˇˇ
“
ˇˇ
σg´11 R
λ
i X wg2R
ν
j
ˇˇ
“
ˇˇ
σpRδ3i´2q X wg2R
ν
j
ˇˇ
`
ˇˇ
Rδ3i X wg2R
ν
j
ˇˇ
`
ˇˇ
σpRδ3i`2q X wg2R
ν
j
ˇˇ
“ aij ´ pT ´ Sqθ,ij ` p{T ´ Sqθ,ij.
The lemma is proved. 
Example 4.2.3. Retain the notation as in Example 3.3.1. The matrices in ΘB,A have zero
rows except for the -1st and 2nd (mod n) rows, and hence ΘB,A “ tT
p´1q
x `T
p2q
y | 1 ď x, y ď 6u,
where
tT p´1qx |1 ď x ď 6u “ tE
´1,j ` E´1,k| ´ 4 ď j ă k ď ´1u,
tT p2qy |1 ď y ď 6u “ tE
2,j ` E2,k|1 ď j ă k ď 4u.
For any ZˆZ matrix M “ pmijq, recalling (2.3.6)–(2.3.7), we introduce another short-hand
notation
Ma “
ÿ
pi,jqPI`
mθ,ijE
ij .
In particular, for T “ E´1,´4 ` E´1,´3 ` E21 ` E22 P ΘB,A, we have
Ta “
0 0 1 1
1 1 0 0 .
In this case we have ϕ´1pT q “ t1u. Moreover, by Example 3.3.1, we have
KpT q “ t1, p3, 5qc, p3, 6qc, p4, 5qc, p4, 6qc, p3, 5qcp4, 6qc, p3, 6qcp4, 5qcu.
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The complete list of S P ΓT is given by
S Sa ψ
´1
w pSq
0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 t1u
E´1,´3 ` E21
0 0 1 0
1 0 0 0 tp3, 5qcu
E´1,´3 ` E22
0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0 tp3, 6qcu
E´1,´4 ` E21
0 0 0 1
1 0 0 0 tp4, 5qcu
E´1,´4 ` E22
0 0 0 1
0 1 0 0 tp4, 6qcu
T
0 0 1 1
1 1 0 0 tp3, 5qcp4, 6qc, p3, 6qcp4, 5qcu
We define an element
σw,S “
r`1ź
i“1
siź
l“1
pj
piq
l , k
piq
l qc P ψ
´1
w pSq (4.2.12)
satisfying Conditions (S1)–(S2) below:
(S1) k
piq
1 ă k
piq
2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă k
piq
si
, @i;
(S2) w´1ptk
piq
l ulq X g2R
ν
j consists of the largest sij elements in w
´1Rδ3i´1 X g2R
ν
j , @i.
It follows from (4.2.1) that Conditions (S1)–(S2) together imply Condition (S3) below:
(S3) w´1ptj
piq
l ulq X g2R
ν
j consists of the smallest sij elements in w
´1Rδ3i´2 X g2R
ν
j , @i.
For S P ΓT , recall S
: from (4.2.6) and set
JSK “
r`1ź
i“1
JSKi , (4.2.13)
where
JSKi “
ź
jPZ
« ř
kďj
pS ´ S:qik
s
:
i,j`1
ff
rs:i,j`1s
!. (4.2.14)
Each JSKi counts the “quantum number” of pairs px, yq in the following sense:
(1) The element x contributes to the ith row of S. That is, x P tk
piq
l u
si
l“1;
(2) The element y contributes to the ith row of S:. That is, y P tj
piq
l u
si
l“1;
(3) The element x is “to the left” of y as elements in AP .
Recall ψw : Kw Ñ Θn from (4.2.3) and σw,S from (4.2.12).
Lemma 4.2.4. Let T P ΘB,A and S P ΓT . For any w P ϕ
´1pT q, we haveÿ
σPψ´1w pSq
v´2hpw,σq “ v´2hpw,σw,Sq
„
T
S

JSK . (4.2.15)
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Proof. Let si “ rowapSqi “ rowapS
:qi for all i. By definition, each σ P ψ
´1
w pSq can be
reconstructed by the following steps:
(1) For 1 ď i ď r ` 1, j P Z, choose s:i,j elements from the set R
δ
3i´2 X wg2R
ν
j .
(2) Let jσ “ tj
piq
1 , j
piq
2 , . . . , j
piq
si
u be the set of elements chosen from
Ť
jPZ
Rδ3i´2Xwg2R
ν
j such
that j
piq
1 ă j
piq
2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă j
piq
si
.
(3) For 1 ď i ď r ` 1, j P Z, choose si,j elements from the set R
δ
3i´1 X wg2R
ν
j .
(4) Let kσ “ tk
piq
1 , k
piq
2 , . . . , k
piq
si
u be the set of elements chosen from
Ť
jPZ
Rδ3i´1 X wg2R
ν
j
such that
pwg2q
´1pjpiqs q ą pwg2q
´1pkpiqs q, for s “ 1, 2, . . . , si.
(Note that we do not impose that k
piq
1 ă k
piq
2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă k
piq
si
.)
(5) Set σ “
r`1ś
i“1
pj
piq
1 , k
piq
1 qc ¨ ¨ ¨ pj
piq
si
, kpiqsi qc.
For those σ P ψ´1w pSq having the same kσ (say kσ “ K), we pick a representative
σ⊳K “
r`1ź
i“1
pj
piq
1 , k
piq
1 qc ¨ ¨ ¨ pj
piq
si
, kpiqsi qc
such that k
piq
1 ă k
piq
2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă k
piq
si
. We claim thatÿ
σPKw,kσ“K
v´2hpw,σq “ JSK v´2hpw,σ⊳Kq. (4.2.16)
We prove (4.2.16). Indeed, any σ P Kw with kσ “ K must be of the form
σ “
r`1ź
i“1
pj
piq
1 , k
piq
τip1q
qc ¨ ¨ ¨ pj
piq
si
, k
piq
τipsiq
qc
for some τi P K
1
i p1 ď i ď r ` 1q, where
K 1i “
!
τ P Permpr1..sisq | pwg2q
´1pjpiqs q ą pwg2q
´1pk
piq
τpsqq for 1 ď s ď si
)
.
By a detailed calculation, for each i we haveÿ
τPK 1i
v2ℓpτq “
ź
jPZ
« ř
lďj
pS ´ S:qil
s
:
i,j`1
ff
rs:i,j`1s
! “ JSKi .
Now (4.2.16) follows by computingÿ
σPKw ,kσ“K
v´2hpw,σq “
r`1ź
i“1
ÿ
τPK 1i
v2ℓpτqv´2hpw,σ
⊳Kq “ v´2hpw,σ⊳Kq JSK .
By the construction of σw,S we haveÿ
K
v´2hpw,σ
⊳Kq “ v´2hpw,σw,Sq
„
T
S

. (4.2.17)
The lemma follows by combining (4.2.16) and (4.2.17). 
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Example 4.2.5. Following Example 4.2.3, we pick the element S “ T P ΓT . Thus
SA “
0 0 1 1
1 1 0 0 , S:A “
1 1 0 0
0 0 1 1 , p
ÿ
kďj
pS ´ S:qikqij “
0 1 2 1
1 2 1 0 .
Therefore
„
T
S

“ 1, JSK “
»——– 1 2 1 0
0 1 1 0
fiffiffifl “ r2s, σ1,S “ p3, 5qcp4, 6qc, hp1, σ1,Sq “ 1.
Also we have ψ´1
1
pSq “ tp3, 6qcp4, 5qc, p3, 5qcp4, 6qcu. According to Example 3.3.1, we have
LHS of (4.2.15) “ v0 ` v´2 “ v´2r2s “ RHS of (4.2.15).
For T P ΘB,A (4.1.2) and S P ΓT (4.2.7), we set
npSq “
r`1ÿ
i“1
rowapSqi, (4.2.18)
and
hpT, Sq “
r`1ÿ
i“1
8ÿ
j“´8
sijp
jÿ
k“´8
tik ´
sij ` 1
2
q
`
r`1ÿ
i“1
8ÿ
j“´8
pt1´i,´j ´ s1´i,´jqp
j´1ÿ
k“´8
tik `
8ÿ
k“j
sik ´
8ÿ
k“j`1
s1´i,´kq.
(4.2.19)
Lemma 4.2.6. For T P ΘB,A and S P ΓT , we have
npσw,Sq “ npSq, hpT, σw,Sq “ hpT, Sq.
Proof. The first statement is obvious since npσw,Sq is the number of disjoint transpositions
for σw,S. To compute hpT, σw,Sq, We should count the elements in HpT, σw,Sq. There
are
řr`1
i“1
ř8
j“´8pt1´i,´j ´ s1´i,´jqp
řj´1
k“´8 tik `
ř8
k“j sik ´
ř8
k“j`1 s1´i,´kq elements pu, vq P
HpT, σw,Sq such that σw,Spuq “ u while there are
řr`1
i“1
ř8
j“´8 sijp
řj
k“´8 tik´
sij`1
2
q elements
pu, vq P HpT, σw,Sq such that u appears in the disjoint transpositions of σw,S. 
4.3. Multiplication formula for Scn,d
We are now in the position of establishing a crucial multiplication formula for affine Schur
algebra Scn,d. For A,B P Ξn, T P ΘB,A and S P ΓT , we recall JSK , npSq, hpS, T q, A
pT´Sq from
(4.2.13), (4.2.18), (4.2.19), (4.2.8) respectively. We further denote
ℓpA,B, S, T q “ ℓpAq ` ℓpBq ´ ℓpApT´Sqq ` ℓpwA,T q, (4.3.1)
where ℓpCq means ℓpgq if C “ κpλ, g, µq, g P Dλ,µ.
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Theorem 4.3.1. Let A,B P Ξn,d with B tridiagonal and rowcpAq “ colcpBq. Then we have
eBeA “
ÿ
TPΘB,A
SPΓT
pv2 ´ 1qnpSqv2pℓpA,B,S,T q´npSq´hpS,T qq JA;S;T K eApT´Sq, (4.3.2)
where
JA;S;T K “
rApT´Sqs!c
rT ´ Ss!rSs!rA´ Tθs!c
JSK . (4.3.3)
Proof. We have
eBeA
“
ÿ
wPDδXWµ
σPKw
pv2 ´ 1qnpσqpv2qhpw,σq`ℓpg1σwg2q´ℓpy
pw,σqq rA
pw,σqs!c
rAs!c
eApw,σq (by (2.6.9), (3.2.1))
“
ÿ
wPDδXWµ
σPKw
pv2 ´ 1qnpσqpv2qℓpg1q`ℓpwq`ℓpg2q´ℓpy
pw,σqq´npσq´hpw,σq rA
pw,σqs!c
rAs!c
eApw,σq (by (3.2.5))
“
ÿ
TPΘB,A
SPΓT
pv2 ´ 1qnpSqv2pℓpA,B,S,T q´npSq´hpS,T qq JA;S;T K eApT´Sq. (by (4.1.6), (4.2.15), (4.2.9))
The proof is finished. 
In more concrete term, we can express JA;S;T K as
JA;S;T K “
ź
pi,jqPI`
a
«
pA´ Tθqi,j ` sij ` s´i,´j ` p{T ´ Sqij ` p{T ´ Sq´i,´j
pA´ Tθqi,j; sij ; s´i,´j; p{T ´ Sqij ; p{T ´ Sq´i,´j
ff
¨
ź
kPt0,r`1u
skk`pzT´Sqkkś
i“1
rakk ´ 2tkk ´ 1` 2is
rskks!rp{T ´ Sqkks! ¨ JSK .
(4.3.4)
Remark 4.3.2. There is also a geometric multiplication formula in different form for Scn,d
in [FL17]. We have checked that the two formulas match well in various examples including
the specific case in Proposition 4.4.1.
4.4. Special cases of the multiplication formula
For any matrix T “ ptijq P Θn, let diagpT q “ pδijtijq P Θn and let
T ‹ “ T ´ diagpT q P Θn. (4.4.1)
We shall describe below the special case of the multiplication formula for Scn,d (see The-
orem 4.3.1) when B satisfies B‹ “
řr
i“0 bi,i`1E
i,i`1
θ or B
‹ “
řr
i“0 bi`1,iE
i`1,i
θ . (Note that
g1 “ 1 here. A direct proof of this special case is much easier than the general case in
Theorem 4.3.1.) The formula is analogous to the multiplication formula in affine type A in
[DF14].
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Proposition 4.4.1. Let A,B P Ξn,d. Assume B
‹ “
řr
i“0 bi,i`1E
i,i`1
θ or B
‹ “
řr
i“0 bi`1,iE
i`1,i
θ
and rowcpAq “ colcpBq. Then
eBeA “
ÿ
TPΘB,A
v2pℓpwA,T q`ℓpAq´ℓpA
pT qqq rA
pT qsc!
rA´ T θsc!rT s!
eApT q .
Proof. This is a special case of (4.3.2) where S is always the zero matrix. 
Let ǫθij be the pi, jq-th entry of E
i,j
θ , that is,
ǫθij “
"
2, if pi, jq “ p0, 0q or pr ` 1, r ` 1q;
1, otherwise.
(4.4.2)
Below is a a further specialization of Proposition 4.4.1 when B is a Chevalley generator. An-
other multiplication formula with B being a “divided power” (e.g., B “ diagpBq `REh,h`1θ ,
for 0 ď h ď r and R P N) can also be easily available as a specialization of Proposition 4.4.1,
and we shall skip it. Note the formula below is analogous to the multiplication formula for
Schur algebra of finite type B/C [BKLW] where a geometric approach was used. (Indeed the
Hecke algebraic approach of this paper can be easily adapted to reproduce the multiplication
formulas with divided powers therein.)
Corollary 4.4.2. Let 0 ď h ď r.
(a) If B “ diagpBq ` Eh,h`1θ and rowcpAq “ colcpBq, then
eBeA “
ÿ
pPZ
ah`1,pěǫ
θ
h`1,p
v2
ř
jąp ahj rahp ` 1seA`Ehp
θ
´Eh`1,p
θ
.
(b) If B “ diagpBq ` Eh`1,hθ and rowcpAq “ colcpBq, then
eBeA “
ÿ
pPZ
ahpěǫ
θ
hp
v2
ř
jăp ah`1,j rah`1,p ` 1seA´Ehp
θ
`Eh`1,p
θ
.
Finally, we note the multiplication formula in Theorem 4.3.1 can be greatly simplified at
the classical limit v “ 1. Let p2mq!! “ p2mq ¨ ¨ ¨ 4 ¨ 2, for m ě 1 and 0!! “ 1. We have the
following multiplication formula for the (classical) affine Schur algebra (which is defined as
for Scn,d with Hecke algebra H replaced by Weyl group W ).
Corollary 4.4.3. Let A,B P Ξn,d with B tridiagonal and rowcpAq “ colcpBq. Then we have
eBeA|v“1 “
ÿ
T“ptij qPΘB,A
ś
pi,jqPIapaij ´ tij ´ t´i,´j ` ti`1,j ` t´i`1,´jq!
p
śn
i“1
ś
jPZ tij !qp
ś
pi,jqPIapaij ´ tij ´ t´i,´jq!q
¨
ź
i“0,r`1
paii ´ 2tii ` 2ti`1,i ´ 1q!!
paii ´ 2tii ´ 1q!!
eA´Tθ` pTθ .
(4.4.3)
Proof. All terms in (4.3.2) having positive powers of pv2 ´ 1q specialize to 0 at v “ 1. Thus
we only need to consider the special terms for which S is the zero matrix. Then we easily
obtain (4.4.3) upon replacing all quantum numbers in (4.3.2) by ordinary numbers. 
CHAPTER 5
Monomial and canonical bases for affine Schur algebra
In this chapter, we construct canonical and monomial bases of the affine Schur algebra
Scn,d. The canonical basis is then identified with the canonical basis defined geometrically in
[FLLLW]. The construction of the monomial basis here will play a crucial role in the setting
of the stabilization algebras in the next chapters. We shall show that the identification of
the algebra Scn,d and the geometrically defined version in [FLLLW] preserves the canonical
bases.
5.1. Bar involution on Scn,d
Recall the bar map onH is an Z-algebra involution ¯ : HÑ H, which sends v ÞÑ v´1, Tw ÞÑ
T´1w´1, for all w P W . Let ď be the (strong) Bruhat order on W . Following [KL79], denote
by tC 1wu the Kazhdan-Lusztig basis of the Hecke algebra H characterized by Conditions
(C1)–(C2) below:
(C1) C 1w is bar-invariant;
(C2) C 1w “ v
´ℓpwq
ř
yďw PywTy, where Pww “ 1 and Pyw P Zrv
2s for y ă w has degree in v
ď ℓpwq ´ ℓpyq ´ 1.
For λ, µ P Λ (2.2.1), set g`λµ to be the longest element in WλgWµ for g P Dλµ, and set
wµ˝ “ 1
`
µµ to be the longest element in the (finite) parabolic subgroup Wµ “Wµ1Wµ. Recall
xµ for µ P Λ from (2.3.1).
Lemma 5.1.1. Let λ, µ P Λ, g P Dλµ, and δ “ δpλ, g, µq; see Proposition 2.2.3. Then we
have
paq g`λµ “ w
λ
˝gw
δ
˝w
µ
˝ , and ℓpg
`
λµq “ ℓpw
λ
˝ q ` ℓpgq ´ ℓpw
δ
˝q ` ℓpw
µ
˝ q.
pbq WλgWµ “ tw PW | g ď w ď g
`
λµu.
pcq TWλgWµ “ v
ℓpg`
λµ
qC 1
g`
λµ
`
ř
yPDλµ
yăg
cpλ,µqy,g C
1
y`
λµ
, for cpλ,µqy,g P A. Moreover, xµ “ v
ℓpwµ˝ qC 1
w
µ
˝
.
Proof. See [Cur85, Theorem 1.2, (1.11)] and [DDPW, Corollary 4.19]. 
Following [Du92, Proposition 3.2], we define a bar involution ¯ on Scn,d as follows: for each
f P HomHpxµH, xλHq, let f P HomHpxµH, xλHq be the H-linear map which sends C
1
w
µ
˝
to
fpC 1
w
µ
˝
q, that is,
fpxµHq “ v
2ℓpwµ˝ qfpxµqH, for H P H.
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For A “ κpλ, g, µq P Ξn, we have eApxµq “ φ
g
λµpxµq “ TWλgWµ; see (2.3.2) and (2.5.3). Hence
by Lemma 5.1.1(c) we have
eApC
1
w
µ
˝
q “ vℓpg
`
λµ
q´ℓpwµ˝ qC 1
g`
λµ
`
ÿ
yPDλµ
yăg
v´ℓpw
µ
˝ qcpλ,µqy,g C
1
y`
λµ
, (5.1.1)
eApC
1
w
µ
˝
q “ vℓpw
µ
˝ q´ℓpg
`
λµ
qC 1
g`
λµ
`
ÿ
yPDλµ
yăg
vℓpw
µ
˝ qc
pλ,µq
y,g C
1
y`
λµ
. (5.1.2)
5.2. A standard basis in Scn,d
For each A “ κpλ, g, µq P Ξn,d, we set
ℓpAq “ ℓpgq,
the length of the corresponding Weyl group element g. By rephrasing Lemma 2.1.1, we
obtain the following expression of ℓpAq as a polynomial in the entries of A.
Proposition 5.2.1. Let A “ paijq P Ξn and recall a
1
ij in (2.3.10). Then we have
ℓpAq “
1
2
ˆ ř
pi,jqPI`
´ ř
xăi
yąj
`
ř
xąi
yăj
¯
a1ijaxy
˙
. (5.2.1)
We define
dA “
1
2
ˆ ÿ
pi,jqPI`
´ ÿ
xďi,yąj
`
ÿ
xěi,yăj
¯
a1ijaxy
˙
, for A P Ξn,d. (5.2.2)
We shall see in Proposition 5.2.2(1) that dA P N. Set
rAs “ v´dAeA. (5.2.3)
Then it follows by Lemma 2.3.1 that trAs | A P Ξn,du forms an A-basis of S
c
n,d, which we call
the standard basis.
Note that it was defined in [FLLLW] that
dA “
1
2
´ ÿ
iěk,jăl
iPr0,n´1s
aijakl ´
ÿ
iě0ąj
aij ´
ÿ
iěr`1ąj
aij
¯
, for A P Ξn,d. (5.2.4)
As shown in [FLLLW, (4.1.1), Lemma 4.1.1], dA (5.2.4) is the dimension of a generalized
affine Schubert variety XLA. One can show the two different definitions of dA in (5.2.2) and
(5.2.4) coincide. (This fact is not used in this paper, a proof of which can be found in
Proposition A.1.9 in the Appendix.)
Proposition 5.2.2. Let A “ κpλ, g, µq P Ξn,d. Then we have
(1) dA “ ℓpg
`
λµq ´ ℓpw
µ
˝ q;
(2) rAs P rAs `
ř
yPDλµ
yăg
A rκpλ, y, µqs.
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Proof. Set δ “ δpAq “ pδ0, δ1, . . . , δr`1q; see (2.5.4). Recall ℓpAq “ ℓpgq and (5.2.1). Hence
by applying Lemma 5.1.1(a) and then Proposition 5.2.1 we have
ℓpg`λµq ´ ℓpw
µ
˝ q ´ ℓpgq “ ℓpw
λ
˝ q ´ ℓpw
δ
˝q
“ λ20 `
rÿ
i“1
ˆ
λi
2
˙
` λ2r`1 ´
˜
pδ0q
2 `
r1ÿ
i“1
ˆ
δi
2
˙
` pδr1`1q
2
¸
“ 2
ÿ
0ďjăx
a10ja0x `
ÿ
ją0
ˆ
a0j ` 1
2
˙
`
ÿ
jăy
1ďiďr
aijaiy
` 2
ÿ
jăxďr`1
ar`1,ja
1
r`1,x `
ÿ
jăr`1
ˆ
ar`1,j ` 1
2
˙
“
1
2
ˆ ÿ
pi,jqPI`
`ÿ
x“i
yąj
`
ÿ
x“i
yăj
˘
a1ijaxy
˙
“ dA ´ ℓpAq “ dA ´ ℓpgq.
Hence we have dA “ ℓpg
`
λµq ´ ℓpw
µ
˝ q, proving (1).
Equations (5.1.1)–(5.1.2) can be rewritten as
rAspC 1wµ˝ q “ C
1
g`
λµ
`
ÿ
yPDλµ
yăg
v´ℓpg
`
λµ
qcpλ,µqy,g C
1
y`
λµ
, (5.2.5)
rAspC 1wµ˝ q “ C
1
g`
λµ
`
ÿ
yPDλµ
yăg
vℓpg
`
λµ
qc
pλ,µq
y,g C
1
y`
λµ
. (5.2.6)
Inverting Equation (5.2.5), we see that C 1
g`
λµ
P rAspC 1
w
µ
˝
q`
ř
yPDλµ
yăg
v´1A rκpλ, y, µqspC 1
w
µ
˝
q. Now
Part (2) follows by from this and (5.2.6). 
For A P Ξn, we let
σijpAq “
ÿ
xďi,yěj
axy. (5.2.7)
Now we define a partial order ďalg on Ξn by letting, for A,B P Ξn,
A ďalg B ô rowcpAq “ rowcpBq, colcpAq “ colcpBq, and σijpAq ď σijpBq, @i ă j. (5.2.8)
We denote A ăalg B if A ďalg B and A ‰ B. In the following the expression “lower terms”
represents a linear combination of smaller elements with respect to ďalg.
Lemma 5.2.3. Assume that A “ κpλ, g, µq and B “ κpλ, h, µq. If h ď g then B ďalg A.
Proof. By [BB05, Theorem 8.4.8], the Bruhat ordering h ď g is equivalent to that hrs, ts ď
grs, ts for all s, t P Z, where grs, ts “ |ta P Z | a ď s, gpaq ě tu|. Thanks to the bijections
Rλx X gR
µ
y Ø ta P R
µ
y | gpaq P R
λ
xu for x, y P Z, we have, for i ă j,
σijpAq “
ÿ
xďi,yěj
axy “
ÿ
xě´i,yď´j
|Rλx X gR
µ
y | “ grs, ts,
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where s is the largest element in Rλ´i and t is the smallest element in R
µ
´j . Therefore,
σijpBq “ hrs, ts ď grs, ts “ σijpAq, for all s, t, and so B ďalg A. 
Corollary 5.2.4. For any A P Ξn,d, we have rAs “ rAs ` lower terms.
Proof. It follows by combining Proposition 5.2.2 and Lemma 5.2.3. 
5.3. Multiplication formula using rAs
Let us reformulate the multiplication formula for Scn,d (Theorem 4.3.1) in terms of the
standard basis.
Theorem 5.3.1. Let A,B P Ξn,d with B tridiagonal and rowcpAq “ colcpBq. Then we have
rBs rAs “
ÿ
TPΘB,A
SPΓT
vβpA,S,T qpv2 ´ 1qnpSqJA;S;T K rApT´Sqs, (5.3.1)
where βpA, S, T q is given in (5.3.4) below.
The explicit formula for βpA, S, T q can be derived as follows. Let γpA, S, T q be the integer
such that
JA;S;T K “ vγpA,S,T q JA;S;T K . (5.3.2)
Lemma 5.3.2. Let A,B P Ξn,d with B tridiagonal. Let T P ΘB,A and S P ΓT . Then
γpA, S, T q “ ´
ÿ
pi,jqPI`
a
´
sθ,ij ` p{T ´ Sqθ,ij¯´sθ,ij ` p{T ´ Sqθ,ij ` 2aij ´ 2tθ,ij ´ 1¯
´
ÿ
kPt0,r`1u
´
akk ´ 1´ pT ´ Sqθ,kk ` p{T ´ Sqθ,kk¯´sθ,kk ` p{T ´ Sqθ,kk¯
` 2
nÿ
i“1
ÿ
jPZ
ˆˆ
pT ´ Sq
2
˙
`
ˆ
sij
2
˙˙
` 2
r`1ÿ
i“1
ÿ
jPZ
s
:
i,j`1
`
s
:
i,j`1 ´
ÿ
kďj
pS ´ S:qik
˘
´
ˆ
s:i,j`1
2
˙
.
(5.3.3)
In particular, by setting d1pAq “ 2ℓpAq ´ dA, we have
βpA, S, T q “ d1pBq` d1pAq´ d1pApT´Sqq` 2ℓpwA,T q´ 2npSq´ 2hpS, T q` γpA, S, T q. (5.3.4)
Proof. By a direct computation using (2.6.3), we have
rAs! “ v
´2
nř
i“1
ř
jPZ
paij
2
q
rAs!,
rAs!c “ v
´2pa100q
2´2pa1r`1,r`1q
2´2
ř
pi,jqPI`
a
paij
2
q
rAs!c,
JSK “ v
2
r`1ř
i“1
ř
jPZ
s
:
i,j`1
`
s
:
i,j`1´
ř
kďj
pS´S:qik
˘
´2p
s
:
i,j`1
2
q
JSK .
The lemma follows by putting them together. 
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5.4. The canonical basis for Scn,d
Recall C 1
w
µ
0
and C 1
g`
λµ
from Chapter 5.1. For any A “ κpλ, g, µq P Ξn,d, following [Du92] we
define
tAu P HomHpxµH, xλHq, and hence tAu P S
c
n,d,
by requiring
tAupC 1wµ
0
q “ C 1
g`
λµ
. (5.4.1)
By the definition of ¯, we have tAupC 1
w
µ
0
q “ C 1
g`
λµ
, and hence tAu “ tAu.
Following [Du92, (2.c), Lemma 3.8], we have
tAu “ rAs `
ÿ
yăg
vℓpy
`
λµ
q´ℓpg`
λµ
qPy`
λµ
,g`
λµ
rκpλ, y, µqs.
Recalling (C2) in §5.1, we have
tAu P rAs `
ÿ
yăg
v´1Zrv´1s rκpλ, y, µqs. (5.4.2)
By (5.2.5), ttAu | A P Ξn,du forms a basis of S
c
n,d, which is called the canonical basis. We
summarize this as follows.
Theorem 5.4.1. There exists a canonical basis Bcn,d :“ ttAu | A P Ξn,du for S
c
n,d, which is
characterized by the bar-invariance and the property (5.4.2).
Recall from [FLLLW] that there is a bar involution on Sc,geon,d and a (geometric) partial
ordering ďgeo on Ξn,d. It was shown loc. cit. that there exists a canonical basis of S
c,geo
n,d ,
ttAugeo | A P Ξn,du (note tAu
geo was denoted as tAud in [FLLLW, §4.2]). By definition,
tAugeo is bar invariant, and tAugeo P rAsgeo `
ř
BăgeoA
v´1Zrv´1s rBsgeo. Recall the algebra
isomorphism ψ : Sc,geon,d Ñ S
c
n,d from Proposition 2.7.1.
Proposition 5.4.2. The isomorphism ψ : Sc,geon,d Ñ S
c
n,d commutes with the bar maps and
preserves the canonical bases; that is, ψ sends tAugeo to tAu for A P Ξn,d.
Proof. The bar involution on Scn,d is simply an algebraic reformulation of the bar involution
on Sc,geon,d in [FLLLW] (which goes back to [BLM90]; see [Du92]). Hence the bar operations
on Scn,d and S
c,geo
n,d are compatible, i.e., ¯˝ ψ “ ψ ˝ .¯
We note here a crucial fact that A ďgeo B implies A ďalg B (cf. [FLLLW, §4.2],
where ďalg is denoted by ď; the counterparts in finite type A and in the affine type
A can be found in [BLM90, Lu99]). Hence ψptAugeoq is bar invariant and ψptAugeoq P
rAs `
ř
BăalgA
v´1Zrv´1s rBs. Hence ψptAugeoq “ tAu by the characterization of tAu. 
5.5. A leading term
A pair pB,Aq of matrices in ΞnˆΞn is called admissible if the following conditions (a)–(b)
hold:
(a) B‹ “
nř
i“1
bi,i`1E
i,i`1
θ (see (4.4.1) for notation B
‹);
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(b) A‹ “
xř
j“1
nř
i“1
ai,i`jE
i,i`j
θ for some x P N, where ai,i`x ě bi,i`1 for all i. (If ai,i`x ‰ 0
for some i, we say that A is of depth x.)
Assume that A,B P Ξn,d with B tridiagonal and rowcpAq “ colcpBq. We produce a matrix
MpB,Aq P Ξn,d (5.5.1)
as follows. For each row i, find the unique j such that bi,i`1 P
`ř
yąj aiy..
ř
yěj aiy
‰
, and
denote
T “ TB,A “
nÿ
i“1
´
pbi,i`1 ´
ÿ
yąj
aiyqE
ij
θ `
ÿ
yąj
aiyE
iy
θ
¯
P Θn. (5.5.2)
Set MpB,Aq “ ApTq; see (4.2.8).
Lemma 5.5.1. Assume that A,B P Ξn,d with B tridiagonal and rowcpAq “ colcpBq. The
highest term (with respect to ďalg) on the RHS of (5.3.1) exists and is equal to rMpB,Aqs
(with coefficient being some nonzero scalar in A).
Proof. Note that
σijpA
pExyqq “
$’&’%
σijpAq ` 1 if j ă i “ x´ 1, j ď y,
σijpAq ´ 1 if j ą i “ x, j ě y,
σijpAq otherwise.
(5.5.3)
It follows that ApE
ijq ăalg A
pEi,j`1q for all i, j P Z. Therefore, for any T P ΘB,A, S P ΓT we
have ApT´Sq ďalg A
pT q ďalg A
pTq “MpB,Aq. 
The corollary below is a direct consequence of (5.5.3).
Corollary 5.5.2. Let A1, A, B P Ξn,d, with B tridiagonal. If A
1 ăalg A, then MpB,A
1q ăalg
MpB,Aq.
Recall JA;S;T K from (4.3.3).
Lemma 5.5.3. Let A,B P Ξn. If pB,Aq is admissible, then JA; 0; TB,AK “ 1.
Proof. Write T “ TB,A, cf. (5.5.2). As pB,Aq is admissible, we have T “
nř
i“1
bi,i`1E
i,i`k
θ .
Moreover, we have
JA; 0; TK “
1
rTs!
rA` pT`θ ´ Tθs!c
rA´ Tθs!c
“
1śn
i“1 rmis
¨
nź
i“1
rmis “ 1.
The lemma is proved. 
Lemma 5.5.4. Let A,B P Ξn,d with B tridiagonal and rowcpAq “ colcpBq. If B
1 ăalg B,
then B1 is also tridiagonal. Moreover, we have MpB1, Aq ăalg MpB,Aq.
Proof. Since B1 ďalg B, we have
σi,i`2pB
1q ď σi,i`2pBq “ 0 for i “ 1, . . . , n.
Therefore σi,i`2pB
1q “ 0 for all i and hence B1 is tridiagonal. Also, we have
σi,i`1pB
1q “ b1i,i`1 ď σi,i`1pBq “ bi,i`1 for i “ 1, . . . , n.
It follows from this and the definition (5.5.1) that MpB1, Aq ăalg MpB,Aq. 
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By Lemma 5.5.3, we can rewrite (5.3.1) as
rBsrAs “ vβpA,0,TqrMpB,Aqs ` lower terms. (5.5.4)
One can show that βpA, 0, Tq “ 0 by a direct but lengthy computation. Here we present a
formal argument of this fact via the bar involution.
Lemma 5.5.5. If pB,Aq is admissible (and we retain the notation in Conditions (a)–(b) in
§5.5), then βpA, 0, Tq “ 0. Hence, we have
rBsrAs “ rMpB,Aqs ` lower terms.
Moreover, we have MpB,Aq “ A´
řn
i“1 bi,i`1pE
i,i`x
θ ´ E
i´1,i`x
θ q.
Proof. Write M “MpB,Aq, cf. (5.5.1). By taking bar on both sides of (5.5.4), we obtain
rBs rAs “ v´βpA,0,TqrMs ` lower terms. (5.5.5)
By Proposition 5.2.2, we can write
rBs “ rBs `
ÿ
B1ăalgB
γB,B1rB
1s, rAs “ rAs `
ÿ
A1ăalgA
γA,A1rA
1s. (5.5.6)
For any B1 ăalg B, by Lemma 5.5.4 and Corollary 5.5.2 we have
MpB1, A1q ăalg MpB
1, Aq ăalg M.
Therefore, by (5.5.6) and (5.5.4) we have
rBs rAs “ rBs rAs ` lower terms “ vβpA,0,TqrMs ` lower terms. (5.5.7)
By comparing the leading coefficients in (5.5.5) and (5.5.7), we obtain βpA, 0, Tq “ 0.
The formula for MpB,Aq follows by definition of (5.5.1). 
5.6. A semi-monomial basis
Below we provide an algorithm that constructs a monomial basis in a diagonal-by-diagonal
manner involving only admissible pairs. A similar algorithm for monomial basis in affine type
A was given in [LL17].
Algorithm 5.6.1. For eachA “ paijq P Ξn,d, we construct tridiagonal matrices A
p1q, . . . , Apxq P
Ξn,d as follows:
(1) Initialization: set t “ 0, and set Cp0q “ A.
(2) If Cptq P Ξn,d is a tridiagonal matrix, then set x “ t`1, A
pxq “ Cptq, and the algorithm
terminates.
Otherwise, for Cptq “ pc
ptq
ij q P Ξn,d, set k “ max
 
|i´ j| | c
ptq
ij ‰ 0
(
ě 2, and
T
ptq “
nÿ
i“1
c
ptq
i,i`kE
i,i`k.
(3) Define matrices
Apt`1q “
nÿ
i“1
c
ptq
i,i`kE
i,i`1
θ ` a diagonal determined by (5.6.1),
Cpt`1q “ Cptq ´ T
ptq
θ `
|
T
ptq
θ,
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where qX is the matrix obtained from X by shifting every entry down by one row;
also see (2.3.7) for notation.
(4) Increase t by one and then go to Step (2).
Here the diagonal entries of Aptq are uniquely determined by
rowapA
p1qq “ rowapAq, rowapA
pt`1qq “ colapA
ptqq, 1 ď t ď x´ 1. (5.6.1)
Theorem 5.6.2.
(1) For each A P Ξn,d, the tridiagonal matrices A
p1q, . . . , Apxq P Ξn,d in Algorithm 5.6.1
satisfy that
m1A :“ rA
p1qsrAp2qs ¨ ¨ ¨ rApxqs “ rAs ` lower terms. (5.6.2)
(2) The set tm1A | A P Ξn,du forms an A-basis of S
c
n,d (called a semi-monomial basis).
(3) The algebra Scn,d is generated by the rAs, for tridiagonal matrices A P Ξn,d.
Proof. Algorithm 5.6.1 guarantees that each pair pApjq, Cpjqq is admissible, and moreover,
MpApjq, Cpjqq “ Cpj´1q for 2 ď j ď x. By construction we have Apxq “ Cpx´1q. Hence by
Corollary 5.5.2 and by Lemma 5.5.5, we have
rAp1qsrAp2qs ¨ ¨ ¨
`
rApx´1qsrApxqs
˘
“ rAp1qsrAp2qs ¨ ¨ ¨
`
rApx´1qsrCpx´1qs
˘
“ rAp1qsrAp2qs ¨ ¨ ¨ rApx´2qs
`
rCpx´2qs ` lower terms
˘
“ rAs ` lower terms.
This proves (1). Part (2) follows from (1) as the transition matrix between the standard
basis trAs | A P Ξn,du and tm
1
A | A P Ξn,du is uni-lower-triangular. Part (3) follows from (2).
The theorem is proved. 
In general, the element m1A is not bar-invariant since for an arbitrary tridiagonal matrix
B, rBs is not necessarily bar-invariant.
5.7. A monomial basis for Scn,d
Recall from (5.5.1) that MpB,Aq is defined for admissible pairs. We now extend the
definition to arbitrary pairs in ΞnˆΞn using the semi-monomial bases. LetB
p1q, . . . , Bpxq P Ξn
be the tridiagonal matrices in Algorithm 5.6.1 and Theorem 5.6.2 (now associated to B)
satisfying
rBp1qsrBp2qs ¨ ¨ ¨ rBpxqs “ rBs ` lower terms. (5.7.1)
We define matrices
M px`1q “ A, M piq “MpBpiq,M pi`1qq for 1 ď i ď x, (5.7.2)
and then set
MpB,Aq “M p1q. (5.7.3)
We have the following generalization of Corollary 5.5.2 and Lemma 5.5.4.
Lemma 5.7.1. Let A1, A, B,B1 P Ξn,d.
paq If A1 ăalg A, then MpB,A
1q ăalg MpB,Aq.
pbq If B1 ăalg B, then MpB
1, Aq ăalg MpB,Aq.
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Proof. Part (a) follows from applying Corollary 5.5.2 repeatedly.
(b) Assume now B1 ăalg B. We keep the notations in (5.7.1), (5.7.2) and (5.7.3). Again,
Algorithm 5.6.1 produces tridiagonal matrices B1pjq for 1 ď j ď y satisfying
rB1
p1q
srB1
p2q
s ¨ ¨ ¨ rB1
pyq
s “ rB1s ` lower terms. (5.7.4)
It follows from the construction of semi-monomial basis that y ď x, and we define matrices
B1
piq for y ă i ď x to be the diagonal matrix with colcpB
1piqq “ rowcpAq. Therefore, we have
B1
piq ďalg B
piq for all i, and the strict inequality holds for some i0 ě 1. Following (5.7.2), we
define
M 1
px`1q
“ A, M 1
piq
“MpB1
piq
,M 1
pi`1q
q for 1 ď i ď x.
It follows by definition (5.7.3) that MpB1, Aq “M 1p1q. We claim that
M 1
piq
ďalg M
piq, @1 ď i ď x` 1; moreover the inequality is strict for 1 ď i ď i0. (5.7.5)
We prove (5.7.5) by a downward induction on i. The base case of the induction is trivial as
M 1
px`1q “ A ďalg A “ M
px`1q. Assume M 1pi`1q ďalg M
pi`1q for some i ě 1. Then by using
first Lemma 5.5.4 and then Corollary 5.5.2 we have
M 1
piq
“MpB1
piq
,M 1
pi`1q
q ďalg MpB
1piq,M pi`1qq ďalg MpB
piq,M pi`1qq “M piq. (5.7.6)
This proves the first statement in (5.7.5). Now for i “ i0, the first inequality in (5.7.6) must
be strict by Lemma 5.5.4, and for i ă i0, the second inequality in (5.7.6) must be strict by
Corollary 5.5.2. The proof of (5.7.5) is completed.
The statement (5.7.5) for i “ 1 gives us MpB1, Aq ăalg MpB,Aq, whence (b). 
Modifying (5.6.2), for A P Ξn, we define
mA “ tA
p1qutAp2qu ¨ ¨ ¨ tApxqu. (5.7.7)
Theorem 5.7.2. The element mA, for A P Ξn,d, is bar-invariant, and moreover, mA “ rAs`
lower terms. Hence, the set tmA | A P Ξn,du forms an A-basis of S
c
n,d.
Proof. By definition mA is bar invariant. It follows by Corollary 5.5.2 and Lemma 5.5.4 that
mA “ rAs` lower terms. Hence, the set tmA | A P Ξn,du forms an A-basis of S
c
n,d since
trAs | A P Ξn,du is a basis. 
Remark 5.7.3. Traditionally, the monomial basis was introduced as an intermediate step
toward construction of canonical basis. We have reversed the order of introducing these two
bases for Scn,d. Algorithm 5.6.1, which plays a fundamental role in constructing the monomial
basis, will be adapted to construct the monomial and canonical bases for the stabilization
algebra arising from the family (or its variants) of Schur algebras Scn,d as d varies in the next
chapters.
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Part 2. Affine quantum symmetric pairs
CHAPTER 6
Stabilization algebra 9Kcn arising from affine Schur algebras
In this chapter, we shall establish a stabilization property for the family of affine Schur
algebras Scn,d as d varies, which leads to a stabilization algebra
9Kcn. The multiplication
formula for Scn,d with tridiagonal generators in the previous chapter plays a fundamental
role. The bar-involution on 9Kcn follows from a new formula of the image of the bar-involution
on the tridiagonal generators. We construct a monomial basis and a stably canonical basis
for 9Kcn. The algebra
9Kcn here is obtained from a different stabilization procedure than
the stabilization algebra 9Kc,geon in [FLLLW]. We show that these two algebras are indeed
isomorphic, and the canonical bases are preserved under such an isomorphism.
6.1. A BLM-type stabilization
Let rΞn “ !A “ paijq P MatZˆZpZq ˇˇ a´i,´j “ aij “ ai`n,j`n, @i, j P Z;
akℓ ě 0, @k ‰ ℓ P Z; a00, ar`1,r`1 are odd
)
.
(6.1.1)
Extending the partial ordering ďalg for Ξn, we define a partial ordering ďalg on rΞn using the
same recipe (5.2.8).
For each A P rΞn and p P N, let pA “ A` pI where I is the identity matrix. Then pA P Ξn
for even p " 0. Let v1, v2 be two indeterminates (independent of v), and R1 be the subring
of Qpvqrv1s generated by
tź
i“1
v2pa`iqv12 ´ 1
v2i ´ 1
,
tź
i“1
v4pa`iqv12 ´ 1
v2i ´ 1
, and va, for a P Z, t P Zą0. (6.1.2)
Let R2 be the subring of Qpvqrv
1, v1´1s generated by
tź
i“1
v2pa`iqv12 ´ 1
v2i ´ 1
,
tź
i“1
v4pa`iqv12 ´ 1
v2i ´ 1
,
tź
i“1
v´2pa`iqv1´2 ´ 1
v´2i ´ 1
,
tź
i“1
v´4pa`iqv1´2 ´ 1
v´2i ´ 1
, and va, for a P Z, t P Zą0.
(6.1.3)
Let R3 “ R2rv
2, v2´1s be a subring of Qpvqrv1, v1´1, v2, v2´1s.
Proposition 6.1.1. Let A1, . . . , Af P rΞn be such that colcpAiq “ rowcpAi`1q for all i. Then
there exists matrices Z1, . . . , Zm P rΞn and Gipv, v1q P R2 such that for even integer p " 0,
rpA1srpA2s ¨ ¨ ¨ rpAf s “
mÿ
i“1
Gipv, v
´pqrpZis. (6.1.4)
48
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Proof. The proof follows the basic idea as for [BLM90, 4.2], except one step which is more
complicated in our setting (because of the complexity of the multiplication formula in The-
orem 5.3.1); this is also responsible for the subtle difference of presence of R2 instead of R1
in the proposition. We will present this step in more detail.
Similar to [BLM90], for A P rΞn, we introduce
ΨpAq “
ÿ
pi,jqPI`
ˆ
|i´ j| ` 1
2
˙
aij P N. (6.1.5)
Noting ΨpAq “
ř
pi,jqPI` σijpAq (see (5.2.7) for notation σijpAq), we have
ΨpAq ă ΨpBq if A ăalg B, for A,B P rΞn.
Assume for now we have proved the identity (6.1.4) when f “ 2 and A1 is tridiagonal.
By iteration inducting on f , (6.1.4) holds for general f when Ai for all 1 ď i ď f are
tridiagonal. Exactly as in proof of [BLM90, 4.2], using this special case we just proved
together with Theorem 5.6.2 we can prove (6.1.4) when f “ 2 (and for general A1) by
induction on ΨpA1q. Then by iteration inducting on f , the identity (6.1.4) in full generality
follows.
It remains to verify the identity (6.1.4) when f “ 2 and B “ A1 is tridiagonal. Set A “ A2.
This is the step more complicated than [BLM90, 4.2] which we alluded to at the beginning.
For even integer p " 0 such that all entries in Ai are in N, we can apply Theorem 5.3.1 and
obtain
rpBsrpAs “
ÿ
TPΘB,pA
SPΓT
vβppA,S,T qpv2 ´ 1qnpSqJpA;S;T K rpA
pT´Sqs. (6.1.6)
Recall βpA, S, T q from (5.3.4), and hence
βppA, S, T q “ d
1ppBq ` d
1ppAq ´ d
1ppA
pTθ´Sθqq ` 2ℓpwpA,T q ` γppA, S, T q ´ 2npSq ´ 2hpS, T q.
We compute the difference βppA, S, T q ´ βpA, S, T q term by term as follows:
d1ppBq ´ d
1pBq “ ´p
2r`1ÿ
i“0
bi,i`1,
d1ppAq ´ d
1pAq “
p
2
2r`1ÿ
i“0
´ ÿ
xăi,yăi
axy ´
ÿ
yąi
aiy
¯
`
p
2
ÿ
pi,jqPI`
´ rÿ
x“1
´ ÿ
iăxăj
`
ÿ
iąxąj
¯
aij ´
ÿ
i‰j
aij
¯
,
ℓpwpA,T q ´ ℓpwA,T q “ p
2r`1ÿ
i“0
ÿ
jąi
tij ,
γppA, S, T q ´ γpA, S, T q “ ´p
´ ÿ
kPt0,r`1u
pS ` pT ´ pSqθ,kk ´ 2 ÿ
pi,jqPI`
a
pS ` pT ´ pSqθ,ij¯.
(6.1.7)
Combining these gives us
βppA, S, T q “ βpA, S, T q ` pG1pB,A, S, T q,
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where G1pB,A, S, T q depends only on the entries of B,A, S, T (and is independent of p).
On the other hand, set
a
p1q
ij “ pδij ` pA´ Tθqij ` s´i,´j ` p{T ´ Sqij ` p{T ´ Sq´i,´j,
a
p2q
ij “ pδij ` pA´ Tθqij ` p{T ´ Sqij ` p{T ´ Sq´i,´j,
a
p3q
ij “ pδij ` pA´ Tθqij ` p{T ´ Sq´i,´j,
a
p4q
ij “ pδij ` pA´ Tθqij ,
a
p5q
kk “ p` akk ´ 2tkk ´ 1` 2skk P 2Z,
a
p6q
kk “ p` akk ´ 2tkk ´ 1 P 2Z.
(6.1.8)
We have
JpA;S;T K “
ź
pi,jqPI`
a
´ sijź
l“1
ra
p1q
ij ` ls
rls
s´i,´jź
l“1
ra
p2q
ij ` ls
rls
pzT´Sqijź
l“1
ra
p3q
ij ` ls
rls
pzT´Sq´i,´jź
l“1
ra
p4q
ij ` ls
rls
¯
¨
ź
kPt0,r`1u
¨˝
pzT´Sqkkź
l“1
ra
p5q
kk ` 2ls
rls
skkź
l“1
ra
p6q
kk ` 2ls
rls
‚˛¨ JSK .
Hence vβppA,S,T qJpA;S;T K is of the form Gpv, v
´pq for some Gpv, v1q P R2.
This finishes the proof of the identity (6.1.4) when f “ 2 and B “ A1 is tridiagonal. The
proposition is proved. 
6.2. Stabilization of bar involutions
Proposition 6.2.1. For any A P rΞn, there exist matrices T1, . . . , Ts P rΞn and Hipv, v1, v2q P
R3 such that, for even integer p " 0,
rpAs “
sÿ
i“1
Hipv, v
´p, vp
2
qrpTis. (6.2.1)
Proof. We follow the strategy of the proof of [BLM90, 4.3] closely. We will be sketchy on
the almost identical steps, except one extra step which we will present the detail below. We
can assume without loss of generality that A P Ξn, by replacing A by p0A if necessary.
We prove the identity (6.2.1) by induction on ΨpAq. If ΨpAq “ 0, then A is diagonal, and
rpAs “ rpAs. Assume ΨpAq ě 1. Combining Theorem 5.6.2 and Proposition 6.1.1, for p " 0
we have
rpAs “ rpA1s ¨ ¨ ¨ rpAf s `
ÿ
k
Gkpv, v
´p, vp
2
qrpZks, (6.2.2)
where Aj ’s are all tridiagonal, Gk P R3 and ΨpZkq ă ΨpAq. By inductive hypothesis, there
are T 2i,k P rΞn and H2i,k P R3 such that rpZks “ řiH2i,kpv, v´p, vp2qrpT 2i,ks.
Assume for now the identity (6.2.1) holds for all tridiagonal A. Hence, there are T 1i,j P rΞn
and H 1i,j P R3 such that rpAjs “
ř
iH
1
i,jpv, v
´p, vp
2
qr
p
T 1i,js. Applying the bar map to both
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sides of (6.2.2), we have
rpAs “
´ÿ
i
H 1i,1pv, v
´p, vp
2
qr
p
T 1i,1s
¯
¨ ¨ ¨
´ÿ
i
H 1i,fpv, v
´p, vp
2
qr
p
T 1i,f s
¯
`
ÿ
i,k
Gkpv, v
´p, vp
2
qH2i,kpv, v
´p, vp
2
qr
p
T 2i,ks.
Now the identity (6.2.1) in full generality follows from this by Proposition 6.1.1.
It remains to prove the identity (6.2.1) when A is tridiagonal, which is the extra step we
alluded to above. (In the setting of [BLM90, 4.3], this step is trivial where A is bidiagonal,
and rpAs “ rpAs.)
For λ P Λr,d we define pλ P Λr,d`ppr`1q by
pλ “
´
λ0 `
p
2
, λ1 ` p, . . . , λr ` p, λr`1 `
p
2
¯
.
We fix a tridiagonal matrix A “ κpλ, g, µq P Ξn for some λ, µ P Λr,d, g P Dλµ Ď W pdq. (Here
we have denoted the affine Weyl group W as W pdq to indicate its dependence on d; we shall
see pg PW pd` ppr ` 1qq below.)
Recall from (3.1.3) g “
śr
i“0 g
piq, where gpiq P StabpR
δpAq
3i`1YR
δpAq
3i`2q has a reduced expression
gpiq “ psmi`βi ¨ ¨ ¨ smi`2smi`1qpsmi`βi`1 ¨ ¨ ¨ smi`2q ¨ ¨ ¨ psmi`βi`αi´1 ¨ ¨ ¨ smi`αiq,
where αi ě 0, βi ě 0 are such that R
δpAq
3i´2 “ pmi..mi`αis and R
δpAq
3i´1 “ pmi`αi..mi`αi`βis.
Hence pA “ κppλ, pg, pµq where pg P W pd ` ppr ` 1qq is uniquely determined by letting, for
1 ď x ď d` ppr ` 1q,
pgpxq “
$’&’%
x` ai´1,i if x P R
δppAq
3i`1 ,
x´ ai,i´1 if x P R
δppAq
3i`2 ,
x otherwise.
Equivalently, by setting pi “ pp
1
2
` iq, we have pg “
śr
i“0 pg
piq where
pg
piq “ pspi`mi`βi ¨ ¨ ¨ spi`mi`2spi`mi`1q ¨ ¨ ¨ pspi`mi`βi`αi´1 ¨ ¨ ¨ spi`mi`αiq.
Now we define px PW pd`ppr`1qq for any x P W pdq with x ď g as follows. Let x “
śr
i“0 x
piq,
and xpiq “ sji,1 . . . sji,ki be a reduced expression, which is a subexpression of g
piq. Define
px “
rź
i“0
px
piq where px
piq “ spi`ji,1 . . . spi`ji,ki .
In other words, px is obtained from x by enlarging the domain (i.e., R
δpAq
3i is replaced by
R
δppAq
3i ) on which it acts as an identity map. The non-trivial action of px is the same as the
non-trivial action of x (up to a shift by pi). We observe that
tw P Dpλ,pµ | w ď pgu “ tpx P Dλµ | x ď gu. (6.2.3)
Indeed, for w ď pg, it follows from construction that x is a subexpression of pg and hence
there is a unique x ď g such that px “ w obtained by subtracting pi from the indices of
simple reflections. It follows by Lemma 2.2.2 that x P Dλµ. The other inclusion in (6.2.3) is
similar.
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As the non-trivial portions of ppx,p gq are those of px, gq, the corresponding Kazhdan-
Lusztig polynomials coincide, i.e.,
Px,g “ Ppx,pg. (6.2.4)
Denote by pg
`
λµ the longest element in pWpλqpgpWpµq. By Lemma 5.1.1(c), we have
TpWpλqpgpWpµq “ v
ℓppg
`
λµ
qC 1
pg
`
λµ
`
ÿ
wPDpλ,pµ
wăpg
cppλ,pµqw,pg C
1
w`
pλ,pµ
. (6.2.5)
By (6.2.3), Equation (6.2.5) can be written as
TpWpλqpgpWpµq “ v
ℓppg
`
λµ
qC 1
pg
`
λµ
`
ÿ
xPDλµ
xăg
cppλ,pµq
px,pg
C 1
px
`
λµ
. (6.2.6)
In particular, TpWpµq1pWpµq “ xpµ “ v
ℓpwp
µ
˝ qC 1
w
pµ
˝
, where
ℓpwpµ˝ q “ ℓpw
µ
˝ q `
´
µ0 `
p
2
¯2
´ µ20 `
rÿ
i“1
´ˆµi ` p
2
˙
´
ˆ
µi
2
˙¯
`
´
µr`1 `
p
2
¯2
´ µ2r`1
“ ℓpwµ˝ q ` pµ0 `
p2
4
`
rÿ
i“1
pµi ` r
ˆ
p
2
˙
` pµr`1 `
p2
4
(6.2.7)
“ ℓpwµ˝ q ` ppd´
r
2
q ` p2p r`1
2
q.
By Lemma 5.1.1 again, for any x P Dλµ such that x ď g with Ax “ κpλ, x, µq, we have
ℓppx
`
λµq ´ ℓpx
`
λµq
“
´
ℓpwpλ˝ q ´ ℓpw
λ
˝ q
¯
` ℓppxq ´ ℓpgq ´
´
ℓpw
δppAxq
˝ q ´ ℓpw
δpAq
˝ q
¯
`
´
ℓpwpµ˝ q ´ ℓpw
µ
˝ q
¯
“ ppd` |A‹x| ´
r
2
q ` p2p r`1
2
q. (6.2.8)
Here |A‹x| is the sum of off-diagonal entries of Ax over I
`
a . Hence v
ℓppx
`
λµ
q is a specialization
at pv, v´p, vp
2
q of some element in R3, for x ď g, x P Dλµ. By [Cur85, Theorem 1.10,
Corollary 1.12], the matrix pc
ppλ,pµq
px,pg qx,gPDλµ is the inverse of the matrix pv
´ℓppg
`
λµ
qP
px
`
λµ
,pg
`
λµ
qx,g.
Hence it follows by (6.2.4) and (6.2.8) that cppλ,pµq
px,pg
is a specialization at pv, v´p, vp
2
q of some
element in R3.
Therefore we deduce from (6.2.6) that´
rpAs ´ rpAs
¯
pC 1
w
pµ
˝
q “
ÿ
xPDλµ
xăg
´
v
ℓp
p
g`
λµ
q
cppλ,pµq
px,pg
´ v
´ℓp
p
g`
λµ
q
cppλ,pµq
px,pg
¯
C 1
px
`
λµ
, (6.2.9)
where the coefficients on the RHS are specializations at pv, v´p, vp
2
q of some elements in R3.
By an induction on the Bruhat order, there exist Hi P R3 and w
piq P Dλµ satisfying
rpAs “ rpAs `
ÿ
i
Hipv, v
´p, vp
2
qrpTis, (6.2.10)
where Ti “ κpλ, w
piq, µq. This finishes the proof of the identity (6.2.1) when A is tridiagonal.
The proposition is proved. 
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Let 9Kcn be the free Qpvq-module with basis given by the symbols rAs for A P rΞn (which will
be called a standard basis of 9Kcn). By Propositions 6.1.1–6.2.1 and applying a specialization
at v1 “ 1, we have the following corollary.
Corollary 6.2.2. There is a unique associative Qpvq-algebra structure on 9Kcn with multipli-
cation given by
rA1s ¨ rA2s ¨ . . . ¨ rAf s “
#řm
i“1Gipv, 1qrZis if colcpAiq “ rowcpAi`1q for all i,
0 otherwise.
Moreover, the map ¯ : 9Kcn Ñ 9K
c
n given by v
krAs “ v´k
řs
i“1Hipv, 1, 1qrTis is a Q-linear
involution.
6.3. Multiplication formula for 9Kcn
The following multiplication formula in 9Kcn follows directly from Theorem 5.3.1 by the
stabilization construction (see Proposition 6.1.1).
Theorem 6.3.1. Let A,B P rΞn with B tridiagonal and rowcpAq “ colcpBq. Then we have
rBs rAs “
ÿ
TPrΘB,A
SPΓT
vβpA,S,T qpv2 ´ 1qnpSqJA;S;T K rApT´Sqs, (6.3.1)
whererΘB,A “  T P Θn |tij ` t´i,´j ď aij unless i “ j, rowapT qi “ bi´1,i for all i(. (6.3.2)
6.4. Monomial and stably canonical bases for 9Kcn
Recall an admissible pair of matrices pA,Bq P Ξn ˆ Ξn is defined by Conditions (a)–(b)
in §5.5. We extend this to a definition of admissible pair pA,Bq P rΞn ˆ rΞn by imposing the
same conditions.
The following lemma is similar to Lemma 5.5.5 and can be proved by the same arguments.
Lemma 6.4.1. If pB,Aq is admissible and A is of depth x (see (a)–(b) in §5.5), then
rBsrAs “ rMpB,Aqs ` lower terms,
where MpB,Aq “ A´
řn
i“1 bi,i`1pE
i,i`x
θ ´ E
i´1,i`x
θ q.
The following is an analogue of Theorem 5.6.2.
Proposition 6.4.2. For any A P rΞn of depth x, there exist tridiagonal matrices Ap1q, . . . , Apxq
in rΞn satisfying rowcpAp1qq “ rowcpAq, colcpApxqq “ colcpAq, colcpApiqq “ rowcpApi`1qq for
1 ď i ď x´1 and Apiq´p
řn
j“1
ř
mďj´x`i am,j`1qE
j,j`1
θ is diagonal for all 1 ď i ď x such that
m1A :“ rA
p1qsrAp2qs ¨ ¨ ¨ rApxqs “ rAs ` lower terms P 9Kcn. (6.4.1)
Proof. Lemma 6.4.1 leads to an algorithm (almost) identical to Algorithm 5.6.1, which pro-
duces the tridiagonal matrices Apiq (whose diagonal entries might be negative) as needed.
The rest of the proof is the same as for Theorem 5.6.2. 
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Hence tm1A | A P rΞnu forms a basis for 9Kcn (called a semi-monomial basis).
Let B P rΞn be tridiagonal. The analogue of Lemma 5.5.4 holds here, and so we have
rBs P rBs `
ÿ
B1 tridiagonal,B1ăalgB
ArB1s.
If B is diagonal, set tBu “ rBs. Arguing inductively on the partial order ďalg and using a
standard argument (cf. [Lu93, 24.2.1]) there exists a unique element tBu P 9Kcn such that
tBu “ tBu, tBu P rBs `
ÿ
B1 tridiagonal,B1ăalgB
v´1Zrv´1srB1s.
Modifying (6.4.1), for A P rΞn, we now define
mA “ tA
p1qutAp2qu ¨ ¨ ¨ tApxqu. (6.4.2)
Theorem 6.4.3.
(a) We have mA P rAs`
ř
BPrΞn,BăalgAArBs, for any A P rΞn. Hence the set tmA | A P rΞnu
forms an A-basis of 9Kcn (called a monomial basis of
9Kcn).
(b) There exists a unique basis 9Bc “ ttAu | A P rΞnu of 9Kcn such that tAu “ tAu and
tAu P rAs `
ř
BPrΞn,BăalgA v´1Zrv´1s rBs ( 9Bc is called stably canonical basis of 9Kcn).
Proof. With the help of Proposition 6.4.2, the assertion for monomial basis is proved in the
same way as for Theorem 5.7.2, and hence skipped.
It follows by (a) that rAs “ rAs ` lower terms P 9Kcn. The canonical basis follows by this
and a standard argument (cf. [Lu93, 24.2.1]). 
6.5. Isomorphism 9Kc,geon – 9K
c
n
Recall from [FLLLW, Chapter 9.4], there is an associative Qpvq-algebra 9Kc,geon , with a
standard basis given by trAsgeo | A P rΞnu. and a bar map defined by a stabilization procedure.
(Note 9Kc,geon and rAs
geo was denoted by 9Kcn and rAs therein.)
Proposition 6.5.1. There is an algebra isomorphism 9Kc,geon
»
ÝÑ 9Kcn, rAs
geo ÞÑ rAs. The
isomorphism commutes with the bar maps, and it preserves the canonical bases, i.e., tAugeo ÞÑ
tAu for all A.
Proof. Recall from Proposition 2.7.1 the algebra isomorphisms ψ : Sc,geon,d
»
Ñ Scn,d, for all d.
As the algebra structures 9Kc,geon and
9Kcn arise from the same stabilization procedure from
the family of algebras tSc,geon,d udě0 and tS
c
n,dudě0, respectively (by comparing Proposition 6.1.1
with [FLLLW, Proposition 9.2.5] and noting R1 Ă R2), we obtain the algebra isomorphism
9Kc,geon » 9K
c
n.
By Proposition 5.4.2, ψ : Sc,geon,d Ñ S
c
n,d commutes with the bar maps. As the bar maps
on 9Kc,geon and
9Kcn are defined by the same stabilization procedure from the bar maps on the
family of algebras tSc,geon,d udě0 and tS
c
n,dudě0, respectively (by comparing Proposition 6.2.1
with [FLLLW, Proposition 9.2.7] and noting R2 Ă R3), the compatibility of the 2 bar maps
under the isomorphism follows. The last claim is proved by the same argument as for Schur
algebras in Proposition 5.4.2. 
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Remark 6.5.2. The algebra isomorphism 9Kc,geon – 9K
c
n in Proposition 6.5.1 allows us to
transport further results in [FLLLW, §9.7] over here, and so we do not give new proofs here.
Set QS
c
n,d “ Qpvq bZrv,v´1s S
c
n,d. In particular, the map
Ψd : 9K
c
n ÝÑ QS
c
n,d, rAs ÞÑ
#
rAs, for A P Ξn,d,
0, for A P rΞnHΞn,d
is a homomorphism which preserves the canonical bases; that is, Ψd sends tAu ÞÑ tAu for
A P Ξn,d and tAu ÞÑ 0 otherwise.
CHAPTER 7
The quantum symmetric pair pKn,K
c
nq
In this chapter, we improve the results in [FLLLW] on the idempotented form of quantum
symmetric pairs to genuine quantum symmetric pairs. We construct an algebra Kcn as a sub-
algebra of a completion of the algebra 9Kcn, after reviewing a similar type A construction. We
study a comultiplication on Kcn, show that K
c
n is a coideal subalgebra of Kn (a stabilization
algebra of affine type A), and that pKn,K
c
nq forms a quantum symmetric pair.
7.1. The algebra Kn of type A
In this section we review briefly the affine type A construction (which goes back in finite
type A to [BLM90]).
Recall that
Zn “
 
λ “ pλiqiPZ | λi P Z, λi “ λi`n, @i P Z
(
. (7.1.1)
Let pKn be the Qpvq-vector space of all (possibly infinite) linear combinations řAPrΘn ξA arAs,
for ξA P Qpvq and
arAs P 9Kn, such that the sets tA P rΘn | ξA ‰ 0, rowapAq “ λu and
tA P rΘn | ξA ‰ 0, colapAq “ λu are finite, for any λ P Zn.
The following multiplication defines an algebra structure for pKn:´ÿ
A
ξA
arAs
¯´ÿ
B
ηB
arBs
¯
“
ÿ
A,B
ξAηBp
arAs arBsq.
Let
Θ0n “ tA “ paijq P Θn | aii “ 0, @i P Zu.
For α P Zn, we set
Dα “ diagpαq P Θn.
For each j P Zn and A P Θ
0
n, we set
aApjq “
ÿ
αPZn
vj¨α arA`Dαs P pKn, (7.1.2)
where j ¨ α “
řn
i“1 jiαi. For t P Z we define
~t “ p. . . , t, t, t, . . .q P ZZ. (7.1.3)
In particular, we have
aAp~0q “
ÿ
αPZn
arA`Dαs,
a0pjq “
ÿ
αPZn
vj¨α arDαs. (7.1.4)
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Let Kn be the Qpvq-subspace of pKn spanned by taApjq | A P Θ0n, j P Znu. Let
Θ1n “ tA “ paijq P Θ
0
n | aij “ 0 unless j ´ i “ 1, @i, j P Zu,
Θ´1n “ tA “ paijq P Θ
0
n | aij “ 0 unless j ´ i “ ´1, @i, j P Zu, Θ
˘1 “ Θ1n YΘ
´1
n .
The proposition below is an affine type A analogue of a result in [BLM90].
Proposition 7.1.1 ([DF15, Theorem 1.1]). The space Kn is a subalgebra of pKn generated
by aAp~0q, a0pjq, for A P Θ˘1n and j P Zn. Moreover, the algebra Kn is isomorphic to the
quantum affine gln.
7.2. The algebra Kcn
Now we are back to the construction of an algebra Kcn out of
9Kcn so that
9Kcn is a modified
(or idempotented) version of Kcn. Recall that
Zcn “ tλ “ pλiqi P Zn | λi “ λn`i “ λ´i;λ0, λr`1 P 2Z` 1u. (7.2.1)
Let pKcn be the Qpvq-vector space of all (possibly infinite) linear combinations řAPrΞn ξArAs
for ξA P Qpvq, rAs P 9K
c
n, such that, for any λ P Z
c
n, the sets 
A P rΞn | ξA ‰ 0, rowapAq “ λ( and  A P rΞn | ξA ‰ 0, colapAq “ λ( are finite. (7.2.2)
We have an algebra structure on pKcn which extends the one on Kcn:´ÿ
A
ξArAs
¯
¨
´ÿ
B
ηBrBs
¯
“
ÿ
A,B
ξAηBrAsrBs.
Let Ξ0n be the subset of Θ
0
n consisting of centro-symmetric matrices in Θ
0
n. For any ν P Zn,
we define νθ P Z
c
n by
pνθqi “ νi ` ν´i `
ÿ
kPZ
δi,kpr`1q. (7.2.3)
For each j P Zr`2, A P Ξ
0
n, we set
Apjq “
ÿ
αPZcn
vj‚αrA`Dαs P pKcn,
where
j ‚ α “ j0
α0 ´ 1
2
`
rÿ
i“1
jiαi ` jr`1
αr`1 ´ 1
2
P Z.
In particular, we have
Ap~0q “
ÿ
αPZcn
rA`Dαs, 0pjq “
ÿ
αPZcn
vj¨αrDαs. (7.2.4)
Let Kcn be the Qpvq-subspace of pKcn spanned by
B “ tApjq | A P Ξ0n, j P Zr`2u.
Proposition 7.2.1. The subspace Kcn is a subalgebra of
pKcn generated by Ap~0q, 0pjq, where
A P Ξ0n is tridiagonal and j P Zr`2.
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Proof. Denote by K1n the subalgebra of
pKcn generated by the elements specified in the propo-
sition. We shall show that the space Kcn is closed under the left multiplication by the
elements in the proposition. We give a detailed proof that Bp~0q ¨Apjq P Kcn, for tridiagonal
B and arbitrary A in Ξ0n. (We shall skip a similar proof that 0pj1qApjq, for any A P Ξ
0
n and
j1, j P Zr`2.) It follows that K
1
n Ď K
c
n by noting 0pjq P pKcn.
We have
Bp~0q ¨Apjq “
ÿ
γPZcn
vj‚γrB `DβsrA`Dγs, (7.2.5)
for a unique β satisfying colcpB ` Dβq “ rowcpA ` Dγq. Let m
C
B,A P A be the structure
constants in 9Kcn such that rBs ¨ rAs “
ř
C m
C
B,ArCs P 9K
c
n. By the multiplication formula in
(5.3.1), we have
Bp~0q ¨Apjq “
ÿ
γPZcn
vj‚γ
ÿ
TPΘB`Dβ,A`Dγ
ÿ
SPΓT
m
ApT´Sq`Dγ
B`Dβ ,A`Dγ
rApT´Sq `Dγs.
Note that ΘB`Dβ ,A`Dγ “ ΘB,A`Dγ by construction. For any T P Θn such that Tθ ďe A, we
set τ “ τpB,A, T q P Zn be such that
τi “ bi´1,i ´ rowapT qi.
Therefore, T `Dτ P ΘB,A`Dγ for all γ P Z
c
n such that τθ ď γ, and hence
Bp~0q ¨Apjq “
ÿ
TPΘn,TθďeA
rowapT qďpbi´1,iqi
ÿ
SPΓT`Dτ
ÿ
γPZcn
vj‚γm
ApT`Dτ´Sq`Dγ
B`Dβ ,A`Dγ
rApT`Dτ´Sq `Dγs.
We claim that
m
ApT`Dτ´Sq`Dγ
B`Dβ ,A`Dγ
“
ÿ
i
vk
piq‚γm
piq
T,S (7.2.6)
for some kpiq P Zr`2, m
piq
T,S P Qpvq. As a consequence, we obtain
Bp~0q ¨Apjq “
ÿ
T,S,i
m
piq
T,S
ÿ
γPZcn
vpj`k
piqq‚γrApT`Dτ´Sq `Dγs
“
ÿ
T,S,i
m
piq
T,SA
pT`Dτ ,Sqpj` kpiqq P Kcn.
Let us prove the claim (7.2.6). Note that if rA `Dγs P S
c
n,d, the structure constants are
given by
m
ApT`Dτ´Sq`Dγ
B`Dβ ,A`Dγ
“ pv2 ´ 1qnpSqvβpA`Dγ ,S,T`Dτq`γpA`Dγ ,S,T`Dτq JA`Dγ;S;T `DτK .
A detailed calculation shows that the v-exponent βpA`Dγ, S, T`Dτ q`γpA`Dγ, S, T`Dτ q
is a polynomial in variables γk p0 ď k ď r ` 1q with total degree one. Also, by (4.3.4) we
have
JA`Dγ ;S;T `DτK “M ¨
ź
1ďkďr
pS`zT´Sqθ,kkź
i“1
pv2pγk´τk´τ´k`iq ´ 1q
¨
ź
kPt0,r`1u
pS`zT´Sqkkź
i“1
pv2pγk´2τk´1`2iq ´ 1q,
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for some M P Qpvq that is independent of γk’s. Thus, (7.2.6) follows on the Schur algebra
level, and hence it follows on the stabilization algebra level.
It remains to show that Apjq, for arbitrary A P Ξ0n, j P Zr`2, can be generated by these
(expected) generators in the proposition. This follows from Theorem 5.6.2 and an induction
on ΨpAq (6.1.5). This then implies that K1n Ě K
c
n. The proposition is proved. 
7.3. The algebra Kcn as a subquotient
In this section and the subsequent §7.4, we shall use [FLLLW, Section 9] substantially.
In this preliminary section, we identify the algebra Kcn as a subquotient of a higher rank
algebra generated by Chevalley generators.
Let
n˘ “ n` 2,
and rΞn˘,1,0 “  A P rΞn˘ | rowapAq1 “ colapAq1 “ 0(. (7.3.1)
Recall from [FLLLW, §9.8] that there is a subalgebra 9Kcn˘,1,0 of
9Kcn˘:
9Kcn˘,1,0 “ SpanQpvq
 
rAs P 9Kcn˘ | A P rΞn˘,1,0(. (7.3.2)
The algebra 9Kcn˘,1,0 contains an ideal
I “ SpanQpvqtrAs P 9K
c
n˘,1,0 | a11 ă 0u.
For A P rΞn, let :A be the matrix in rΞn˘,1,0 obtained from A by inserting rows/columns of zeros
between the 0th and ˘1st rows/columns (mod n). The assignment rΞn Ñ rΞn˘,1,0, A ÞÑ :A,
induces an isomorphism rρ : 9Kcn ÝÑ 9Kcn˘,1,0{I, rAs ÞÑ r :As ` I. (7.3.3)
Let pKcn˘,1,0 be the subalgebra of pKcn consisting of (possibly infinite) formal sums of the formř
APrΞn˘,1,0 ξArAs, for ξA P Qpvq. In particular, pKcn˘,1,0 contains the restricted sums
Mrjs “
ÿ
αPZcr
n˘
v
rj¨αrM `Dαs, for M P rΞn˘,1,0, (7.3.4)
where we denote, for j P Zr`2,rj “ pj0, 0, j1, j2, . . . , jr`1q P Zr`3, Zcrn˘ “ tα “ pαiq P Zcn˘ | α1 “ 0u.
(We note that all infinite sums in this section are restricted.) The isomorphism rρ induces an
isomorphism pρ : pKcn ÝÑ pKcn˘,1,0LpI, rAs ÞÑ r :As ` pI (7.3.5)
where pI is the completion of I in pKcn. In particular, pρ sends Apjq to :Arjs ` pI, for A P Ξ0n
and j P Zr`2.
Denote
Ξ˜1n˘ “ tA “ paijq P Ξ˜n˘ | aii “ 0, if i ‰ ˘1 mod n˘u.
By abuse of notation, we denote by Ycn˘ the subspace of
pKcn˘ spanned by all restricted sums
Arjs, for A P Ξ˜1n˘ and j P Zr`2.
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Lemma 7.3.1. The subspace Ycn˘ is a subalgebra of
pKcn˘ generated by Ar~0s and 0rjs, for all
tridiagonal matrices A in Ξ˜1n˘ and j P Zr`2.
Proof. The proof is essentially the same as that for Proposition 7.2.1 and we shall be brief.
For the reader’s convenience, we show that Ycn˘ is closed under multiplication on the left by
Sαr~0s for some tridiagonal matrices Sα. By definition, we have
Sαr~0s ¨Arjs “
ÿ
βPZcr
n˘
rSα `Dβ1s ¨ v
j‚βrA`Dβs,
where β 1 is uniquely determined by the condition colapSα`Dβ1q “ rowapA`Dβq. Note that
if colapSαq1 ‰ rowapAq1 then Sαr~0s ¨ Arjs “ 0. Otherwise, by a similar argument as that for
Proposition 7.2.1, the product rSα`Dβ1s¨v
j‚βrA`Dβs is a linear combination of rA
pT´Sq`Dβs
whose coefficient is a linear combination of vβ
2¨k for some k and β2 “ pβ2i q P Z
cr
n˘ such that β
2
i
is the pi, iqth entry of ApT´Sq `Dβ if i ‰ ˘1 mod n˘ and 0 otherwise. By changing indices
and taking sums over β2 P Zcrn˘ , the product Sαr~0s ¨ Arjs is a linear combination of A
1rks for
some A1 P Ξ˜1n˘ and k P Zr`2. 
Let Kcn˘,1,0 be the subspace of Y
c
n˘ spanned by :Arjs for all A P Ξ
0
n, j P Zr`2. It follows by
(7.3.5) that
Kcn – pρpKcnq “ pKcn˘,1,0 ` pIqLpI. (7.3.6)
We now introduce a subalgebra of Ycn˘
K
c,ap
n˘ “ subalgebra generated by E
i,i`1
θ,n˘ r~0s, 0rjs, @1 ď i ď n˘, j P Zr`2. (7.3.7)
(Here the notation Ei,i`1θ,n˘ is adapted from (2.3.6)–(2.3.7) with additional subscript n˘ to
indicate it lies in rΞn˘. Similar self-explanatory notation will be used below.)
Lemma 7.3.2. For any tridiagonal A P Ξ0n, the element :Ar~0s lies in K
c,ap
n˘ `
pI. In particular,
we have Kcn – pK
c
n˘,1,0 ` pIqLpI Ď pKc,apn˘ ` pIqLpI.
Proof. The second part follows by definition and (7.3.6). So it remains to check the first
statement in the lemma.
For any A P Ξ˜n such that A´
ř
1ďiďn βiE
i,i`1
θ,n is diagonal, we set
:fAr~0s “ β0E
01
θ,n˘r~0s ¨ βn´1E
n,n`1
θ,n˘ r~0s ¨ βn´1E
n`1,n`2
θ,n˘ r~0s ¨ pβn´2E
n´1,n
θ,n˘ r~0s ¨ ¨ ¨β1E
23
θ,n˘r~0s ¨ β0E
12
θ,n˘r~0sq.
By a similar argument as for [FLLLW, Lemma 9.1.2], we have
r :A`Dαs “ :fAr~0s ¨ rDcolap :A`Dαqs ` lower terms, @α P Z
cr
n˘ .
Therefore we have
:Ar~0s “
ÿ
αPZcr
n˘
rA`Dαs “ :fAr~0s
ÿ
αPZcr
n˘
rDcolap :A`Dαqs ` lower terms
“ :fAr~0s ` lower terms.
(7.3.8)
We now consider “lower terms” in (7.3.8). Since both :Ar~0s and :fAr~0s are in Y
c
n˘, these “lower
terms” are also in Ycn˘. Hence they are linear combinations of Brjs for some B ăalg A. Since
Brjs “ v´j˜‚colapBqBr~0s ¨ 0rjs, by induction, it suffices to show any such B appearing in “lower
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terms” in (7.3.8) is equal to :C up to I for some C P Ξ0n. It follows by (7.3.8) that B P Ξ˜n˘,1,0.
Therefore we have B P I or B “ :C for some C P Ξ0n. The lemma is proved. 
Now (in this paragraph) we repeat some of the above constructions in the affine type A
setting quickly. We definerΘn˘,1,0 “ tA P rΘn˘ | rowapAqi “ 0 “ colapAqi, i “ ˘1u. (7.3.9)
The algebra 9Kn˘ contains a subalgebra 9Kn˘,1,0 “ SpanQpvq
 
rAs P 9Kn˘ | A P rΘn˘,1,0(. For j P Zn,
let rj P Zn˘ be uniquely determined by rj1 “ 0 “ rj´1,rj0 “ j0,rji “ ji´1 p2 ď i ď n ´ 1q. For
M P rΘn˘, we define the restricted sum
Mrjsa “
ÿ
αPZn˘
M`DαPrΘn˘,1,0
v
rj¨αrM `Dαs P pKn˘,1,0.
As counterparts of pKcn˘,1,0 (respectively, Kc,apn˘ and Kcn˘,1,0), we have their type A counterpartspKn˘,1,0 (respectively, Kapn˘ andKn˘,1,0). More precisely, pKn˘,1,0 is the subalgebra of pKn˘ consisting
of formal sums of the form
ř
APrΘn˘,1,0 ξArAs pξA P Qpvqq, Kapn˘ is the subalgebra of pKn˘,1,0
generated by Ei,i`1n˘ r~0s
a, E
i`1,i
n˘ r~0s
a, 0rjsa p1 ď i ď n˘, j P Znq, and Kn˘,1,0 is the subalgebra
of pKn˘,1,0 consisting of Arjsa for all A P Θ˜n˘,1,0. One can show that Kn˘,1,0 is generated by
E
i,i`1
n˘ r~0s
a, E
i`1,i
n˘ r~0s
a and 0rjsa for 2 ď i ď n˘ ´ 1, j P Zn.
7.4. Comultiplication on Kcn
In this section we shall show (in Theorem 7.4.1 and Theorem 7.4.4) that Kcn is a coideal
subalgebra of Kn and pKn,K
c
nq forms a quantum symmetric pair. The construction in §7.3
allows us to study the comultipication on Kcn via Chevalley generators.
Recall from [FLLLW, §9.6] a comultiplication 9∆c : 9Kcn ÝÑ 9K
c
n b 9Kn. In the same way
there is a comultiplication of 9Kcn˘, whose restriction to
9Kcn˘,1,0 is denoted by
9∆cn˘ :
9Kcn˘,1,0 ÝÑ 9K
c
n˘,1,0 b 9Kn˘,1,0. (7.4.1)
By [FLLLW, Lemma 9.3.1, Proposition 9.3.4], the two comultiplications 9∆c and 9∆cn˘ are
compatible, i.e., the following diagram commutes:
9Kcn˘,1,0
9∆c
n˘ //
q1

9Kcn˘,1,0 b 9Kn˘,1,0
q2

9Kcn
9∆c // 9Kcn b 9Kn,
where both vertical maps are the canonical quotient maps. Let J “ Ker pq2q. By diagram
chasing, we have 9∆cn˘pIq Ď J .
By passing to completions, 9∆cn˘ and
9∆c induce the following comultiplications:p∆cn˘ : pKcn˘,1,0 Ñ pKcn˘,1,0 b pKn˘,1,0 and p∆c : pKcn Ñ pKcn b pKn. (7.4.2)
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Theorem 7.4.1. The restriction of p∆c in (7.4.2) to Kcn provides an algebra homomorphism
∆c “ p∆c|Kcn : Kcn ÝÑ Kcn bKn.
Proof. Denote by ∆cn˘ the restriction of
p∆cn˘ to Kcn˘,1,0. We first show ∆cn˘pKc,apn˘ q Ď Kc,apn˘ bKapn˘ .
To this end, it suffices to check that ∆cn˘pE
i,i`1
θ r~0sq P K
c,ap
n˘ bK
ap
n˘ for 1 ď i ď n˘.
Fix a,b P Zcn, and let a
9Kcb be the subspace of
9Kcn˘ spanned by the standard basis elements
rAs such that rowapAq “ a and colapAq “ b. Recall from [FLLLW, §9.6] that
∆cn˘ “ p∆
c
n˘,a1,b1,a2,b2qa1,b1PZcn,a2,b2PZn ,
where ∆cn˘,a1,b1,a2,b2 : a
9Kcb Ñ a1
9Kcb1b a2 9Kb2 is defined for any a
1,b1 P Zcn, a
2,b2 P Zn such that
pa1, a2q |ù a, pb1,b2q |ù b, or equivalently, for
a “ a1 ` a2θ, b “ b
1 ` b2θ.
We have
∆cn˘,a1,b1,a2,b2pE
i,i`1
θ r~0sq “
ÿ
αPZc
n˘
E
i,i`1
θ
`DαPrΞn˘,1,0
∆cn˘,a1,b1,a2,b2prE
i,i`1
θ `Dαsq.
We compute the contribution of ∆cn˘,a1,b1,a2,b2prE
i,i`1
θ ` Dαsq to each a1
9Kcb1 b a2 9Kb2 . We
have
a “ rowapE
i,i`1
θ `Dαq “ ǫ
i
θ ` α “ a
1 ` a2θ,
b “ colapE
i,i`1
θ `Dαq “ ǫ
i`1
θ ` α “ b
1 ` b2θ,
where
ǫi “
#
1 if i ” j (mod n˘q,
0 otherwise,
P Zn˘
and ǫiθ “ ǫ
i`ǫ´i P Zcn˘. In other words, for any quadruple pa
1,b1, a2,b2q P Zcnˆ P Z
c
nˆZnˆZn,
∆cn˘,a1,b1,a2,b2prE
i,i`1
θ `Dαsq contributes to a1
9Kcb1 b a2 9Kb2 if and only if pa
1,b1, a2,b2q satisfies
α “ a1 ` a2θ ´ ǫ
i
θ “ b
1 ` b2θ ´ ǫ
i`1
θ ;
In this case the contribution is computed explicitly by [FLLLW, Lemma 5.3.4] as
∆cn˘,a1,b1,a2,b2prE
i,i`1
θ `Dαsq “
3ÿ
j“1
gjrBj `Dβpjqs b
arCj `Dγpjqs, (7.4.3)
where βpjq P Zcn˘, γ
pjq P Zn˘, Bj P Ξ
0
n˘, Cj P Θ
0
n˘ and gj P Qpvq are give by
j Bj Cj a
1 b1 a2 b2
1 Ei,i`1θ 0 ǫ
i
θ ` β
p1q ǫi`1θ ` β
p1q γp1q γp1q
2 0 Ei,i`1 βp2q βp2q γp2q ` ǫi γp2q ` ǫi`1
3 0 E´i,´i´1 βp3q βp3q γp3q ` ǫ´i γp3q ` ǫ´i´1
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g1 “
#
vpǫ
n˘´i´ǫn˘´1´iq¨γp1q if α “ βp1q ` γ
p1q
θ ,
0 otherwise.
(7.4.4)
g2 “
#
v´δi,0vpǫ
i´ǫi`1q¨βp2qvpǫ
n˘´i´ǫn˘´1´iq¨γp2q if α “ βp2q ` γ
p2q
θ ,
0 otherwise.
(7.4.5)
g3 “
#
1 if α “ βp3q ` γ
p3q
θ ,
0 otherwise.
(7.4.6)
Next we show that ∆cn˘pE
i,i`1
θ p~0qq P K
c
n˘,1,0bKn˘,1,0 by assembling these together. Note that
Brjs b Crksa “
ÿ
βPZc
n˘
B`DβPrΞn˘,1,0
ÿ
γPZn˘
C`DγPrΘn˘,1,0
v
rj‚βvrk¨γrB `Dβs b arC `Dγs.
Fix B “ Bj , C “ Cj , β P Z
c
n˘, γ P Zn˘ such that B`Dβ P rΞn˘,1,0 and C`Dγ P rΘn˘,1,0. There is a
unique α P Zcn˘ determined by either (7.4.4), (7.4.5) or (7.4.6) such that ∆
c
n˘,a1,b1,a2,b2prE
i,i`1
θ `
Dαsq contributes to Brjs b Crks
a. It can be verified that Ei,i`1θ ` Dα P rΞn˘,1,0, and the
contribution for such α is counted. Therefore we have
∆cn˘pE
i,i`1
θ r~0sq “E
i,i`1
θ r~0s b 0rǫ
n˘´i ´ ǫn˘´1´isa
` 0rǫi ´ ǫi`1s b Ei,i`1rǫn˘´i ´ ǫn˘´1´isa ` 0r~0s b E´i,´i´1r~0sa.
This completes the proof that ∆cn˘pK
c,ap
n˘ q Ď K
c,ap
n˘ bK
ap
n˘ .
Therefore, for any :Ar~0s P Kcn˘,1,0, by Lemma 7.3.2 we have ∆
c
n˘p :Ar~0sq P K
c,ap
n˘ bK
ap
n˘ ` J .
We now consider the summand in Kc,apn˘ bK
ap
n˘ . Since rowap
:Aq1 “ colap :Aq1 “ 0, by [FLLLW,
Proposition 9.3.4], the image of ∆cn˘,a1,b1,a2,b2p :Ar~0sq in K
c,ap
n˘ bK
ap
n˘ is zero unless a
1
1 “ 0, b
1 “ 1
and a21 “ 0 “ b
2
1. This implies that ∆
c
n˘p :Ar~0sq P K
c
n˘,1,0 b Kn˘,1,0 ` J . Finally, note that
∆cn˘pIq Ď J . The proposition follows. 
The coassociativity of 9∆c descends to a similar one on ∆c as formulated below.
Corollary 7.4.2. The comultiplication ∆c on Kcn satisfies the coassoicativity property, i.e.,
p1b∆q∆c “ p∆c b 1q∆c.
Proposition 7.4.3. There is a natural injective algebra homomorphism ıc : Kcn ÝÑ Kn.
Proof. The homomorphism ıc : Kcn ÝÑ Kn which we shall construct should be regarded as a
degenerate variant of the comultiplication ∆c : Kcn Ñ K
c
nbKn, and the proof here is similar
to that for Theorem 7.4.1. For the reader’s convenience, we shall sketch the proof.
By setting d1 “ 0 in [FLLLW, Lemma 9.3.1], we have the following commutative diagram
Scn,d
ιn //
ρd

Sn,d
ρd2

Ucn˘,d
ιn˘ // Un˘,d
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By setting d1 “ 0 in [FLLLW, Proposition 9.3.4], we have a similar result for ιn or ιn˘ instead
of ∆c. Moreover, we have the following commutative diagram
9Kcn
ιn // 9Kn
9Kcn˘,1,0
ιn˘ //
q1
OO
9Kn˘,1,0
q2
OO
Recall that I “ SpanQpvqtrAs P 9K
c
n˘,1,0 | a11 ă 0u. We also set L “ SpanQpvqtrAs P
9Kn˘,1,0 | a11 ă 0u. By diagram chasing, we have ιn˘pIq Ď L.
We now show that ιn˘pK
c,ap
n˘ q Ď K
ap
n˘ . By the definition of K
c,ap
n˘ in (7.3.7), it suffices to show
that ιn˘pE
i,i`1
θ,n˘ r~0sq P K
ap
n˘ . We observe that for any λ P Z
c
n˘, ιn˘pDλq “ Dλ1 for some λ
1 P Zn˘.
Hence, we have
ιn˘pE
i,i`1
θ r~0sq “
ÿ
αPZc
n˘
,E
i,i`1
θ
`DαPrΞn˘,1,0
ιn˘prE
i,i`1
θ `Dαsq
“
ÿ
αPZc
n˘
,E
i,i`1
θ
`DαPrΞn˘,1,0
ιn˘pfiDα1q
“
ÿ
αPZc
n˘
,E
i,i`1
θ
`DαPrΞn˘,1,0
en´1´iDβ ` v
δi0fikn´1´iDβ
“ En´i,n´i´1r~0sa ` vδi0Ei,i`1r~0sa0rǫn˘´i ´ ǫn˘´1´isa P Kapn˘ ,
where α1 P Zcn˘ and β P Zn˘ are determined by colapE
i,i`1
θ ` Dαq “ α
1 and ιn˘pDα1q “ Dβ,
respectively.
By tracking rowapAq1 and colapAq1, we have ιn˘p :Ar~0sq P Kn˘,1,0, i.e. ιn˘pK
c
n˘,1,0q Ď Kn˘,1,0.
Therefore ιn˘pK
c
n˘,1,0{Iq Ď Kn˘,1,0{L, and this induces the desired homomorphism ı
c : Kcn Ñ
Kn. The injectivity of ı
c follows from the injectivity of ιn˘. The proposition is proved. 
Recall the notation of quantum symmetric pairs as defined in [Le02] for finite type and in
[Ko14] for Kac-Moody type. We rephrase Theorem 7.4.1 and Proposition 7.4.3 as follows.
(We recall by Proposition 7.1.1 that the algebra Kn is isomorphic to the quantum affine gln.)
Theorem 7.4.4. The pair pKn,K
c
nq forms a quantum symmetric pair of affine type.
CHAPTER 8
Stabilization algebras arising from other Schur algebras
In this chapter we formulate three more variants (denoted by ı, ı, ıı) of affine Schur alge-
bras and their corresponding stabilization algebras. We construct the standard, monomial,
and stably canonical bases of these algebras. We will present more details for the type ı.
We will merely be formulating the main statements for the remaining types ı and ıı.
Recall n “ 2r ` 2, and we now set
n “ n´ 1 “ 2r ` 1 pr ě 1q.
8.1. Affine Schur algebras of type ı
Recall Ξn,d from (2.3.5). Let
Ξın,d “ tA P Ξn,d | rowcpAq0 “ 0 “ rowcpAq0u. (8.1.1)
The additional condition for A P Ξn,d to be in Ξ
ı
n,d can be equivalently reformulated as
rowapAqi “
#
1 if i ” 0 mod n,
0 otherwise.
Moreover, a general element A P Ξın,d (8.1.1) is of the form below (where r#zc# stands for
row # and column # of the matrix):
A “
r#zc# ¨ ¨ ¨ ´1 0 1 ¨ ¨ ¨ n´ 1 n n` 1 ¨ ¨ ¨
...
. . .
...
...
´1 an´1,n´1 0 a´1,1 ˚ 0 ˚
0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0 1 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0 0 0 ¨ ¨ ¨
1 a1,´1 0 a11 ˚ 0 ˚
...
...
. . .
...
n´ 1 ˚ 0 ˚ an´1,n´1 0 a´1,1
n ¨ ¨ ¨ 0 0 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0 1 0 ¨ ¨ ¨
n` 1 ˚ 0 ˚ a1,´1 0 a11
...
...
...
. . .
(8.1.2)
Recall Λ “ Λr,d (2.2.1). Let
Λı “ tλ “ pλiqiPZ P Λ | λ0 “ 0u,
D
ı
n,d “ tpλ, g, µq | λ, µ P Λ
ı, g P Dλµu.
The lemma below is the ı-analog of Lemma 2.5.1, which follows by a similar argument.
Lemma 8.1.1. The map κı : D ın,d ÝÑ Ξ
ı
n,d sending pλ, g, µq to p|R
λ
i X gR
µ
j |q is a bijection.
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Now we define the affine q-Schur algebra of type ı as
S
ı
n,d “ EndH
`
‘
λPΛı
xλH
˘
. (8.1.3)
By definition the algebra Sın,d is naturally a subalgebra of S
c
n,d. Moreover, both teA | A P Ξ
ı
n,du
and trAs | A P Ξın,du are bases of S
ı
n,d as a free A-module. Note that although Algorithm 5.6.1
applies to arbitrary A P Ξın,dpĂ Ξn,dq, the resulting matrices A
piq do not lie in Ξın,d in general.
In order to define a monomial basis for Sın,d, we need a modified matrix interpretation by
collapsing those fixed rows and columns indexed by nZ in (8.1.1). Let
Zı “ ZznZ,
andqΞın,d “ !A “ paijq P MatZıˆZıpNq ˇˇ a´i,´j “ aij “ ai`n,j`n, @i, j P Zı;
a00, ar`1,r`1 are odd;
ÿ
1ďiďn´1
ÿ
jPZı
aij “ D ´ 1
)
.
(8.1.4)
That is, a general element A P qΞın,d (8.1.4) is of the form below:
A “
r#zc# ¨ ¨ ¨ ´1 1 ¨ ¨ ¨ n´ 1 n` 1 ¨ ¨ ¨
...
. . .
´1 a11 a1,´1 ˚ ˚
1 a1,´1 a11 ˚ ˚
...
. . .
n´ 1 ˚ ˚ a11 a1,´1
n` 1 ˚ ˚ a1,´1 a11
...
. . .
(8.1.5)
Here the solid lines replace the dashed stripes in (8.1.2). Let f ıc : Ξ
ı
n,d Ñ qΞın,d be the
“collapsing” map by removing the columns/rows indexed by nZ, and let f ıe :
qΞın,d Ñ Ξın,d be
the expanding map by inserting the fixed columns/rows indexed by nZ as in (8.1.2). Clearly
f ıc and f
ı
e are inverse maps to each other, and hence are bijections.
Example 8.1.2. We shall follow the conventions of dashed/solids lines in (8.1.2) and (8.1.5).
Let n “ 6 (and hence r “ 2), and
A “
»———————————–
3
˚ 4
3 ˚ 5
2 ˚ 0 1
0 1 0
1 0 ˚ 2
5 ˚ 3
4 ˚
3
fiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffifl
P Ξın,d, centered at the p0, 0qth entry.
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That is, A‹ “ E1,´1θ ` 2E
12
θ ` 3E
23
θ ` 4E
32
θ ` 5E
21
θ (cf. (4.4.1) for notation). Applying
Algorithm 5.6.1, we get
rAp1qsrAp2qs “ rAs ` lower terms P Scn,d,
where
Ap1q “
»———————————–
˚
˚
˚ 1
1
1 ˚
˚
˚
fiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffifl
P Ξn,d, A
p2q “
»———————————–
3
˚ 4
3 ˚ 5
2 ˚ 0
1 1 1
0 ˚ 2
5 ˚ 3
4 ˚
3
fiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffifl
P Ξn,d.
Note that neither Ap1q nor Ap2q lies in Ξın,d. On the other hand, we have
f ıc pAq “
»—————————–
3
˚ 4
3 ˚ 5
2 ˚ 1
1 ˚ 2
5 ˚ 3
4 ˚
3
fiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffifl
P qΞın,d.
That is, f ıc pAq
‹ “ E1,´1θ ` 2E
12
θ ` 3E
23
θ ` 4E
32
θ ` 5E
21
θ .
8.2. Monomial and canonical bases for Sın,d
While A P Ξın,d is not tridiagonal, f
ı
c pAq P qΞın,d is tridiagonal in the following sense:
X “ pxijq P qΞın,d is called tridiagonal if
xij “ 0 if |τpiq ´ τpjq| ą 1, (8.2.1)
where
τ : Zı ÝÑ Z (8.2.2)
is the order-preserving bijection determined by setting τp1q “ 1 (and thus τp´1q “ 0, and
so on). We claim that the set trAs P Sın,d | A P Ξ
ı
n,d such that f
ı
c pAq P qΞın,d is tridiagonalu is
a generating set (even though in this case A P Ξın,d may not be tridiagonal). We shall now
give an algorithm in the framework of Ξın,d (compare Algorithm 5.6.1).
Algorithm 8.2.1. For any A P Ξın,d, we define matrices
ıAp1q, . . . , ıApxq P Ξın,d as follows:
(1) Initialization: set t “ 0, and set Cp0q “ f ıc pAq P qΞın,d.
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(2) If Cptq “ pc
ptq
ij q P qΞın,d is a tridiagonal matrix (cf. (8.2.1)), then set x “ t ` 1,
Apxq “ Cptq, and the algorithm terminates.
Otherwise, set k “ max
 
|τpiq ´ τpjq|
ˇˇ
c
ptq
ij ‰ 0
(
ě 2, and
T
ptq “
n´1ÿ
i“1
c
ptq
i,τ´1pτpiq`kqE
i,τ´1pτpiq`kq.
(3) Define matrices
Apt`1q “
n´1ÿ
i“1
c
ptq
i,τ´1pτpiq`kqE
i,τ´1pτpiq`1q
θ ` a diagonal determined by (5.6.1),
Cpt`1q “ Cptq ´ T
ptq
θ `
|
T
ptq
θ,
where qX is the matrix obtained from X by shifting every entry down by one row;
also see (2.3.7) for notation.
(4) Set ıApt`1q “ f ıe pA
pt`1qq. Increase t by one and then go to Step (2).
Theorem 8.2.2. For each A P Ξın,d, the matrices
ıApjq P Ξın,d, for j “ 1, . . . , x, in Algo-
rithm 8.2.1 satisfy that
rıAp1qsrıAp2qs ¨ ¨ ¨ rıApxqs “ rAs ` lower terms P Sın,d. (8.2.3)
Proof. Applying Algorithm 5.6.1 on ıAptq, we obtain tridiagonal matrices D
ptq
1 and D
ptq
2 in
Ξn,d satisfying that
rD
ptq
1 srD
ptq
2 s “ r
ıAptqs ` lower terms P Scn,d,
which implies from construction that
rıAp1qsrıAp2qs ¨ ¨ ¨ rıApxqs “ rAs ` lower terms P Scn,d.
It remains to show that each lower term rDs in the above identity lies in Sın,d. By definition
of multiplication on Sın,d we have rowcpDq “ rowcpAq and colcpDq “ colcpAq. In particular,
D P Ξın,d and hence rDs P S
ı
n,d. 
Example 8.2.3. We illustrate how Algorithm 8.2.1 and proof of Theorem 8.2.2 work. Let
n “ 4 (and hence r “ 1), and
A “
»————–
4 0 0 2 1
0 1 0
1 2 0 0 4
3 1 3
4 0
fiffiffiffiffifl P Ξın,d.
We have
Cp0q “
»——–
4 0 2 1
1 2 0 4
3 1 3
4 0
fiffiffifl P qΞın,d.
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In this case, we have k “ 2 and hence
T
p0q “
»——–
0 1
1 0
0
0
fiffiffifl , Ap1q “
»——–
6 1
1 6
7
6
fiffiffifl , Cp1q “
»——–
0 2
2 0 5
3 1 3
5 0
fiffiffifl P qΞın,d.
Now Cp1q is tridiagonal in qΞın,d and hence Ap2q “ Cp1q, which yields that
ıAp1q “
»————–
6 0 1
0 1 0
1 0 6
7
6
fiffiffiffiffifl , ıAp2q “
»————–
0 0 2
0 1 0
2 0 0 5
3 1 3
5 0
fiffiffiffiffifl P Ξın,d.
Therefore, we have
D
p1q
1 “
»——–
6 1
1
1 6
7
fiffiffifl , Dp1q2 “
»——–
0 0
1 1 1
6
7
fiffiffifl , Dp2q1 “
»——–
0 2
0 1 0
2 5
7
fiffiffifl , Dp2q2 “
»——–
0 0
2 1 2
0 0 5
3 1
fiffiffifl .
Modifying (8.2.3), for A P Ξın,d, we define
mA “ t
ıAp1qu tıAp2qu ¨ ¨ ¨ tıApxqu. (8.2.4)
Recall from Theorem 5.4.1 the canonical basis Bcn,d for S
c
n,d. The following is the the
ij-counterpart of Theorems 5.4.1 and 5.7.2 (for Scn,d).
Theorem 8.2.4.
(a) The set tmA | A P Ξ
ı
n,du forms an A-basis of S
ı
n,d. Moreover, we have mA P rAs `ř
BPΞı
n,d
,BăalgA
ArBs.
(b) We have a canonical basis Bın,d :“ ttAu | A P Ξ
ı
n,du of S
ı
n,d such that tAu “ tAu and
tAu P rAs `
ř
BPΞı
n,d
,BăalgA
vZrvsrBs. Moreover, we have Bın,d “ B
c
n,d X S
ı
n,d.
Proof. Part (a) is the counterpart of Theorem 5.7.2 (for Scn,d), and can be proved by the same
argument, now with help from Theorem 8.2.2. The first half of Part (b) on the canonical
basis follows by (a) and a standard argument (cf. [Lu93, 24.2.1]). The second half of (b)
follows from the uniqueness characterization of the canonical basis Bın,d. 
8.3. Stabilization algebra of type ı
We define two subsets of rΞn (6.1.1) as follows:rΞăn “ tA “ paijq P rΞn | a00 ă 0u, rΞąn “ tA “ paijq P rΞn | a00 ą 0u. (8.3.1)
For any matrix A P rΞn and p P Z, we define
p˘A “ A` ppI ´ E
00q. (8.3.2)
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Lemma 8.3.1. For A1, A2, . . . , Af P rΞąn , there exists Zi P rΞąn and Gipv, v1q P Qpvqrv1, v1´1s
(i “ 1, . . . , m for some m) such that for all even integers p " 0, we have an identity in Scn,d
of the form:
rp˘A1s ¨ rp˘A2s ¨ . . . ¨ rp˘Af s “
mÿ
i“1
Gipv, v
´pqrp˘Zis.
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Proposition 6.1.1 where pA “ A`pI is used instead
of p˘A (8.3.2). A detailed calculation shows that replacing p by p˘ in (6.1.7) and (6.1.8) gives
similar formulas, which proves the lemma for the base case (f “ 2, A “ A2, B “ A1 is
tridiagonal). The lemma then follows by induction. 
Consequently, the vector space 9Kc,ąn over Qpvq spanned by the symbols rAs, for A P rΞąn , is
a stabilization algebra whose multiplicative structure is given by (with f “ 2; associativity
follows from f “ 3):
rA1s ¨ rA2s ¨ . . . ¨ rAf s “
$&%
mř
i“1
Gipv, 1qrZis if colcpAiq “ rowcpAi`1q @i,
0 otherwise.
(8.3.3)
By arguments entirely analogous to those for Proposition 6.2.1 and Theorem 6.4.3, 9Kc,ąn
admits a (stabilizing) bar involution, 9Kc,ąn admits a monomial basis tmA | A P rΞąn u, and a
stably canonical basis 9Bc,ą.
Definition 8.3.2. Let 9Kın be the Qpvq-submodule of 9K
c,ą
n with a standard basis trAs | A PrΞın u, where rΞın “ tA “ paijq P rΞn | a0i “ ai0 “ δ0iu
“ tA P rΞąn | colcpAq0 “ rowcpAq0 “ 0u. (8.3.4)
The goal of this section is to realize 9Kın as a subquotient of
9Kcn with compatible bases
by following [BKLW, Appendix A] (where an algebra 9Uı is realized as a subquotient of an
algebra 9U with compatible stably canonical bases).
It follows by the second characterization for rΞın in (8.3.4) that 9Kın is a subalgebra of 9Kc,ąn .
Since the bar-involution on 9Kc,ąn restricts to an involution on
9Kın , we reach the following
conclusion.
Lemma 8.3.3. The set 9Kın X
9Bc,ą forms a stably canonical basis of 9Kın .
The submodule of 9Kcn spanned by rAs for A P rΞın is not a subalgebra. This is why we need
a somewhat different stabilization above to construct the stably canonical basis for 9Kın . We
shall see below the stabilization above is related to the stabilization used earlier.
Define J to be the Qpvq-submodule of 9Kcn spanned by rAs for all A P rΞăn .
Lemma 8.3.4. The submodule J is a two-sided ideal of 9Kcn.
Proof. Since J is clearly invariant under the anti-involution rAs ÞÑ v´dA`dtArtAs for 9Kcn, The
claim that J is left ideal of 9Kcn is equivalent to that J is a right ideal of
9Kcn. We shall show
that J is left ideal of 9Kcn. To that end, it suffices to show that rBsrAs P J for arbitrary
A P rΞăn and tridiagonal B P rΞn.
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By the multiplication formula, the matrices corresponding to the terms showing up in
rBs ¨ rAs must be of the form
ApT´Sq “ A´ pT ´ Sqθ ` p{T ´ Sqθ, T P ΘB,A, S P ΓT .
Suppose that the p0, 0q-entry a00 ´ 2pt00 ´ s00q ` 2p{T ´ Sq00 is positive. Note that we have
JA;S;T K “
ź
pi,jqPI`
a
«
pA´ Tθqij ` sij ` s´i,´j ` p{T ´ Sqij ` p{T ´ Sq´i,´j
pA´ Tθqij ; sij; s´i,´j; p{T ´ Sqij; p{T ´ Sq´i,´j
ff
¨
ź
kPt0,r`1u
¨˚
˚˝˚ skk`p
zT´Sqkkś
i“1
rakk ´ 2tkk ´ 1` 2is
rskks!rp{T ´ Sqkks!
‹˛‹‹‚¨ JSK .
Hence JA;S;T K “ 0 and the term rApT´Sqs makes no contribution to rBsrAs. Therefore, we
have rBsrAs P J. 
Recall from (6.4.1) a semi-monomial basis element m1A “ rA
p1qsrAp2qs ¨ ¨ ¨ rApxqs, and from
(6.4.2) a monomial basis element mA “ tA
p1qutAp2qu ¨ ¨ ¨ tApxqu.
Lemma 8.3.5. We have m1A P J, for A P rΞăn .
Proof. From the construction of Apiq in m1A “ rA
p1qsrAp2qs ¨ ¨ ¨ rApxqs, the matrix Apxq has the
same diagonal entries as A and hence rApxqs P J. Thus it follows from Lemma 8.3.4 that
m1A P J. 
Recall 9Kcn admits a stably canonical basis of
9Bc from Theorem 6.4.3.
Corollary 8.3.6. The ideal J admits a monomial basis tmA | A P rΞăn u, and a stably canonical
basis 9Bc X J “ ttAu | A P rΞăn u.
Proof. Recall the new basis fA from [FLLLW, Section 9.4]. By arguing in a way identical to
the proof of [BKLW, Lemma A.6], we obtain that the fA lies in J for all A P rΞăn and hence
forms a basis for J. Note that in the proof the role of Lemma A.5 in loc. cit. is played by
Lemma 8.3.4. By [FLLLW, Proposition 9.4.4], we see that fA is bar-invariant, and so is J. As
a consequence, the set of tAu for all A P rΞăn is a basis of J, by an argument similar to [BKLW,
Proposition A.7]. So Lemma 8.3.4 implies that the monomial mA “ tA
p1qutAp2qu ¨ ¨ ¨ tApxqu
is in J, for any A P rΞăn . The corollary follows. 
Proposition 8.3.7. The following statements hold.
paq The quotient algebra 9Kcn{J admits a monomial basis tmA ` J | A P rΞąn u.
pbq The quotient algebra 9Kcn{J admits a stably canonical basis ttAu ` J | A P rΞąn u.
pcq The map 7 : 9Kcn{JÑ 9K
c,ą
n sending rAs`J ÞÑ rAs is an isomorphism of Qpvq-algebras,
which matches the corresponding monomial bases and stably canonical bases.
Proof. Parts (a) and (b) follow directly from Corollary 8.3.6. For (c), since the map 7 is
clearly a linear isomorphism, we still need to show that 7 is an algebra homomorphism. We
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write
prBs ` Jq ¨ prAs ` Jq “
ÿ
C
fCB,AprCs ` Jq P 9K
c
n{J, rBs ¨ rAs “
ÿ
C
gCB,ArCs P 9K
c,ą
n
for some structure constants fCB,A and g
C
B,A with A,B,C P rΞąn . A detailed calculation shows
that fCB,A “ g
C
B,A when B is tridiagonal, and hence 7 is an algebra homomorphism. Since
7 matches the tridiagonal generators, it also matches the (semi-)monomial bases, and 7
commutes with the bar involutions. Finally, 7 matches the stably canonical bases as the
partial orders on the two algebras are compatible. 
We summarize Lemma 8.3.3 and Proposition 8.3.7 above as follows.
Theorem 8.3.8. As a Qpvq-algebra, 9Kın is isomorphic to a subquotient of
9Kcn, with com-
patible standard, monomial, and stably canonical bases.
Remark 8.3.9. As in §7.2, §7.3 and §7.4, we can construct an algebra Kın as a subalgebra
of a completion of the algebra 9Kın . Similar to Theorem 7.4.4, the pair pKn,K
ı
n q forms an
affine quantum symmetric pair associated to the involution as depicted in Figure 2. We omit
the details.
Figure 2. Dynkin diagram of type A
p1q
2r with involution of type ı.
1
¨ ¨ ¨
r ´ 1 r
0
2r
¨ ¨ ¨
r ` 2 r ` 1
By definition and Remark 6.5.2, Ψd : K
c
n Ñ QS
c
n,d factors through J and hence we obtain
a surjective homomorphism Ψ˜d : K
c
n{JÑ QS
c
n,d. We shall regard K
ı
n Ă 9K
c,ą
n as a subalgebra
of Kcn{J via the identification 7 : 9K
c
n{J – 9K
c,ą
n in Proposition 8.3.7.
Define QS
ı
n,d “ Qpvq bZrv,v´1s S
ı
n,d. By restricting Ψ˜d to K
ı
n , we obtain a surjective ho-
momorphism Ψıd : K
ı
n Ñ QS
ı
n,d. Putting all constructions together we have obtained the
following commutative diagram
Kın ÝÝÝÑ K
c
n{J
Ψ
ı
d
§§đ §§đΨ˜d
QS
ı
n,d ÝÝÝÑ QS
c
n,d
(8.3.5)
Proposition 8.3.10. (a) The homomorphism Ψıd : K
ı
n Ñ QS
ı
n,d sends rAs ÞÑ rAs for
A P Ξın,d and rAs ÞÑ 0 otherwise.
(b) The homomorphism Ψıd : K
ı
n Ñ QS
ı
n,d preserves the (stably) canonical bases, that is,
it sends tAu ÞÑ tAu for A P Ξın,d and tAu ÞÑ 0 otherwise.
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Proof. By definition, the 2 horizontal maps and Ψ˜d preserve the standard bases, and so by
diagram chasing of (8.3.5) we conclude that Ψıd : K
ı
n Ñ QS
ı
n,d preserves the standard basis,
whence (a).
By Lemma 8.3.3 and Proposition 8.3.7, the top horizontal map preserves the stably canon-
ical bases. The bottom horizontal map preserves the stably canonical bases by construction.
The map Ψ˜d preserves the (stably) canonical bases by Remark 6.5.2. Hence Part (b) follow
by the same diagram chasing of (8.3.5). 
8.4. Stabilization algebra of type ı
Recall Ξn,d from (2.3.5) and Λ “ Λr,d from (2.2.1). Let
Ξın,d “ tA P Ξn,d | rowcpAqr`1 “ 0 “ rowcpAqr`1u,
Λı “ tλ “ pλiqiPZ P Λ | λr`1 “ 0u,
D
ı
n,d “ tpλ, g, µq | λ, µ P Λ
ı, g P Dλµu.
The following lemma is obtained by restriction of the bijection κ in Lemma 2.5.1 to D ın,d.
Lemma 8.4.1. The map κı : D ın,d ÝÑ Ξ
ı
n,d sending pλ, g, µq to p|R
λ
i X gR
µ
j |q is a bijection.
Now we denote the affine q-Schur algebra of type ı by
S
ı
n,d “ EndH
`
‘
λPΛı
xλH
˘
. (8.4.1)
All results for Sın,d,
9Kın and K
ı
n in §8.1–8.3 admit counterparts in the current setting. We
shall formulate the main statements but skip the details to avoid much repetition. The
proposition below is an analogue of Theorem 8.2.4.
Proposition 8.4.2. The algebra Sın,d is naturally a subalgebra of S
c
n,d, admitting compatible
standard, monomial and canonical bases.
By repeating the constructions in §8.1–8.3 of the algebras of type ı, we can obtain an
associative algebra 9Kın with a standard basis rAs parametrized byrΞın “ tA “ paijq P rΞn | ar`1,i “ ai,r`1 “ δr`1,iu
“ tA P rΞąn | colcpAqr`1 “ rowcpAqr`1 “ 0u. (8.4.2)
Similarly, we construct a subalgebra Kın in a completion of
9Kın .
Theorem 8.4.3. The following statements hold for 9Kın .
(a) The algebra 9Kın admits a monomial basis and a stably canonical basis.
(b) The algebra 9Kın is a subquotient of
9Kcn with compatible standard, monomial, and
stably canonical bases.
(c) The pair pKn´1,K
ı
n q forms an affine quantum symmetric pair associated to the in-
volution as depicted in Figure 3.
Remark 8.4.4. By Theorem 4.3.1 and a similar argument as that for [FL17, Theorem 4.8],
one obtain an algebra isomorphism Sın,d » S
ı
n,d. Applying the stabilization process, one
further establishes an algebra isomorphism 9Kın – 9K
ı
n .
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Figure 3. Dynkin diagram of type A
p1q
2r with involution of type ı.
0 1
¨ ¨ ¨
r ´ 1
r
2r 2r ´ 1
¨ ¨ ¨
r ` 1
8.5. Stabilization algebra of type ıı
In the following we deal with the variant of affine Schur algebra of type ıı corresponding
to the involution as depicted Figure 4. We set
η “ n´ 2 “ n´ 1.
Figure 4. Dynkin diagram of type A
p1q
2r´1 with involution of type ıı.
1
¨ ¨ ¨
r ´ 1
0 r
2r ´ 1
¨ ¨ ¨
r ` 1
Let
Ξııη,d “ Ξ
ı
n,d X Ξ
ı
n,d, Λ
ıı “ Λı X Λı, D ııη,d “ D
ı
n,d XD
ı
n,d.
The following lemma is obtained by restriction of the bijection κ in Lemma 2.5.1.
Lemma 8.5.1. The map κıı : D ııη,d ÝÑ Ξ
ıı
η,d sending pλ, g, µq to p|R
λ
i X gR
µ
j |q is a bijection.
Now we define the affine q-Schur algebra of type ıı by
Sııη,d “ EndH
`
‘
λPΛıı
xλH
˘
. (8.5.1)
The algebra Sııη,d is naturally a subalgebra of S
ı
n,d,S
ı
n,d and S
c
n,d, admitting compatible stan-
dard, monomial and canonical bases (similar to Proposition 8.4.2 for Sın,d).
By a similar process, we construct an associative algebra 9Kııη with a standard basis rAs
parametrized by rΞııη “ rΞın X rΞın . (8.5.2)
We collect the main results for 9Kııη which are similar to
9Kın and
9Kın earlier (see Theorem 8.4.3)
in the following theorem. The proofs are very similar to the previous cases, and hence skiped.
Theorem 8.5.2. The following statements hold for 9Kııη .
(a) The algebra 9Kııη admits a monomial basis and a stably canonical basis.
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(b) The algebra 9Kııη is a subquotient of
9Kın (and of
9Kın , respectively), with compatible
standard, monomial, and stably canonical bases.
(c) The pair pKη,K
ıı
η q forms an affine quantum symmetric pair associated to the involu-
tion as depicted in Figure 4.
The interrelation among Schur algebras as well as stabilization algebras of the four different
types can be summarized below.
S
ı
n,d  p
!!❈
❈❈
❈❈
❈❈
❈
»Sııη,d
.

==④④④④④④④④
 p
!!❈
❈❈
❈❈
❈❈
❈
Scn,d
S
ı
n,d
.

==④④④④④④④④
9Kın
sq
~~~~⑦⑦
⑦⑦
⑦⑦
⑦⑦
»9Kııη
9Kcn
sq
````❅❅❅❅❅❅❅❅
sq⑦⑦
⑦⑦
⑦⑦
⑦⑦
9Kın
sq
````❅❅❅❅❅❅❅
On the Schur algebra level, we have a commuting diagram for inclusions of Schur algebras. On
the stabilization algebra level, we have the following commutative diagram of subquotients,
where the notation K1
sq
։ K2 stands for the statement that K2 is a subquotient of K1. All
the subquotients between various pairs of algebras preserve the stably canonical bases.
APPENDIX A
Length formulas in symmetrized forms
Z. Fan, C. Lai, Y. Li and L. Luo
In this appendix, we provide a proof of the claim in Section 5.2 that the symmetrized
length formula (5.2.2) is the dimension of a generalized Schubert varieties/cells. Thanks
to [FLLLW], we only need to match this formula with (4.1.1) in loc. cit.; see Proposi-
tion A.1.9. We then further deduce length formulas in a similar fashion for all classical
types. As an application, we also formulate a symmetrized length formula for finite and
affine classical Weyl groups, which is more compact and easier to compute. It is our hope
that these analyses will facilitate a future study of q-Schur algebras of affine type B and D.
A.1. Dimension of generalized Schubert varieties
A.1.1. General setting. The Beilinson-Lusztig-MacPherson (BLM) stabilization proce-
dure [BLM90] is a geometric construction of the (modified) quantum groups of finite type
A together with their canonical bases. The BLM-type stabilization procedures beyond type
A have important application in the theory of quantum symmetric pairs, and are devel-
oped rapidly (cf. [Lu99, DF14] for affine type A, [BKLW] for type B{C, [FL15] for type D,
[FLLLW] for affine type C).
An initial step in the stabilization procedure is to construct the standard basis. A geomet-
ric approach relies heavily on the generalized Schubert varieties; while an algebraic approach
is also possible. We start with an imprecise type-free setup for generalized Schubert varieties,
and we leave the details in subsequent sections.
Fix non-negative integers n, d P N and an algebraically closed field, k, with positive char-
acteristic. Let G be a classical group over k, and Xn,d be the set of n-step partial flags of
rank d over k admitting G-action. Let GzpXn,d ˆXn,dq be the set of G-orbits on Xn,d ˆXn,d
via the diagonal action. Denote the convolution algebra on the pairs of partial flags over the
ring A “ Zrv, v´1s by
Sn,d “ AGpXn,d ˆ Xn,dq “ tf : GzpXn,d ˆ Xn,dq Ñ Au.
Except for types D, rB, rD, theG-orbits are in bijection with a matrix setOn,d which parametrizes
any linear basis of Sn,d. For instance, the characteristic basis teA | A P On,du defined by
eApOBq “
#
1 if B “ A;
0 otherwise,
where OB is the G-orbit corresponding to the matrix B P On,d. For A P On,d and fixed
L P Xn,d, we define the generalized Schubert cell by
XLA “ tL
1 P Xn,d|pL, L
1q P OAu.
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Fix a pair pL, L1q P OA and let PL and PL1 be the stabilizers of L and L
1, respectively, in
G. Then XLA is isomorphic to the PL-orbit of L
1 in the partial flag variety G{PL1 indexed
by A. If PL is a Borel subgroup, then the PL-orbits in G{PL1 are called Schubert cells in
literature. This is the reason why we call XLA a generalized Schubert cell.
The dimension function pℓ : On,d Ñ N is given bypℓpAq “ dimXLA.
We remark that pℓpAq is independent of the choice of L, and it is also the dimension of the
closure of XLA, in an appropriate topology, which is called a generalized Schubert variety.
If G is replaced by its loop group, then one can still define in a similar manner generalized
Schubert cells with parabolics replaced by parahorics. We shall not repeat this procedure
again, but see Sections A.1.3 and A.1.7. From now on, we assume that G and Xn,d admit an
Fq-structure. Then their Fq-points can be described as follows.
A.1.2. Type A. The results here are due to [BLM90]. Let G “ GLpd,Fqq be the general
linear group over the finite field Fq. We set
XAn,d “ tp0 “ V0 Ď . . . Ď Vn “ F
d
qqu.
The set of G-orbits is well-known to be
OAn,d “ tpaijq P MatnˆnpNq|
ř
1ďi,jďn aij “ du.
Proposition A.1.1. The dimension function on OAn,d is given bypℓApAq “ ÿ
1ďi,jďn
ÿ
xďi
yąj
aijaxy.
Proof. See [BLM90, 2.3], in which pℓApAq is referred as dpAq ´ rpAq. 
A.1.3. Type rA. The results here are essentially from [Lu99] (see also [FLLLW, §2]). Let
F “ Fqppǫqq be the field of formal Laurent series, and let G “ GLpd, F q be the general linear
group. Let V be an F -vector space of dimension d. A lattice in V is a free Fqrrǫss-submodule
of V of rank d. We set
X
rA
n,d “ tpLiqiPZ|Li are lattices in V, Li´1 Ď Li, Li “ ǫLi`nu,
I
rA “ r1..ns ˆ Z,
O
rA
n,d “ tpaijq P MatZˆZpNq|
ÿ
pi,jqPI rA
aij “ d, aij “ ai`n,j`nu.
Proposition A.1.2. The dimension function on OAn,d is given bypℓrApAq “ ÿ
pi,jqPI rA
ÿ
xďi,yąj
aijaxy.
Proof. See [Lu99, Lemma 4.3], in which pℓrApAq is referred as d1A. 
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A.1.4. Type B. Fix n “ 2r ` 1, D “ 2d ` 1, and fix a non-degenerate symmetric bilinear
form Q : FDq ˆ F
D
q Ñ Fq.
We follow [BKLW, §2] with a shift of index from r1..ns to r´r..rs. Set
G “ OpD,Fqq “ tA P GLpD,Fqq|QpAu,Avq “ Qpu, vq for u, v P F
D
q u,
XBn,d “ tp0 “ V´r Ď . . . Ď Vr “ F
D
q q|Vi “ V
K
´iu,
IB “ pt0u ˆ r1..rsq \ pr1..rs ˆ r´r..rsq.
For pi, jq P IB, let
a
6
ij “
#
t
aij
2
u if pi, jq “ p0, 0q;
aij otherwise.
The G-orbits are
OBn,d “
"
paijq P Matr´r..rsˆr´r..rspNq
ˇˇˇˇ
a00 is odd,
ř
pi,jqPIB a
6
ij “ d
a´i,´j “ aij
*
.
Proposition A.1.3. The dimension function on OBn,d is given by
pℓBpAq “ 1
2
ÿ
pi,jqPIB
¨˚
˝ÿ
xďi
yąj
`
ÿ
xěi
yăj
‹˛‚a6ijaxy.
Proof. From [BKLW, (3.16)], it is obtained thatpℓBpAq “ ÿ
iąk, jăl
kă´i
aijakl `
ÿ
iă0 or jă´l
jăl
aijail `
ÿ
iě0ąj
aijpaij ´ 1q{2.
It then follows by a direct calculation. 
Example A.1.4. Let r “ 1, d “ 2, and A P OBn,d be the matrix corresponding to the Weyl
group element p2,´2q, i.e.,
A “
»– 13
1
fifl .
Here the entries in IB are shaded. We then have
pi, jq aij a
6
ij tpx, yq|
xďi
yąj or
xěi
yăju contribution to 2pℓpAq
p0, 0q 3 1
»– 13
1
fifl 2
p1,´1q 1 1
»– 13
1
fifl 4
Hence, pℓBpAq “ 1
2
p2` 4q “ 3 “ ℓBpp2,´2qq since XLA is a genuine Schubert cell.
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A.1.5. Type C. Now we fix n “ 2r ` 1, D “ 2d, and fix a non-degenerate skew-symmetric
bilinear form Q : FDq ˆ F
D
q Ñ Fq. We follow [BKLW, §6.2] with a shift of index from r1..ns
to r´r..rs. Set
G “ SppD,Fqq “ tA P GLpD,Fqq|QpAu,Avq “ Qpu, vq for u, v P F
D
q u,
XCn,d “ tp0 “ V´r Ď . . . Ď Vr “ F
D
q q|Vi “ V
K
´iu,
OCn,d “
"
paijq P Matr´r..rsˆr´r..rspNq
ˇˇˇˇ
a00 is even,
ř
pi,jqPIB a
6
ij “ d
a´i,´j “ aij
*
.
Proposition A.1.5. The dimension function on OCn,d is given bypℓCpAq “ pℓBpA` E00q,
where E00 “ pδi0δj0qij.
Proof. It follows from [BKLW, Proposition 6.7] that there is an algebra isomorphism SBn,d Ñ
SCn,d sending eA to eA´E00 . 
A.1.6. Type D. Fix n “ 2r` 1. We use a variant of [FL15, §3] with D “ 2d` 1 and a shift
of index from r1..ns to r´r..rs.
We set
G “ SOpD,Fqq “ tA P OpD,Fqq| detA “ 1u,
XDn,d “ tp0 “ V´r Ď . . . Ď Vr “ F
D
q q|Vi “ V
K
´iu.
The (unsigned) G-orbits are
ODn,d “
"
paijq P Matr´r..rsˆr´r..rspNq
ˇˇˇˇ
a00 is odd,
ř
pi,jqPIB a
6
ij “ d
a´i,´j “ aij
*
.
Proposition A.1.6. The dimension function on ODn,d is given by
pℓDpAq “ 1
2
´ ÿ
pi,jqPIB
´ÿ
xďi
yąj
`
ÿ
xěi
yăj
¯
a6ijaxy ´
ÿ
pi,jq“p0,0q
´ÿ
xďi
yąj
`
ÿ
xěi
yăj
¯
axy
¯
.
Proof. From [FL15, Lemma 4.5.1], it is obtained that
pℓDpAq “ 1
2
p
ÿ
´rďi,jďr
ÿ
xďi,yąj
aijaxyq ´
ÿ
kě0ąl
akl. (A.1.1)
Due to the centrosymmetry condition aij “ a´i,´j, we haveÿ
´rďiď´1
´rďjďr
ÿ
xďi
yąj
aijaxy “
ÿ
1ď´iďr
´rď´jďr
ÿ
´xě´i
´yă´j
a´i,´ja´x,´y “
ÿ
1ďiďr
´rďjďr
ÿ
xěi
yăj
aijaxy, (A.1.2)
and hence ÿ
iPr´r,´1sYr1,rs
´rďjďr
ÿ
xďi,yąj
aijaxy “
ÿ
pi,jqPIB
1ďiďr
´ÿ
xďi
yąj
`
ÿ
xěi
yăj
¯
a
6
ijaxy. (A.1.3)
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For i “ 0, we have a00 “ 2a
6
00, a
6
0j “ a0j “ a0,´j for j ą 0, and thusÿ
i“0
´rďjďr
ÿ
xďi,yąj
aijaxy “
ÿ
p0,jqPIB
´ÿ
xďi
yąj
`
ÿ
xěi
yăj
¯
a
6
ijaxy. (A.1.4)
Finally, ÿ
kě0ąl
akl “
1
2
ÿ
pi,jq“p0,0q
´ÿ
xďi
yąj
`
ÿ
xěi
yăj
¯
axy. (A.1.5)
The proposition follows from combining (A.1.1), (A.1.3) – (A.1.5). 
Example A.1.7. Let r “ d “ 4, and let A P ODn,d be the permutation matrix corresponding
to the type D simple reflection, i.e.,
A “
»———————————–
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
fiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffifl
Here the entries in ID are shaded. We obtain
pi, jq p0, 0q p1,´2q p2,´1q p3, 3q p4, 4q
aij “ a
6
ij 0 1 1 1 1
tpx, yq|xďiyąj or
xěi
yăju
»———————————–
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
fiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffifl
»———————————–
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
fiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffifl
»———————————–
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
fiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffifl
»———————————–
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
fiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffifl
»———————————–
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
fiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffifl
Hence, pℓDpAq “ 1
2
p3` 3´ 4q “ 1.
Remark A.1.8. We could define
a:ij “
#
a
6
ij ´ 1 if pi, jq “ p0, 0q;
aij otherwise,
and get an alternative formula as below:
pℓDpAq “ 1
2
ÿ
pi,jqPIB
´ÿ
xďi
yąj
`
ÿ
xěi
yăj
¯
a
:
ijaxy.
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A.1.7. Type rC. The setup here are drawn from [FLLLW, §3]. Fix n “ 2r. Recall that
F “ Fqppǫqq is the field of formal Laurent series. Define matrices
J “
¨˚
˚˝ 0 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0 10 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 1 0
. . ¨ ¨ ¨ . .
1 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0 0
‹˛‹‚
dˆd
, M “M2d “
ˆ
0 J
´J 0
˙
.
Let V “ F 2d be a symplectic vector space over F with a symplectic form p, q : V ˆ V Ñ F
specified by M . Let tA be the transpose of a matrix A. Let G be the symplectic group with
coefficients in F , namely,
G “ SpF p2dq “ tA P GLp2d, F q|A “M
tA´1M´1u.
For any lattice L of V , we set
L# “ tv P V |pv, Lq Ă Fqrrǫssu.
A lattice in V is symplectic if both conditions below hold:
(1) Either L Ď L# or L Ě L#;
(2) Either L or L# is homothetic to a lattice Λ, i.e., L or L# is equal to εaΛ for some
a P Z, such that ǫΛ Ď Λ# Ď Λ.
We set
X
rC
n,d “
!
pLiqiPZ
ˇˇˇ
Li are symplectic lattices in V
Li´1ĎLi,Li“ǫLi`n,L
#
i
“L´i´1
)
,
I
rC “ pt0u ˆ Nq \ pr1..r ´ 1s ˆ Zq \ ptru ˆ Zďrq,
a6ij “
#
t
aij
2
u if pi, jq P Zpr, rq;
aij otherwise,
O
rC
n,d “
"
paijq P MatZˆZpNq
ˇˇˇˇ
a00, arr are odd,
ř
pi,jqPI rC a6ij “ d
a´i,´j “ aij “ ai`n,j`n
*
.
We note that, under a similar embedding as (2.1.6), a6ij is the same as a
1
ij in (2.3.10).
Proposition A.1.9. The dimension function on O
rC
n,d is given by
pℓrCpAq “ 1
2
ÿ
pi,jqPI rC
¨˚
˝ÿ
xďi
yąj
`
ÿ
xěi
yăj
‹˛‚a6ijaxy.
Proof. By rephrasing [FLLLW, Lemma 4.2.1], we get
pℓrCpAq “ 1
2
´ ÿ
iěk,jăl
0ďiăn
aijakl ´
ÿ
kě0ąl
akl ´
ÿ
kěrąl
akl
¯
. (A.1.6)
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It suffices to prove that (A.1.6) coincides with the symmetrized form (A.1.9). For i ‰ 0, r,
we have ÿ
iěk,jăl
iPr1..r´1sYrr`1..n´1s
aijakl “
ÿ
1ďiďr´1
´ÿ
xďi
yąj
aijaxy `
ÿ
xď´i
yą´j
a´i,´jaxy
¯
“
ÿ
pi,jqPI
rC
1ďiďr´1
´ÿ
xďi
yąj
`
ÿ
xěi
yăj
¯
a
6
ijaxy
(A.1.7)
For i “ 0, we haveÿ
iěk,jăl
i“0
aijakl ´
ÿ
kě0ăl
akl “
ÿ
i“0
jPZ
ÿ
xďi
yąj
a0jaxy ´
ÿ
i“0
j“0
ÿ
xďi
yąj
p1qaxy
“
ÿ
p0,jqPI rC
ÿ
xď0
yąj
2a60jaxy “
ÿ
pi,jqPI
rC
i“0
´ÿ
xďi
yąj
`
ÿ
xěi
yăj
¯
a
6
ijaxy
(A.1.8)
Similarly, we have ÿ
iěk,jăl
i“r
aijakl ´
ÿ
kěrąl
akl “
ÿ
pi,jqPI
rC
i“r
´ÿ
xďi
yąj
`
ÿ
xěi
yăj
¯
a
6
ijaxy (A.1.9)
Summing up (A.1.7) – (A.1.9), we are done. 
A.1.8. Summary. We summarize the dimension formulas in previous sections in the fol-
lowing.
Theorem A.1.10. The dimension of generalized Schubert cell XLA and its associated gener-
alized Schubert variety, for A P On,d, is given by
pℓApAq “ 1
2
ÿ
pi,jqPIA
a
6
ij
ÿ
x,y
axy,
pℓBpAq “ 1
2
ÿ
pi,jqPIB
a
6
ij
ÿ
x,y
axy,
pℓDpAq “ 1
2
ÿ
pi,jqPIB
a
:
ij
ÿ
x,y
axy,
pℓrApAq “ 1
2
ÿ
pi,jqPI rA
a6ij
ÿ
x,y
axy,
pℓrCpAq “ 1
2
ÿ
pi,jqPI rC
a6ij
ÿ
x,y
axy,
where x, y are summed over the set tpx, yq|xďiyąj or
xěi
yăju, and a
:
ij is equal to aij except
a
:
00 “ a
6
00 ´ 1.
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Remark A.1.11. It is known that a matrix A P On,d corresponds to a triplet pλ, g, µq where
λ and µ label parabolic subgroups Wλ,Wµ of the Weyl groupW , and g is the minimal length
representative in the double coset WλgWµ. Hence, Theorem A.1.10 provides a geometric
interpretation for the double coset representatives in the corresponding Weyl group.
A.2. Length formulas of Weyl groups
The Weyl groups are important examples of the Coxeter groups, which admit length
functions that count the total number of simple reflections in a reduced expression. It is well-
known that classical Weyl groups are identified with certain groups of (signed) permutations,
and hence the lengths are obtained by counting the inversions. By using Theorem A.1.10,
we are able to obtain a length formula for finite and affine classical groups, which we believe
much simpler than previous ones available in literature.
A.2.1. Length formulas. Realizations of affine Weyl groups as infinite permutation groups
were first mentioned by Lusztig [Lu83] and further studied by Be´dard [B86], Shi [Shi94] and
Bjo¨ner-Brenti [BB96]. A unified study of infinite permutation groups can be found in [EE98],
in which the affine inversions are described.
We first recall some standard combinatorial statistics following [BB05]. For any integer
interval I Ď Z, denote by PermI the set of permutations on I. For I P tr1..ds, r´d..ds,Zu
and g P PermI, we define
negpgq “ 7ti P r1..ds|gpiq ă 0u, nsppgq “ 7tpi, jq P r1..ds|i` j ă 0u. (A.2.1)
Denote the numbers of type A{B inversions for g P PermI by
invpgq “ 7tpi, jq|i ă j, gpiq ą gpjqu, invBpgq “ invpgq ` negpgq ` nsppgq. (A.2.2)
We further define the sum of entries in the “upper-right corner” of the pk, kqth entry by
urkpgq “
7ti P Zăk|gpiq ą ku. (A.2.3)
For finite and affine classical types, we identify the Weyl groups with (infinite) permutations
as below:
WAd´1 “ tg P Permr1..dsu,
WBd “ tg P Permr´d..ds|gp´iq “ ´gpiqu,
WDd “ tg PW
B
d |ur0pgq is evenu,
W
rA
d “ tg P PermZ|gpi` dq “ gpiq ` d,
řd
i“1 gpiq “
`
d`1
2
˘
u,
W
rC
d “ tg P PermZ|gpi` 2dq “ gpiq ` 2d, gp´iq “ ´gpiqu,
W
rB
d “ tg PW
rC
d |urdpgq is evenu,
W
rD
d “ tg PW
rC
d |ur0pgq, urdpgq are evenu.
(A.2.4)
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Proposition A.2.1. Let inv, nsp, invB be functions defined as in (A.2.1) – (A.2.2). Let ℓ
X
be the length function on the Weyl group WXd (see (A.2.4)) of type Xd. Then
ℓApgq “ invpgq,
ℓBpgq “ invpgq ` 7tpi, jq P rds2 | iďjgp´iqągpjqu,
ℓDpgq “ invpgq ` 7tpi, jq P rds2 | iăjgp´iqągpjqu,
ℓ
rApgq “ ř
1ďiăjďd
ˇˇˇY
gpjq´gpiq
d
]ˇˇˇ
,
ℓ
rCpgq “ invBpgq ` ř
1ďiďjďd
´Y
|gpjq´gpiq|
d
]
`
Y
|gpjq`gpiq|
d
]¯
,
ℓ
rBpgq “ invBpgq ` ř
1ďiăjďd
´Y
|gpjq´gpiq|
d
]
`
Y
|gpjq`gpiq|
d
]¯
`
ř
1ďiďd
Y
|gpiq|
d
]
,
ℓ
rDpgq “ invpgq ` nsppgq ` ř
1ďiăjďd
´Y
|gpjq´gpiq|
d
]
`
Y
|gpjq`gpiq|
d
]¯
.
Proof. See [EE98]. 
A.2.2. New length formulas. As an application of our dimension formulas (Theorem A.1.10),
we achieve new length formulas for finite and affine Weyl groups in a symmetrized fashion.
We introduce the symmetrized inversion function invIˆJ on integer intervals I, J Ď Z
defined by
invIˆJpgq “
1
2
7
!
pi, jq P I ˆ J
ˇˇˇ
iăj
gpiqągpjq or
iąj
gpiqăgpjq
)
. (A.2.5)
Remark A.2.2. Note that ur0pgq ě negpgq, and the equality holds when I “ r´d..ds.
Assuming gp´iq “ ´gpiq, we have
ur0pgq “ invt0uˆI . (A.2.6)
Assuming further gpi ` 2dq “ gpiq ` 2d, we have gpd ` iq “ ´gp´d ´ iq “ ´gpd ´ iq and
hence
urdpgq “ invtduˆI . (A.2.7)
Therefore, the presentations of the Weyl groups of finite and affine classical types in (A.2.4)
can be characterized alternatively using the symmetrized inversions.
For finite and affine classical types (except rB and rD), it is known that the G-orbits in the
set of pairs of complete flags is in bijection with the set Σd of permutation matrices in Od,d.
When XLA is a (genuine) Schubert variety, namely, A is a permutation matrix, the dimensionpℓpAq coincides with the length ℓpgq, where g is the corresponding permutation in the Weyl
group.
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Theorem A.2.3. Let invIˆJ be the symmetrized inversion function as in (A.2.5). The length
functions admit the following symmetrized formulation:
ℓApgq “ invr1..dsˆr1..dspgq, (A.2.8)
ℓBpgq “ invr1..dsˆr´d..dspgq, (A.2.9)
ℓDpgq “ invr1..dsˆr´d..dspgq ´ invt0uˆr´d..dspgq, (A.2.10)
ℓ
rApgq “ invr1..dsˆZpgq, (A.2.11)
ℓ
rCpgq “ invr1..dsˆZpgq, (A.2.12)
ℓ
rBpgq “ invr1..dsˆZpgq ´ invt0uˆZpgq, (A.2.13)
ℓ
rDpgq “ invr1..dsˆZpgq ´ invt0,duˆZpgq. (A.2.14)
Proof. We start with type X ‰ rB, rD. The dimension of a permutation matrix A P Σd is a
symmetrized sum pℓXpAq “ 1
2
ÿ
pi,jqPIX
a‚ij
ÿ
xďi
yąj or
xěi
yăj
axy p‚ “ 6 or :q,
Since A is a permutation matrix, there is only one nonzero entry in each row. Hence,pℓXpAq “ 1
2
ÿ
pi,jqPIX
a‚ij
ÿ
xăi
yąj or
xąi
yăj
axy. (A.2.15)
Let ΣXd be the subset of permutation matrices in O
X
d,d. We have the identification below:
WXd Ñ Σ
X
d , g ÞÑ
ÿ
i
Egpiq,i.
Under the identification, the right hand side of (A.2.15) is exactly the symmetrized inversion
in (A.2.8) – (A.2.12).
For types rB and rD, the lengths formulas are closely related to the length formula for affine
type C (cf. [BB05, (8.65), (8.76)]). Hence, we have
ℓ
rBpgq “ ℓrCpgq ´#ta P Z|a ď d, gpaq ě d` 1u,
and
ℓ
rDpgq “ ℓrBpgq ´#ta P Z|a ď 0, gpaq ě 1u.
The theorem then follows from a direct calculation. 
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